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Abstract

An experimental study of the QED Compton process using the data recorded by the H� detector
at the electron�proton collider HERA in ���� and ���� is presented� Using the samples of these
events the backward electromagnetic calorimeters� i�e� lead�scintillator sampling calorimeter
BEMC in ���� and the one of the spaghetti lead�	bre type SPACAL in ���� were studied in
terms of the absolute energy scale� response linearity� relative position to the beam line� and
the corresponding backward tracking detector� i�e� backward proportional chamber 
BPC� in
���� and backward drift chamber 
BDC� in ����� The e�ciencies of the BPC and BDC are
determined� the probability of the ��conversion in front of the BPC�BEMC and BDC�SPACAL
systems are evaluated and the amount of the dead material in that region is estimated� The
selected samples of the QED Compton events are employed to make an independent luminosity
measurement� The role of the results of the QED Compton events analysis in the physics analysis
such as the proton structure function F� measurement is discussed�

Abstrakt

V predkladanej dizerta�cnej pr�aci sa zaober�ame anal�yzou kvantovo�elektrodynamick�eho 
QED�
Comptonovho rozptylu pou�zit��m �udajov z��skan�ych pomocou detektora H� pracuj�uceho na ur�y�
chl�ova�ci protibe�zn�ych zv�azkov elektr�onov a prot�onov HERA v rokoch ���� a ����� Pomocou
�statistick�ych s�uborov pr��padov spom��nan�ych zr�a�zok sme najprv �studovali absol�utnu energetick�u
kalibr�aciu� a linearitu odozvy zadn�eho elektomagnetick�eho vzorkovacieho kalorimetera 
BEMC�
olovo�scintil�atorovej kon�strukcie v roku ���� a kalorimetra �spagetov�eho typu 
SPACAL� olovo�
vl�aknovej kon�strukcie v roku ����� �Dalej sme ur�cili relat��vnu polohu oboch kalorimetrov vo�ci o�
si zv�azku a odpovedaj�ucemu dr�ahov�emu detektoru� t�j� zadnej proporcion�alnej komore 
BPC�
v roku ���� a tzv� zadnej driftovej komore 
BDC� v roku ����� Potom sme vy�c��slili efekt��vnost�
dr�ahov�ych detektorov BPC a BDC a pravdepodobnost� ��konverzie� N�asledne sme odhadli
mno�zstvo m�rtveho materi�alu pred syst�emami BPC�BEMC a BDC�SPACAL� Z��skan�e �statistick�e
s�ubory pr��padov QED Comptonovho rozptylu sme pou�zili na nez�avisl�e meranie svietivosti� Z�aver
pr�ace sme venovali diskusii o �ulohe v�ysledkov anal�yzy pr��padov QED Comptonovho rozptylu
v tak dole�zitej fyzik�alnej anal�yze ako je meranie �strukt�urnej funkcie prot�onu F��

A note on units

In this thesis� a system of natural units will be used� whereby � � c � ��
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Chapter �

Introduction

The electron�proton beam facility HERA at DESY� Hamburg� collide the two counter�
rotating beams of ���� GeV electrons �positron� and ��� GeV protons ���� The center
of mass energy of the ep collision is

p
s � ��� GeV� Compared to former �xed target

experiments ��� �� � �� ��� where the nucleons probed by the leptons were at the rest
in the laboratory frame� the center of mass energy is larger by more than one order
of magnitude� HERA provides thus a unique facility for the study of the structure of
the proton in a new kinematical regime
 at very large �Q� � ��� GeV� �where Q� is
the squared momentum transfered� allowing to resolve structure down to ����� cm� and
in the region of high parton density in the momentum space �very low Bjorken scaling
variable x � ������

Deep inelastic scattering �DIS� is a fundamental process to investigate the quark�
gluon interaction� and to make precise tests of the perturbative quantum chromodynam�
ics �QCD� theory� The inclusive analysis of the DIS events leads to measurements of
the proton structure function F��x�Q��� The strong coupling constant �s�Q�� and the
gluon distribution xg�x�Q�� can be determined in di�erent processes as deep inelastic
jet production� charm and J�� production or the measurement of longitudinal struc�
ture function FL� However� the accurate measurement of the structure functions is the
most precise way to determine �s�Q��� and xg�x�Q�� from the scaling violation of F��
The high statistics measurements of the proton structure already obtained in the �rst
years of running at HERA require to lower the systematics errors� which main sources
are electron energy calibration error� electron polar angle uncertainty� uncertainty of the
hadronic energy scale� knowledge of the QED radiative correction� photo�production and
beam background� the luminosity error�

The measurement of the radiative inelastic and elastic scattering processes is of the
primary importance at HERA because it allows to cross check of the QED radiative cor�
rections� which are indispensable in the determination of the proton structure� In addition
since at the elastic process the corresponding cross section can be precisely calculated this
process is used to monitor the luminosity at HERA� The number of great importance for
most of the physics analyses� In the DIS regime the emission of photons collinear with the
incident electrons can be interpreted as a reduction of the e�ective electron beam energy
and consequently the center of mass energy of collisions� Thus exploiting of hard proton
radiation processes can yield information on the internal proton structure at distances
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larger than previously studied at HERA� In addition it can provide a measurement such
as determination of the cross sections for scattering of longitudinally� 	L� and transver�
sally� 	T � polarized photons ����

In order to measure the luminosity delivered in the acceptance region of the H� detec�
tor� four di�erent methods are presently used
 the �e � �� coincidence� the hard � rate�
the random coincidence and the Compton method� The precision of the later �former�
two methods is presently limited by the statistical �systematic� error� The agreement of
the di�erent values using largely independent methods provides con�dence of our under�
standing of the luminosity measurement�

As it was suggested in ��� 	� the QED Compton scattering� produced in the head�on
collision at high�energy electron proton collider� such as HERA� can be used for various
purposes
 for the already mentioned above luminosity measurement� the methodologi�
cal�calibration studies of detectors� the determination of the photon content of the proton
and the search for a candidate for excited electron e��

In the presented thesis the QED Compton event observed in the H� detector during
the �		 and �		� running periods are analyzed� Although the amount of collected
luminosity during the �		 and �		� and the di�erent trigger con�gurations put limits on
the here presented analysis� the selected samples of the QED Compton events provides an
opportunity to cross�check the total integrated luminosity with a precision of few per cent�
It also allows us to study the backward scattering region of the H� experiment in terms of
the absolute energy scale and the response linearity of the electromagnetic calorimeter� its
relative position to the beam line and the misalignment of the calorimeter and the tracking
detector� The mentioned above methodological studies are of greater importance since
during the winter shutdown �		�	� the H� collaboration has upgraded the H� detector
with a new backward calorimeter of the spaghetti �SPACAL� lead��ber design and the
new backward tracking detector �BDC� ����� In order to ful�ll the main target of this
upgrade� i�e� to provide the improved measurement of the scattered particles in the new
extended kinematical region� the newly installed detectors were to be well understood and
calibrated�

The thesis is organized as follows� In chapter � theoretical issues relating to hard
photon radiation processes at HERA are survived and the formulas for quasi�real QED
Compton event are presented� Chapter � contains a brief description of the HERA ac�
celerator and a review of the components of the H� detector with emphasizing on H�
backward scattering region� which is mainly relevant for the presented analysis� Chap�
ter  is concerned with the study of the BEMC nuclear counter e�ect as a source of the
fake electron trigger signals and the increase of the rate of the stand�alone BEMC electron
trigger� which was used for selecting not only the QED Compton event candidates but
the candidates on the deep�inelastic scattering events� In Chapter � the experimental
techniques used to select the QED Compton event samples in both �		 and �		� data
taking periods are described� Chapter � is concerned with the methodological studies of
the electromagnetic calorimeters in terms of the absolute energy scale� response linearity�
relative position to the beam line� the misalignment of the calorimeter and the tracking
detector� The measurement of total integrated luminosity using the QED Compton events
detected by H� experiment during the �		 and �		� running periods� is then presented�
In Chapter � the r�ole of the QED Compton events analysis in the physics analysis such as



�

measurement of the proton structure function F� is illustrated and discussed� The �nal
chapter reviews the results obtained�





Chapter �

The Quasi�Real QED Compton

Process

In this chapter a survey of the de�nitions of the three classes of the hard photon radiation
from the lepton line in the neutral current �NC� processes at HERA is given� The exact
analytic expressions of the QED Compton event cross section are presented� The three
separate contributions depending on the value of the invariant mass of the hadronic system
are reviewed� The de�nitions of the kinematical relations� which characterize the QED
Compton events are presented� The basic ideas and solutions which have been chosen
in COMPTON� a Monte Carlo generator for QED Compton events� are summarized together
with the input values of the kinematical variables used in the production of the Monte
Carlo simulation data used in the here presented analysis� Finally the various predictions
of the distributions and correlations of the crucial kinematical variables for a sample of
the QED Compton events generated using the COMPTON generator are shown and discuss�

��� Radiative Events in Electron�Proton Scattering

at HERA Energies

The dominant QED radiative contributions to elastic �ep� ep� and inelastic �ep� eX�
scattering consist the radiation of a real photon from the leptonic line and are described
by diagrams shown in Fig� ����

The radiative scattering cross section is large in the neighborhood of the poles of
the virtual electron and virtual photon propagators� The following three classes of the
radiative processes corresponding to these kinematic domains are de�ned ���� ���
 �i� the
bremsstrahlung process corresponding to the poles in both the virtual electron and the
virtual photon propagators� �ii� the radiative DIS process corresponding to the pole in
the virtual electron propagator and to the large virtual photon mass� �iii� the quasi�real
QED Compton process corresponding to the pole in the virtual photon propagator and
to a large virtual electron mass� Note� that these three classes of radiative processes
correspond to the �di�erent� kinematic domains�
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+
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e��q��
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X�p��

P �p�

X�p��

Fig� ���
 The Feynman diagram for the radiative �ep� e� �X� scattering�

A complete example of treatment of the radiative channels is described in �	�� where
the authors concentrate on the pure photon exchange contribution to the cross section
which is essentially determined by factor


�

z� z� �Q�
�����

with �note that the factors in denominator are not independent�


z� � � �K�k� � �����

z� � � �K�k
�

� � �����
�Q� � ��k � k

� �K�� � Q� � z� � z� � ����

Using the partial fractioning and� consequently� the fact that the factors multiplying the
pole terms terms ��z�� ��z� and �� �Q� do not vary strongly and therefore for kinematically
allowed con�gurations none of the other denominators can become small� the cross section
can be decomposited into the form


� M�

z�
�
M�

z�
�
M �Q�

�Q�
� �����

This separation de�nes three radiative channels
 �j� initial state radiation� peaking
for z� � �� i�e� for events where the photon is emitted colinearly with �jj� the incoming
electron� �nal state radiation� peaking for z� � �� i�e� for events where the photon is
emitted colinearly with the scattered electron� �jjj� Compton part� peaking for �Q� � � �
These events are characterized by the photon balancing the transverse momentum of the
scattered electron and the �nal quark which is going close to the initial quark direction�
The contribution of the Compton part to the bremsstrahlung cross section can be viewed
as resulting from the emission of a quasi�real photon from the quark line with subsequent
Compton scattering� e� � e��

Since the nature of these processes is that there are no substantial or discrete borders
in the phase space� the way to separate them is based on their distinct experimental
signatures ����� as it is de�ned in the following sections�
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In the H� detector which will be described in more detail in Sec� ��� the radiative
photons are measured �in terms of their polar angle 
�� in two angular domains
 
� � 
pa
corresponding to the acceptance region of the photon arm of the luminosity detector�

pa� and 
cd� � 
� � 
cd� corresponding to the acceptance of the region of the central
detector� where 
cd� and 
cd� are the minimal and maximal angular acceptance of the
central detector� respectively� The scattered electrons are measured �in terms of their
polar angle 
e�� either in the central detector or in the electron arm of the luminosity
system 
e � 
ea� where 
ea is the upper edge of the acceptance of the electron arm
of the luminosity system� The radiative photon and the scattered electron of energy
E�
e � ��GeV cannot be resolved in any region of the central detector if the photon

emission angle� �e�� with respect to the electron is smaller than �cd� where the �cd stands
for the angular �e � �� resolution of the central detector� The approximate values of
the borders of the mentioned above acceptance regions together with the corresponding
symbols are summarized in Tab� ����

border of detector acceptance region polar angle

photon arm of the luminosity system 
pa � ��� mrad
electron arm of the luminosity system 
ea � � mrad
central detector �forward part� 
cd� � ���� rad
central detector �backward part� 
cd� � �� � ����� rad
e� � resolution� �cd � ���� rad

Tab� ���
 Approximate values of the borders of the acceptance regions�

The kinematic variables p� k� p�� k�� K are the four�momenta of the incoming proton�
incoming electron� hadronic system�� scattered electron and radiated photon� respectively�
The kinematics of the radiative processes are described by the �ve following independent
Lorentz�invariant variables


q� � �p� � p�� � �Q� � �����

s � �k � p�� � �����

t � �K � k�� � �����

W � � �k� �K�� � ���	�

W �
h � p

�� � ������

The four�momentum transfer squared� t� and the squared invariant mass of the �e �
�� system� W �� correspond to q

�� and q
��� in the diagrams in Fig� ����

����� Bremsstrahlung Process

In the bremsstrahlung process the masses of the virtual photon and of the virtual electron
are small
 � � �q���q����q��� � �Ee
pa�� � ������� GeV�� In this kinematical domain
the elastic channel �ep � ep�� is the dominant process� The electron radiates a photon
in the electromagnetic �eld of the proton� which can be regarded as point�like� Both

�For more detail de�nition see the text�
�In the elastic case a proton�
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the outgoing electron and the photon emerge at very small angles with respect to the
incident electron direction� The recoil proton continues its motion almost undisturbed�
Events of this type are identi�ed either by detecting both the scattered electron and the
photon or by detecting only the photon� In the bremsstrahlung process the energy of the
photon� E�

�� and the energy of the scattered electron� E�
e� are constrained


E �
� � Ee � E�

e � ������

where Ee and E�
e being the energy of incoming and scattered electron� respectively� In the

unrelativistic limit and in the small angle approximation the bremsstrahlung cross section
is described by the Bethe�Heitler formula ����� Since the cross section is insensitive to
the internal proton structure� the bremsstrahlung process can be used for the luminosity
measurement� see Sec� ��������

����� Radiative DIS Process

In the radiative DIS process �q� is large� �q� � �Ee
cd��� � while either �q�� or �q��� is
small� �q�� � �Ee
pa��

� � ������� GeV � � �q��� � �Ee�cd�� � Since the inelastic structure
function of the proton rises�� and the elastic form factors decrease rapidly with increasing
�q�� this process is dominated by the inelastic channel�

As �q� is large� the scattered electron or the �e��� system is observed in the angular
range 
e � 
cd� and a large fraction of the produced hadrons is detected� The transverse
momentum of the hadronic system is balanced by the transverse momentum of the elec�
tron �e��� system� The angular distribution of the radiated photons in DIS exhibits two
peaks around the directions of the incident and scattered electron� corresponding to the
region of small �q�� and small �q���� respectively�

Despite most of the radiative photons emitted in the direction of the scattered electrons
of energy E � �� GeV cannot be resolved a sizeable fraction of events with radiative pho�
tons emitted in the direction of the incoming electrons can be identi�ed in the H� detector�
These kind of events can be interpreted as originating from non�radiative scattering at
reduced electron beam energy ���� The e�ective� so�called true� electron beam energy Et

can be determined directly from the measured radiative photon energy E�
�


Et � Ee � E�
� � ������

or from the formula


Et � Ee��� �ye � yh�� � ������

The inelasticity parameters ye and yh are expressed in terms of the energy and angle
of the scattered electron �electron method�� and the momenta� ph� and angles� 
h of all
produced hadrons� according the formulae


ye � �� E�
e

Ee
sin�


e
�

�����

�This is valid for x � ���� see e�g� �		� 
��
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and

yh �
�

�Ee
� ������

with

� �
X
h

�Eh � ph cos 
h� � ������

The DIS ep collision at reduced energy Et can be described using the �true� kinemat�
ical variables xt� yt� and Q�

t de�ned as


xt �
EtE

�
e cos

� 
e��

Ep �Et � Ee sin
� 
e���

� ������

yt � � � E �
e

Et
sin� 
e�� � ������

Q�
t � E �

e Et cos
� 
e�� � ����	�

which can be obtained by replacing the nominal electron beam energy by the e�ective
�true� electron energy in the conventional expressions for xe� ye� Q�

e� see Sec� ����

����� Quasi	Real QED Compton Process

In the QED Compton process both �q�� and �q��� are large� �q����q��� � �Ee
cd��� and
�q� is small� mp�W ��s�� � �q� � �q����q��� �quasi�real electron�� where mp is the
proton mass� Ignoring the hadronic vertex� this process corresponds to the Compton
scattering of a quasi�real photon on an incident electron ���


e� �� � e� �

The dominant contribution to the Compton scattering� which is sometimes called wide
angle bremsstrahlung is due to the elastic channel �ep � ep��� The scattered electron
and the photon are observed in the central detector �
e ��� � 
cd��� As �q� is small� the
proton �hadronic �nal state� and the �e � �� system have transverse momenta close to
zero� The hadronic �nal state remains undetected in most of the cases �
p �h� � 
cd���

Note that in the Compton process the corrections of the order ��� where � is �ne�
structure constant� �i�e� second order radiative corrections� have to be taken into account�
in particular the dominant one corresponded to hard photon emission in the direction of
the incoming electron� A more detail discussion of the three channels of the quasi�real
QED Compton is the subject of the next section�

��� QEDCompton Scattering in Electron�Proton Col�

lisions

����� Exact Analytic Expression of QED Compton Event Cross
Section

In this section the exact analytic expression of the QED Compton event cross section is
presented� According to ���� we start with the exact factorization formula� based on the
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helicity calculation� see Appendix A� for the process shown in Fig� ���


d�	�ep� e�X�

dxdx�dQ�d�� � fT���p�x� x�� Q
��

�
d	

d��

�T

� fL���p�x� x�� Q
��

�
d	

d��

�L

������

with

�
d	

d��

�T

�
d	T
d�� � 

d	L
d�� �

p
��� � �

d	TL
d�� cos �� � 

d	TT
d�� cos ��� � ������

�
d	

d��

�L

�
d	T
d�� �

� � 

�

d	L
d�� �

r
�
� � 



d	TL
d�� cos�� �

d	TT
d�� cos ��� � ������

where d�� � du�d��� with u� � cos
�� and 
�� �� being the orbital and azimuthal
scattering angles in the center�of�mass frame of the virtual Compton process� Whilst
the upper subscript �T � L� refers to the polarization �transverse or longitudinal� of the
virtual photon at the hadron vertex� the lower subscript �T � L� TL� TT � represents the
polarization at the lepton vertex� i�e� de�nes the transverse and longitudinal cross sections�
and the transverse�longitudinal and transverse�transverse interference terms of the virtual
Compton scattering process ��e� � e� The  ux functions fT�L in formula ������� which
represent the virtual photon spectra �transverse or longitudinal� at the hadron vertex are
given by


fT��p�x� x�� Q
�� �

�� x

��xx�
gT �x� x�� Q

��	T��p� ������

fL���p�x� x�� Q
�� �

�� x

��xx�
gL�x� x�� Q

��	L��p �����

with

gL�x� x�� Q
�� � gT �x� x�� Q

��� x��
�x�

� ������

�
��� x��x�Q� � x��m

�
p

Q� � x�m�
p

������

where the variables x� x� are de�ned as


x �
�q�
�pq

������

x� �
qk

pk
������

calling mp� me� mX the masses of proton� electron and hadronic system� respectively� and
de�ning the squared invariant mass the �e� �� system� W � � �q � k�� and s � �p � k���
The cross sections 	T�L��p pertain to the virtual process ��p� X� their expressions will be
given below� In formulas ������ and ������ the virtual photon polarization parameter  is
given by  � gL�gT � see ����� The di�erential cross sections of the virtual Compton e�ect
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for various polarization of the photon are given by ����


d	T
d�� �

��

W � �Q�

�
W �

�W � �Q���� � u� � ��
�
�W � �Q���� � u��

W �
�

�
Q�

W �

�� u�

�� � u� � ��
�

Q��� � u��
��W � �Q��

�
����	�

d	L
d�� �

��

W � �Q�

�
Q��� � u��
W � �Q�

�
������

d	TL
d�� �

��

W � �Q�

�
QW

��W � �Q��

p
�� u��

�
� �

Q�

W �

�� u�

� � u� � �

��
������

d	TT
d�� �

��

W � �Q�

�
Q���� u��
��W � �Q��

�
� ������

where

� � �m�
eW

���W � �Q��� � ������

Notice� that the electron mass� me� is taken into account only where it is required in order
to avoid a divergency in the formulas�

In order to specify 	T�L��p we shall consider various separate contributions depending on
the value �range� of the mX involved �����

������� Elastic Contribution� mX �mp

	T��p �
���

Q�
G�
M �Q��

���� x�

� � x
� �����

	L��p �
�����m�

p

Q�
G�
E�Q

��
���� x�

�� x
� ������

where � is the �ne�structure constant and the conventional expressions of the proton!s
electromagnetic form factors were used


G�
E�Q

�� �
G�
M �Q��

���	
�

�
� �

Q�

Q�
	

���
������

with Q�
	 � ���� GeV��

������� Resonant contribution�� mp�m� �mX � ��� GeV

In ���� is assumed that the range is to be saturated by the contribution of the three reso�
nances "������� N�������� N�������� From the experimental data on electro�production�
see e�g� ����� can be written


	T �
X
R

	R
m�

R#
�
R

�m�
X �m�

R�
� �m�

R#
�
R

�
� � Q�

Q�
R

��� � ������

	L � � �b � ������

where the values of the parameters mR� 	R� #R� Q�
R are given in Tab� ����

�Here m� is a pion mass�
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" N� N�

mR�GeV� ���� ���� ����
	R��b� ��� ��� ���
#R�GeV� ���� ���� ����
Q �

R�GeV
�� ��� ��� ���

Tab� ���
 Characteristics of the three resonances here considered�

������� Continuum Inelastic Contribution� mX � ��� GeV

Following the discussion in ����� we treat separately the two regions in Q�


�� For large values of Q�� with the assumption �justi�ed by the quark�parton model�
	L � �Q�����	T � de�ning � � Q����mpx�� one can get


	T �
���

�� � x�Q�
F��x�Q

��� ����	�

	L �
���

�� � x�Q�

x�m�
p

Q�
F��x�Q

��� �����

where F��x�Q�� is the proton structure function�

�� For Q� tending to zero one is led to the cross section of real�photon production


lim
Q��	 GeV�

	T � ����b� �����

	L � � �b � �����

Finally� over the full Q� range is set


	T �
���

��� x�Q�
F��x�Q

����x�Q��� �����

	L �
���

��� x�Q�

x�m�
p

Q�
F��x�Q

����x�Q��� ����

where the interpolation function ��x�Q�� is de�ned as


��x�Q�� �
Q��GeV��

Q��GeV�� � F��x�Q�� ��GeV��
�����

noticing that with Q� � � GeV�

x� � �

while x�Q� stays �nite and

���

��GeV��
� ����b �
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��� Kinematics of QED Compton Event

The kinematical relations which characterize the QED Compton process de�ned in Sec� �����
are reviewed
�

� the coplanarity "� � absolute value of angle between the projection of the electron
and the photon momentum in the xy�plane� i�e� to the plane orthogonal to the beam
direction�

"� � j�e � ��j � �����

� the four�momentum squared

Q� � �q� � �����

� the Bjorken scaling variable x

x �
�Q�

� pq
� �����

� the scaling variable x�

x� �
qk

pk
� ���	�

� the invariant mass of the �nal hadronic system

W �
h � �p � q�� � m�

p � �pq �Q� � ������

� the invariant mass of the �e� �� system

W � � �k � q�� � EeE� �
�
�� Ee

xEp

�
Q� � ������

where Ee� E�� Ep is the energy of the incoming electron� photon and proton� re�
spectively�

� the visible energy of the �e� �� system

Evis � Ee � E� � E�
e � E�

� ������

� the transverse momentum of the �e� �� system

p�t � j �K� � �k��j� �
�
� � W � �Q�

sx

�
Q� ������

�If not mentioned otherwise the variables are de�ned in laboratory frame�
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� the velocity �� of the center�of�mass of the �e� �� system in the laboratory frame

�� � ��jj � ��� ��
�k � �q

Ee � E�
�

�K � �k�

E �

e � E �

�

� �����

where ��jj and ��� are the longitudinal and transversal components of the �� to the
direction of incoming beams� respectively�

�jj � j ��jjj � sin�
e � 
��

sin 
e � sin 
�
������

�� � j ���j � j�ptj
Evis

������

According to the de�nition of the QED Compton process� see Sec� ������ the squared
four�momentum transfered is close to zero� Q� � � GeV�� Due to Eq� ������ and �������
the squared transverse momentum of the �e � �� system and the transversal component
of the velocity of the center of mass of the �e � �� system in the laboratory frame are
negligible� Consequentially the scaling variable x is equal to one� Thus� the elastic channel
is dominating and the kinematical formulae listed above are reduced


W � � EeE� ������

Evis � Ee

�
� �

�
W

�Ee

��
	

������

� � j��j � j ��jjj � Ee �E�

Ee � E�
� ����	�

and using Eq� ������ and Eq� ����	� the invariant mass of the �e� �� system is given


W � �Ee

s
� � �

�� �
������

Finally� for these elastic events characterized with Q� � � GeV�� i�e� when the quasi�
real photon is emitted colinearly to the direction of the incoming proton� one can derive
following formulae


�Ee � E�
e�� � cos 
e� � E�

���� cos 
�� ������

E �
e ����
e� 
�� �

�Ee sin 
� �e�
sin 
e � sin 
� � sin�
e � 
��

������
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��	 COMPTON � a Monte Carlo Generator

��
�� Description of COMPTON Monte Carlo Program

Since it is practically impossible to generate a reasonably accurate Monte Carlo program�
which would be reasonably accurate in all phase space due to the presence of various poles
in the expressions given in the previous section the solution to generate speci�c QED
Compton events was chosen ����� Those speci�c processes are those which are dominated
by quasi�real photon exchange q� � q

��� q
��� with the �nal electron and photon nearly

coplanar and observable at �nite angle are meant� The consequence of the kinematical
limitations of acoplanarity and polar acceptance of the scattered angles result in Q� � W �

and � � � � u�� Each single event is generated in the two following steps


�� The event are generated according to an equivalent�photon�type approximation of
the cross section given by formulas Eq� ����	� to Eq� ������ where terms of or�
der O�Q�W � are neglected� Consequently� � given by Eq� ������ is neglected as
well�

Since these are only dynamic approximations all kinematic � physical quantities are
treated exactly during the generation performed over the phase space de�ned by
the angular acceptances of the detector at the beginning of the program�

�� Already generated events are weighted by comparing the exact value of the dif�
ferential cross section de�ned Eq� ������ to the approximate one used in the �rst
step�

Despite this two�steps procedure providing an exact Monte Carlo simulation over the
whole phase space available� the weights of the events become larger when increas�
ing Q��W �� This corresponds to moving from the �QED Compton� to the �radiative
correction� con�guration� Such large weight events are rejected due to the two following
reasons


�� Their statistical accuracy becomes small�

�� A limited increase of the cross section normalization should get a weight factor
smaller than �� and thus provide an output of individual �unweighted� events�

In order to select small values of Q��W � a cut on the "� angle between the transverse
momenta of outgoing electron and photon� so�called acoplanarity angle� is de�ned� The
elimination of large Q� values even at high W is controlled by introducing an additional
cut on the transverse momenta� The restriction to relatively smallQ� has two advantages

any contribution from weak interactions �i�e� virtual Z exchange� had not to be taken in
to account� a scale�invariant expression of the photon!s electromagnetic structure function
cloud have been chosen ����� such as


F��x� � �����
p
x ��� x�� � ��� �� � x��� ������
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The most signi�cant radiative corrections to the lowest�order diagrams in Fig� ����
which proceed via a contribution from radiation emitted by the incoming electron� see
Fig� ���� are taken into account using so�called peaking approximation� This procedure
is justi�ed by the fact that the radiated photon and the scattered one are essentially
emitted at di�erent angles and thus can be distinguished� so that interference terms are
suppressed�

+

e�k� ��K� e�k�

��K�

�

e��q��

�

e��q���

e�k��

e�k�����q�
���q�

P �p�
X�p��

P �p�

X�p��

Fig� ���
 The radiative correction on the incident electron line for the QED Compton
process�

As the authors in ���� mentioned� despite the total outgoing hadron invariant mass
being generated by the program� the possible hadron components inside the detector are
not� As far as the elastic contribution is concerned� the outgoing proton does not enter the
�nite�angle detector� This feature sets limits for exploring the inelastic channel of QED
Compton� where for the analysis the kinematical variables based on the measurement of
�e� �� system could be only used �����

The input values for the kinematical variables used for generating the Monte Carlo
samples used in analysis presented here are summarized in the Tab� ���� For the gener�

kinematical variable �		 �		�

incoming electron energy Ee ����� GeV ����� GeV
incoming proton energy Ep ��� GeV ��� GeV
scattered electron energy E�

e � � GeV � � GeV
scattered photon energy E �

� � � GeV � � GeV
visible energy E�

e � E �
� � �� GeV � �� GeV

polar angles 
e� 
� ���� � 
e�� 
� � ���� ���� � 
e� � 
� � ������

coplanarity � �"� � �� � ��

transversal momentum j�ptj � �� GeV � �� GeV
simulation program h�sim version ������� version ������	

reconstruction program h�rec version ������� version 
��
���

Tab� ���
 Input values of the kinematical variables�

ated events the detector response was simulated in detail ���� using a program based on
GEANT ������ The simulatedMonte Carlo events were subjected to the same reconstruction
and analysis chain as the real data�
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��
�� COMPTON Monte Carlo Program Predictions

In the following the predictions of the distributions and correlations of the basic kinema�
tical variables de�ned above are presented� In order to study the QED Compton process
a sample of one hundred thousand events was generated using the COMPTON Monte Carlo
program� see Sec� ����� The input values for the kinematical variables used in the �		�
data analysis� see Tab� ���� were used�

As it was discussed in previous section� the weight of generated events becomes larger
for larger value of ratio Q��W �� i�e� when moving from elastic to the inelastic channel�
The correlation between the event weight and the ratio Q��W � is shown in Fig� ����
Experimentally� the cut on coplanarity has to be imposed in order to eliminate these
events� In the following the contribution of the inelastic events� to the distributions is
explicitly shown�
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Fig� ���
 The correlation between the event weight� log�wevent� � and the ratio log�Q��W ��
for the Monte Carlo QED Compton event sample produced using the COMPTON generator�

The distributions of the energy E �
e ��� and the polar angle 
e ��� of the scattered electron

�photon� are shown in Fig� ���

The correlation between the energy of the scattered electron E�
e and photon E�

�� which
is depicted in Fig� ����a� shows a very strong correlation corresponding to the Evis �
E�
e�E�

� � Ee� The events with a lower Evis� are due to radiative correction� In Fig� ����b�
where correlation of the polar angle of the scattered electron� 
e� and photon� 
�� is
shown� one observes� that both the electron and photon �especially the later� tend to be
emitted backwards� i�e� in the direction of the incident electron� in the laboratory frame�
The full lines indicate the lower limit of the geometrical acceptance of the backward
electromagnetic calorimeter� for description see Sec� ����� and ������� Although the �nite
detector resolution e�ect are not taken into account� it is shown that most of the events
will be detected by the backward electromagnetic calorimeter�

The distributions of the acoplanarity j"�j� shown in Fig� ����a� shows a clear peak
around ���� for all sample� while the inelastic contribution is homogeneously distributed�
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In addition� from the distribution of the squared momentum transfered Q� see Fig� ����b��
one can see� that the inelastic events dominate at higher values of Q��

The distributions of the absolute value of the transversal momentum� shown in Fig� ����a�
is clearly peaked for the elastic channel towards at its minimum value� in contrary to the
inelastic contribution� Finally� Fig� ����b shows the distribution of the invariant mass of
the �e � �� system� which is strongly decreasing with rising values of W for both the
elastic and inelastic contribution�
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Fig� ���
 The distributions of the absolute value of the transversal momentum �a� and
the invariant mass of the �e � �� system �b� for the Monte Carlo QED Compton event
sample produced using the COMPTON generator� The full line stands for the all events the
dotted line shows only the inelastic contribution�

�Here the adjective inelastic� for both resonant and inelastic contribution is used�





Chapter �

H� Detector at HERA

Whilst the �rst part of this chapter contains a brief description of the HERA accelerator
the second is concerned with a review of the components of the H� detector� The de�
scription of the H� backward scattering region� which is mainly relevant for the presented
analysis� is divided in two sections to follow its upgrade which was undertaken in order
to provide the improved measurement of the scattered particles in the new kinematical
region during the winter shutdown �		�	��

��� HERA Accelerator

The electron�proton beam facility HERA� shown in Fig� ��� ����� consists of two in�
dependent accelerators designed to store ��� GeV protons and �� GeV electrons �or
positrons� respectively and to collide the two counter�rotating beams head on in four
interaction points �equipped by H�� ZEUS� HERA�B� HERMES experiments� spaced
uniformly around its ���� m circumference ����

The main parameters of HERA machine are listed in Tab� ��� comparing the design
values with that of the �		 and �		� running periods�

parameter unit design �		 �		�
e��p e��p e�p

Nominal energy GeV ������ �������� ��������
Number of bunches ������� ������������� ����������
Currents mA �����	 �������� ��������
Bunch separation ns 	� 	� 	�
HERA int� luminosity nb�� ��
 ��	� �����
H� gated luminosity nb�� � �	�� ���
Circumference m ����
Interaction points 

Tab� ���
 HERA parameters�

At the beginning electrons �positrons� are pre�accelerated in the Linac II ��� MeV�
which is used to �ll the small storage ring PIA� The single e� �e� bunches are injected
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 The layout of HERA accelerating facilities�

into DESY II �� GeV� and transfered to PETRA II ��� GeV� where they are stored�
accelerated to the HERA injection energy �� GeV� and transfered to HERA ����� GeV��

The proton injection starts with a negatively charged hydrogen ions linear accelerator
H��Linac III ���� GeV�� After stripping o� the two electrons� the protons are injected
and accumulated into DESY III ���� GeV�� The proton bunches are then transfered to
PETRA II �� GeV�� and �nally to the HERA ���� GeV��

��� H� Detector

The H� detector ����� is a a nearly hermetic multipurpose apparatus built to investigate
the high�energy interactions of electrons and protons at HERA� The experimental program
requires a detector having a good identi�cation of electron� high degree of hermeticity�
with a high granularity and excellent energy resolution� as well as the best possible hadron
calorimeter� In addition a large solid angle tracking is demanded� The e�cient use of all
these components is provided by a sophisticated trigger and read out systems�

In the following� �rstly a general overview of the H� detector in the status of �		 data
taking is given which is later completed with the more detailed description of the backward
scattering region for both �		 and �		� �i�e� upgraded� experimental con�gurations�

The main elements of the detector which parameters are summarized in Tab� ���� are
shown in Fig� ��� along with the coordinate systems adopted in the H� experiment�

����� Calorimetry

Since the H� detector was designed to provide clear identi�cation and precise measurement
of electrons� muons and penetrating neutral particles together with a good performance
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Fig� ���
 The overall view of the H� detector� Beam pipe and beam magnets ���� central
tracking chambers ���� forward tracking and transition radiators ���� liquid argon elec�
tromagnetic �� and hadronic ��� calorimeters� super�conducting coil ���� compensating
magnet ���� helium cryogenics ���� muon chambers �	�� instrumented iron ����� muon
toroid magnet ����� backward electromagnetic calorimeter ����� plug calorimeter �����
concrete shielding ���� liquid argon cryostat �����
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Calorimetry

LAr calorimeter Electromagnetic part Hadronic part

Granularity �� to ��� cm� �� to ���� cm�

Depth 
number of channels� �� to �� X	 
������ ��� to � �abs 
������
Resolution �
Ee�h��Ee�h � ����

p
Ee � �� � ����

p
Eh � ��

Stability of electronic calibration � ���� over one month
LAr purity 
decrease of signal� � ���� over one year
Noise per channel �� to �� MeV
Ang� coverage � dead channels �� � � � ���� � ����

BEMC� Pb�scintillator
Angular coverage � granularity ���� � � � ���� ��� �� cm�

Depth � resolution �
Ee��Ee ���� X	 
� �abs� ����
p
Ee � ��� ����

Tail catcher� iron�streamer tubes
Angular coverage �� � � � ����

Depth � resolution �
Eh��Eh ��� �abs �����
p
Eh

PLUG calorimeter� Cu�Si
Angular coverage � granularity ���� � � � ���� �� � cm�

Depth � resolution �
Eh��Eh ���� � 
���� X	� � �����
p
Eh

Electron tagger� Tl
Cl�Br�
Angular coverage � granularity � � ������ ���� ��� cm�

Depth � resolution �
Ee��Ee �� X	 � ����
p
Ee � ��

Tracking

Coil� radius � 	eld � m � B � ���� T� �B�B � ��

Central tracking
Angular � radial coverage ��� � � � ���� ��� � r � ��� mm
Jet chamber� spatial resolution �r� � ���	m �z � ���� mm
z�chambers� spatial resolution �r� � �� and �� mm �z � ���	m
Momentum � dE�dx resolution �p�p

� � ���� ������� GeV�� �
dE��dE � �� ����

Forward 
f��backward 
b�
Angular � radial coverage 
f� �� � � � ��� ��� � r � ��� mm
Spatial resolution 
f� �r� � ���	m 
�r � �� mm� �x�y � ���	m
Ang� coverage � resolution 
b� ���� � � � ���� �x�y � � mm

Trigger proportional chambers
Angular coverage � channels �� � � � ���� ����

Muon detection

Instrumented iron
Angular coverage � total area �� � � � ���� ���� m�

Number of channels wires�strips�pads� �����������������
Spatial resolution �wire � �� � mm �strip � ��� �� mm

Ang��moment� resolution barrel ��
��� � ��
��� mrad ��p�p � �����

Forward muon toroid
Angular coverage � resolution �� � � � ��� ����� � �p�p � �����

Overall size 
x
 y
 z� � weight ��� ��� �� m� ���� t

Tab� ���
 Summary of H� detector parameters� Alternatively� design and test beam �gures
are given in brackets� Energies are given in GeV�
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in the measurement of jets with high particle densities� a calorimeter inside a large coil
was chosen �����

The H� calorimeter is composed of four separate units� The liquid argon calorime�
ter �LAr� ���� is completed with a small copper�silicon sampling plug calorimeter �PLUG�
covering the region between the beam pipe and the liquid argon cryostat �
 � ��
with an energy resolution ����

p
E ���� and the lead�scintillator backward electromagnetic

calorimeter �BEMC� �see Sec� ����� and �������

The tail catcher �TC� as a part of muon system �see also Sec� ������ measures any
hadronic energy leaking out the LAr and BEMC with an energy resolution 	E�E �
����

p
E �����

The LAr provides the smooth and hermetic calorimetric coverage over the polar an�
gular range ��� 
 � ���� for detection and measurement of both electromagnetic and
hadronic interacting particles� A single liquid argon cryostat is used� containing calorime�
ter stacks� structured in � wheels in z� each of which is divided into octants in �� The cha�
racteristics of liquid argon such as high atomic density� the good stability� homogeneity
of response� easy of calibration and �ne granularity were the reasons why it for the sam�
pling medium was chosen�

Since the cross sections for the energy loss processes of incident electrons or photons
are much greater than those for hadrons the separation between electromagnetically and
strongly interacting particles is possible by dividing the LAr into two section� the inner
electromagnetic �EMC� and outer hadronic �HAC� part� The structure of EMC sampling
cell consists of �� mm lead absorber and ���� mm liquid argon with per gap one read out
plane with pads and one high voltage plane� The HAC cell consists of �	 mm stainless
steel� i�e� �� mmabsorber and twice ��� mm independent read out cell plates� and a double
gap of �� mm liquid argon�

The energy distribution of LAr has beam measured in test beams to be 	E�E �
������	 �����
 ����	 ������ ���� �with E in GeV� for electrons and for pions 	E�E �
���� 	 ����
 ����	 ���� � ���� �����

����� Tracking

The tracking system of H� provides simultaneous track triggering� reconstruction and
particle identi�cation for the event topology particular to HERA electron proton colli�
sions �����

In order to full�l these tasks over the whole solid angle� the tracking system� shown
in Fig� ���� was split into three physically separate components� i�e� the forward track�
ing detector �FTD�� the central tracking detector �CTD� and the backward multi�wire
proportional chamber �BPC��

The main components of the CTD are the two concentric drift chambers �CJC�
and CJC��� Both have wires strung parallel to the beam axes with the drift cell in�
clined by ��� with respect to the radial direction giving optimum track resolution with
additional advantages such as easy resolving of chamber ambiguity by connecting di�erent
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 An r�z projection of the H� trackers�

cells track segments� suppression of obstruction of real tracks by wrong mirror track seg�
ments� easy separation of tracks coming from di�erent bunch crossing �the passing time
of a particle to an accuracy of � ��� ns can be determined� since each sti� track crosses
more than one drift cell��

Two thin layers of drift chambers� with sense wires perpendicular to and drift direction
parallel to the beam axis enhancing the z measurement of the charged tracks in central
region ����� As it is shown in Fig� �� the central inner z�chamber �CIZ� is located
inside CJC�� the central outer z�chamber �ts in between CJC� and CJC��

For triggering on tracks coming from interaction point �IP� the CTD is equipped by
two multi�wire proportional chambers� which both contain two concentric chambers with
pad readout� The central inner proportional chamber �CIP� is the innermost component
of the CTD and its outer partner� the �COP� is positioned between the COZ and CJC��

The FTD is realized as three identical super�modules� Seen from the IP each super�
module consist of planar wire drift chamber �PWDC�� a forward multi�wire propor�
tional chamber �FMWPC�� transition radiator material and a radial wire drift cham�
ber �RWDC��

The planar module consists of three drift chambers each four wires plane deep in z
and oriented ��� ���� and ����to the vertical� In order to maximize the geometrical
trigger e�ciency of the FTD and for practical reasons such as sharing the same gas
mixture the FMWPC is mounted directly behind the PWDC� The FMWPC is followed by
transition radiator consisting of �� polypropylene foils contained in its own gas volume�
The RWDC consists of �� planes each containing � radially strung wires� The interleaving
of the PWDC and RWDC improves the momentummeasurement� The track �nding and
�tting procedure is fully discussed in �����

In the backward direction the BPC �see Sec� ������� o�ers accurate spatial reconstruc�
tion and additional fast triggering information on charged particles�
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Fig� ��
 A section through the central tracking system� perpendicular to the beam� The
drift cells are tilted at an angle of ���to the radial direction� The CJC wires are parallel
to the beam�

����� Scintillators

Di�erent scintillator based detectors providing a good timing resolution for the removal of
background at �rst level trigger are used� In the �		 data taking period the time of  ight
system �ToF�� described in Sec� ����� was combined by its forward counterpart �FToF��

The FToF is a pair of scintillators with a cross section of ��� � ��� mm� sepa�
rated by ��� mm lead sheet read out by two standard photo�multiplier tubes and in�
stalled perpendicular to the beam axis between muon toroid and the �rst forward muon
layer �z �� m�� Since it lies �� mm from the beam axis� its primary task is the detection
secondary scattering from the proton remnant� beam gas� beam wall or an ep collision �����

In order to remove from proton�beam induced hard penetrating background particles
two double scintillator veto walls are installed at a distance of ��� and ��� m� respectively�
upstream from the IP�
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����
 Muon System

The iron yoke of the main solenoid magnet� which surrounds all major sub�detectors
of H�� is instrumented with limited streamer tubes �LST�� It provides the identi�cation
and tracking of penetrating muons and using eleven of the sixteen limited streamer tube
with read out pads of size and ��cm��cm and ��cm���cm in the barrel and end�caps�
respectively� serves as a tail catcher for the LAr calorimeter and BEMC�

In the forward direction the instrumented iron detection is supported by forward
muon detector �FMD� giving an independent muon momentum measurement in the
range � � p � ��� GeV�c� with the angular range �� � 
 � ���� The FMD con�
sists of an additional toroidal magnet sandwiched by three layers of drift cells� which
are ��� mm deep and ��� mm wide�

����� Luminosity System

The tasks of H� luminosity system are fast relative luminosity measurement� electron
beam monitoring for the HERA machine� absolute luminosity measurement in the inter�
action region� tagging of quasi�real photoproduction events with Q� � ���� GeV� and
energy measurement of electrons scattered under small angles and for photons emitted
collinearly to the incoming electron �����

Since the luminosity system� see Fig� ���� detects scattered electrons and outgoing
photons in coincide� it contains two arms
 the electron tagger �ET� and the photon
detector �PD��

Fig� ���
 The H� luminosity system�

The scattered electrons� which are de ected by a bending magnets ����� m � z �
����� m�� pass an exit window �z � ����� m� and hit the ET �z � ���� m��

The PD� situated at z � ���� m� detects the photons which leave the beam pipe
through a window �z � �	��� m�� where the proton beam pipe bends� A lead �lter ��X	��

followed by a water $Cerenkov ��X	� veto counter� which eliminates events with photons
interacting with the �lter� protects the PD calorimeter from the synchrotron radiation�
During the injection both the ET and PD are moved from the median plane of electron
beam�

�X� stands for radiation length�
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The ET as well as PD calorimeters are crystal $Cerenkov counters� made of a ��� array
of �� mm��� mmand a ��� array of ��� mm���� mm crystals� respectively� which are
read out by photo�multipliers� They have an energy resolution of 	E�E � ����

p
E
 ����

and a spatial resolution less than � mm�

The method of luminosity measurement based on the detection of bremsstrahlung
reaction ep� ep� is described in Sec� ����

����� Slow Control

The slow control �SC� of H� is designed to take care of di�erent parameters of the
experiment� All sub�detectors described above are equipped with a SC system� which
uses VME crates controlled by Macintosh� OS�	 computers� or a VME�controlled multi�
channel SC system ����� The subsystems are integrated either by a simple alarm system�
or by a computer control network� The SC data are maintained by a rational database
management system�

���� Triggering� Data Acquisition and O�	line Data Recon	
struction

The electronic systems mentioned in the above calorimetric and tracking sub�detectors
produce in total of ������� electronic channels� which have to be read out with additional
constraint of a ��� MHz collision frequency� Since the beam energy asymmetry leads to
the strongly forward directed events� which are hard distinguish from the intense proton
beam induced background the high trigger selectivity is demanded� As the time interval
between bunch crossings at HERA is just 	� ns� both the trigger and the readout data
had to be pipelined� In order to reduce the �nal data size to the acceptable recording
rates the various levels of triggering� �ltering and digital compression are employed�

The detectors subsystems feed data into front end pipelines and send fast trigger
information� known as trigger elements� to the �rst level of the central trigger �CTL�� �����
which main tasks are to provide the decision on the acceptance of an event and to control
the subsystem readout�

The CTL� decision is made on the basis of logical combinations of ��� trigger elements�
called sub�triggers� Pre�de�ned scalers �pre�scale factors� determine how many times the
single sub�trigger condition is to be satis�ed before it causes further processing of an
event� The sub�triggers could be classi�ed as physics triggers� which are constructed
for extracting samples for di�erent physics analysis and monitor triggers designed for
background monitoring and detector e�ciencies measuring purposes� Every physics sub�
trigger has to contain at least one t	 trigger bit� that unambiguously identi�es the correct
bunch crossing� After a CTL� decision has been made the �nal L��keep signal� which is
de�ned by the logical sum of all sub�triggers after pre�scaling� is distributed to the all
subsystems front end electronics�

When a positive L��keep signal is returned by CTL� all pipelines are stopped and
the contained data are processed� At this point the accumulation of the primary dead
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time �PDT� is started� During it the two intermediate trigger levels � and � using the
sub�triggers derived in the level � system can operate� For the level � trigger� which
provides a signal after �� �s� the complex topological correlator ��	� and a neural network
approach have been developed ����� If the event is accepted at level � the time consuming
readout tasks are initiated and the level � system with the software algorithm!s running
on a RISC microprocessor can potentially abort the readout ����� Its decision time is less
then ��� �s�

The front end processed and compressed data are placed in multi�event bu�ers and
from each subsystem collected by a dedicated processor� the event builder �EB�� For the
data transfer an optical �ber ring is used ����� The PDT ends when the EB assembles
the full event and the front end pipelines are released again� The primary readout of one
single event takes about ��� ms�

From the EB events are passed to the level  trigger �L�� i�e� to a software �lter
farm based on thirty�two RISC processor boards run in parallel� Performing a limited
reconstruction and using speci�cally designed fast algorithms each board processes one
event is processed until a decision is made� A small fraction �� %� of all L rejected events
is kept for monitoring purposes�

The �nal event records are sent to the SGI Challenge computer some � km distant �����
and via SCSI interface stored by an Ampex DST��� tape robot�

In the o��line reconstruction procedure the full reconstruction of all H� sub�detectors
is followed by the linking of charged particles track segments and the energy clusters
and thus results in the �nal overall event picture� The data �ltering chain is �nished by
the level �ve trigger �L��� where the events are classi�ed according to various selection
procedures mirroring the request of various physics working groups� At this level the data
containing the full information are stored on tapes in the physics output tape �POT�
format� In order to o�er the simultaneous access for further physics analyses the data are
�nally compressed to the data summary tape �DST� format and written to the discs�

��� Backward Part of the H� Detector

The primary tasks of the sub�detectors placed in the backward scattering region of
the H� detector� see Fig� ��� ���� are triggering on electrons� measuring their energy
and position� contributing to the reconstruction of hadronic �nal states emerging either
from DIS �at low values of x� or photoproduction processes� and suppression of proton
induced background�

In this section the parameters and characteristics of the backward tracker� calorimeter�
its electron trigger and the time of  ight system used untill the �		�	� shutdown� when
the backward scattering region was upgraded� are summarized in more detail�

����� Backward Proportional Chamber

The backward multi�wire proportional chamber �BPC�� which was mounted directly on
the backward electromagnetic calorimeter front face was supporting the CTD in the region
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where its ability to reconstruct tracks was either limited �
 � ���� or just impossible
�the CIZ and CIP lower acceptance boundary� 
 � ������

The BPC was equipped with �ve graphited cathode planes and four anode wire planes
providing the active region from an inner radius of ��� mm to ��� mm� which corre�
sponded to the angular coverage ������� 
 � ����� ����� Since the anode wires were
read out and the wire orientations were di�erent for each wire plane �vertical� horizontal
and 	��� the combined information of the four planes allows an accurate spatial re�
construction with a space resolution of 	x�y � ��� mm which corresponded to an angular
resolution of � ��� mrad for the particle arising from the nominal IP� The measurement of
the impact position of charged particles hitting the BEMC was important for improving
the BEMC energy measurement� Both the correction for the passive material of approx�
imately � X	 in front of BPC�BEMC system� known as dead material corrections� and
the correction for particles which were depositing energy in between the BEMC stacks�
called crack correction� which were calculated in the o��line event reconstruction� were
position dependent�

����� Backward Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The BEMC in mounted inside the H� solenoid coil at a distance of z � �� cm from the
interaction point� It covers polar angles 
 in the range ���� � 
 � ���� and gave the full
azimuthal coverage�

The BEMC consisted of �� calorimeter modules� so�called stacks� which were arranged
in �� rows and �� columns and mounted inside the aluminum barrel with a radial range
���� � r � ����cm�
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�� of the �� stacks had a square cross section of ���	 cm� ���	 cm� The cross sections
of the remaining �� stacks were chosen to be trapezoid or triangular so that the outer and
inner regions of the barrel were instrumented in the most e�ective way� Viewed from the
H� interaction point each stack �Fig� ���� consists of an � mm thick aluminum front plate
with a pin on top� a �rst  mm scintillator plate followed by 	 sampling layers composed
of ��� mm lead �PbSb��� ��� mm paper�  mm scintillator and ��� mm paper provided up
to ���� radiation lengths X	� In order to improve the homogeneity of the optical response
the paper sheets with the stack dependent grey pattern were used� The � mm aluminum
end plate followed by the electronics housing �xed the sampling structure inside stainless
steel boxes�
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Fig� ���
 Transverse view of the BEMC barrel �with the numbering scheme� and longitu�
dinal cross sections of BEMC stacks� The eight trigger big towers by white and shaded
areas were indicated and the positions of all long WLS in the whole BEMC �a�� and the
long �b� and short �c� WLS bars arrangement in BEMC square and trapezoid stacks are
shown�

The SCSN��� ��	� scintillation light was shifted by dye to the blue region and read
out via Y�� ��	� wavelength shifters �WLS�� Whilst two pairs of long WLS bars cover two
opposite sides of a BEMC stack� the light signal of last �� sampling layers of all square
and large trapezoid stacks was read out by short WLS bars which were twice as broad
as the long ones� Each WLS was covered by white re ecting paper to achieve a better
optical response� The photo�diodes glued to the end face of each WLS receive the light
emitted by the WLS�

Each pair of long WLS and each short WLS as well was assigned to one electronic
channel� In total there were �� readout channels�

A nitrogen laser monitoring system producing light pulses for test purposes was de�
veloped and installed �����
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����� BEMC Single Electron Trigger

The basic function of the BEMC single electron trigger �BSET�� Fig� ���� was to select
events with localized energy depositions in the BEMC stacks ���� ��� Therefore for
building the trigger quantities the lowest granularity �individual stacks� was used�
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�� stacks responses� usually sums of four photo�diodes corresponding to long WLS�
were equalized to the same energy scale and time adjusted in the GAIN card� The stack
energy signal was further processed in an amplitude and time discriminatory �ATD� mod�
ule� To the stack signals sets of noise contribution suppressing and cluster initiating stack
thresholds were applied in the threshold modules �THRM�� Stack responses could be in�
dividually controlled via channel selection modules �CHSM�� At this point the trigger
logic was separated into the analog branch �Anlg� and digital branch� which determined
the multiplicity and topology of the low �LT� and high �HT� thresholds� After the trig�
ger clusters were formed by the cluster separation module �CSM�� which recognized the
cluster seeds and assigns the neighboring stacks above the noise threshold� the corre�
sponding energies were summed in the cluster energy module �CEM�� The energy of
all stacks exceeding the LT �Etot� was compared to the total energy element thresh�
old �ETOT� and the analog sum of all clusters �Ecluster� to the three di�erent energy
trigger element thresholds CL� �in coincidence with the track the very low�x region trigger
element�� CL� �together with the ToF veto� the standard DIS trigger of low Q� events��
and CL� �high�x region trigger for BEMC calibration and ToF monitoring purposes��

The programmable look�up tables of the cluster identi�cation modules �CIM� provided
cluster multiplicity trigger elements�
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In total ��	 bits were fed into the digital shift register module �GPTP� ����� In order
to keep the possibility of identifying possible pile�up events and simultaneously minimize
the volume of data a readout of the nominal bunch crossing and two bunch crossings
before and after was chosen�

At the input to the H� central trigger the BEMC trigger response according by the
slowest trigger elements entering the CTL� was delayed�

Since the sensitivity of the photo�diodes to the passage of particles directly through
their depletion layer was recognized �so�called nuclear counter e�ect� the additional com�
parison of energy depositions in the individual photo�diodes after noise suppression with
a su�ciently high energy threshold was used to suppress this type of fake trigger� for more
detailed study of this e�ect see Chapter �

����
 Time of Flight System

The time of  ight hodoscope �ToF�� see Fig� ���� consisted of two walls made up of a
sandwich of �� mm thick scintillator and the ��� mm synchrotron radiation absorbing lead
sheets� The plane nearest to the IP lied at z � ���	� m and had �� counter� each matching
the size of four BEMC stacks� Eight larger planes form the outer plane located at z �
����� m� In order to operate inside a ��� T magnetic �eld� the ToF utilizes � high �eld
photo�multiplier tubes �PM�� which were housed in non�magnetic holders perpendicular
to the ToF planes� Pre�amplie�ed PM!s signals were discriminated and strobed in three
prede�ned time windows
 background� interaction and global before being sent and used
in the CTL� decision�

In order to remove proton�beam induced hard penetrating background particles two
additional double scintillator veto walls were installed at a distance of ��� and ��� m�
respectively� upstream from the IP�

��	 Upgraded H� Backward Region

In order to lower the systematic errors which dominated the �		 low x data analyses
the H� collaboration undertook an extensive upgrade program by constructing a new
detectors
 central �CST� and backward �BST� silicon trackers� backward planar drift
chamber �BDC�� and lead�scintillating��bre calorimeter �SPACAL�� see Fig ��	�

In this section the BDC and the SPACAL detector together with its inclusive electron
trigger are described� The description of the silicon trackers can be found in ��� ���

��
�� Backward Drift Chamber

The backward drift chamber� which covers the front face of electromagnetic section of
SPACAL� consists of four octagonal layers� each containing two half plates of drift cham�
bers perpendicular to the beam axis� For a good polar angle resolution the anode wires
are arranged like the strings in cobweb describing its concentric circles� In the two planes
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Fig� ��	
 Longitudinal view of the upgraded backward region of H� detector�

of one layer the anodes are stretched parallel but shifted against each other by one drift
space in radial direction� The four layers are turned one by one with an azimuthal angle
of ���� This minimizes the e�ect of dead areas and guarantees that each track is measured
by at least six out of eight possible hits� which results to an angular resolution of better
than ��� mrad� and a double track resolution of � mm �����

��
�� Lead�Scintillating	Fibre Calorimeter

The lead�scintillating��bre calorimeter consists of two separate sections� an inner elec�
tromagnetic and outer hadronic section� The hadronic section is completed by the back�
ward plug calorimeter which is located in the iron return yoke� The separation into two
calorimeters allows optimization of the electromagnetic energy resolution whilst maintain�
ing coverage of hadronic particles and longitudinal segmentation �����

������� Electromagnetic Section

The electromagnetic section of SPACAL detector consists of sixty ���cell modules� formed
by ��cell modules each� see Fig ����� The ���cell module cross section is ����� cm �
����� cm� The ��cell module consists of a stack of �� lead plates equipped with 	� �bres�
see Fig� �����c�d� The �bre ends form �� mm long �bre bundles ending in an aluminum
collar� The cross section of each cell is ��� � ��� mm�� The ��cell modules within
���cell module are oriented with their lead plates running either horizontally or vertically
depending on the ���cell modules! detector position� The orientation is chosen to minimize
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the signal dependence on the particle!s impact position caused by the lead��bre structure�
so�called �channeling�� which leads to a reduced energy resolution �����

The innermost module of the electromagnetic calorimeter is called the insert module�
Its cells are not rectangularly shaped in order to allow for the space needed for the beam
pipe� see Fig� ����b� The four inner cells surrounding the beam pipe� the veto layer cells�
are � mm thick� They are installed to identify the beam�gas and beam�wall background
and to detect the energy leakage of the neighboring cells into the beam pipe� A � mm
thick tantalum layer protects the active detector elements from synchrotron radiation�

Shielding
Tantalum

Veto Layer

6.5 cm

5.7 cm

4.05 cm

16.2 cm

a

b

c
d

Fig� ����
 Transverse view of the electromagnetic SPACAL barrel �a�� The borders of
the ���cell modules are given by bold lines� The arrangement of the ��cell modules is
indicated by thin lines� The transverse view of the insert module �b�� The cross section
of two lead plates of the electromagnetic SPACAL �c�� ��cell module showing lead��bre
matrix� �bre bundles and light mixers �d��

The �bre diameter is ��� mm� with a lead to �bre ratio of ���
� by volume� Due to
the small �bre diameter a high sampling frequency is obtained� which results in an energy
resolution with a sampling term close to �%�

p
E�GeV� ��	�� The active volume of the

electromagnetic calorimeter is ��� mm deep� corresponding to a �� radiation lengths� The
high granularity is well matched to the Moli&er radius of ���� mm to ensure good spatial
resolution and electron pion separation�
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The scintillation light is read out by photo�multipliers to achieve � ns time resolution
and low noise level� The Hamamatsu R�	���� �ne�mesh photo�multipliers ��� capable
operating within a strong magnetic �eld were chosen�

������� Hadronic Section and Backward Plug Calorimeter

The hadronic section of SPACAL calorimeter consists of ��� detector modules surrounding
the beam pipe� The cross section of the ��� square modules is ��	�� � ��	�� mm�� The
remaining �� edge modules are specially shaped in order to instrument the aluminum
barrel of circular shape which holds the whole calorimeter in most e�ective way� see
Fig� �����a�

a

b

c d

Fig� ����
 Transverse view of the hadronic SPACAL barrel �a�� The small circles inside
the cells symbolize the photo�multipliers to mark active cells� Transverse view �c� of a
lead plate of the hadronic SPACAL� Transverse �b� and side �d� view of the backward
plug calorimeter� which is irregularly shaped in the upper right part to leave space for the
feed�throughs of a beam pick�up antenna�

The ��	 mm thick lead plate with grooves of ��� mm diameter �lled by � BCF���
�bres ��� of � mm diameter is shown �����c� A module contains in total ���� �bres� which
are bundled and held by an aluminum frame� Each �bre bundle is coupled via an �� mm
long acrylic light mixer to a � inch photo�multiplier�
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The �bre diameter for the hadronic calorimeter is � mm and the lead �bre ratio is ��
�
by volume� The hadronic section of SPACAL detector adds ���� interaction lengths of
material to the electromagnetic section� which is ��� interaction lengths deep� Again the
mash type photo�multipliers were used�

The angular coverage of the SPACAL calorimeter near the beam pipe is extended
additional backward plug lead�scintillating��bre calorimeter situated in the iron return
yoke� see �����b�d� Since the backward plug calorimeter was installed after the �		� data
taking it was not used in this analysis�

��
�� SPACAL Inclusive Electron Trigger

The SPACAL Inclusive Electron Trigger �IET�� see Fig� ����� is designed to compare the
deposited energy inside a group of  �  electromagnetic SPACAL towers with each of
three thresholds ���
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Fig� ����
 Schematic layout of a IET trigger card�

The analog pulses from front�end cards are trransmitted to the IET per groups of ��
trigger elements through multi�twisted�pair shielded cables� which are dispatched from
the merging board to the sliding window �SW� board� The SW board receives the di�er�
ential pulses with a gain unity and performes the analog sliding sums� According to the
comparison of the amplitude of the trigger tower pulse with the three thresholds and the
synchronization of the discriminator outputs three so�called �cluster bits� are generated
in the local IET �LIET� card� which is plugged in the SW board� The LIET bits are sent
to the global IET card �GIET�� where for each threshold the logical sum of the LIET bits
is performed resulting in the three GIET trigger bits� These are afterwards encoded in
two bits� which are sent to the CTL��

In addition the LIET provides analog sum outputs for time�of� ight calculations and
makes available the the cluster bits for L��L� trigger�
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BEMC Nuclear Counter E�ect

The photo�diode calorimeter readout has some advantages� such as the excellent short and
long term stability� no need for magnetic shielding and high voltage� in comparison with
the more conventional photo�multiplier readout� On the other hand photo�diodes have
no internal ampli�cation� which necessitates very low noise charge sensitive pre�ampli�ers
with a �eld e�ect transistor �FET� input stage� In addition photo�diodes have a very
thin depletion layer resulting in a high source capacitance� which is one of the main
contributions to the noise� Large area photo�diodes have substantial leakage currents
contributing to the noise� too�

As it was described before the BEMC utilize ��� silicon photo�diodes in combina�
tion with wavelength shifters �WLS� to read out �� lead�scintillator shower counters
�stacks� ���� Signals of the � photo�diodes corresponding to the full longitudinal read�
out of the stacks are summed �mostly  channels� to provide �� stack inputs of the
BSET ����� Silicon PIN photo�diodes type Hamamatsu S���� are used in the BEMC�
The junction capacitance is �� pF for a ��V bias�voltage applied� The maximum dark
current is � nA at ��V bias�voltage and the temperature of ���C� The dark current in�
creases with rising temperature by a factor of ������C ����

Already in the �rst studies of the photo�diode readouts �	�� the sensitivity of the
photo�diodes to the passage of the charged particles directly through the depletion layer
of the photo�diode was recognized� This e�ect is in literature usually refereed as nuclear

counter e�ect or semiconductor e�ect�� In the conclusion of �	� the protection of the
photo�diodes from high background particle  uxes was stated� In the back region of
the BEMC� i�e� near the photo�diodes� the WLS� which are longer than the covered
sampling structure� are slightly bent to the center of the stack in order to reduce the
direct semiconductor e�ects in the photo�diodes produced by particles originating from
the IP and penetrating trough the cracks between the stacks� There is no protection at
all for the signi�cantly more intensive  ux of particles from the backside �beam�gas and
beam�wall interaction� and as our experience clearly shows for the direct and scattered
synchrotron radiation�

Total number of �e � epilot� ��p � ppilot��bunches �lled in HERA during the �		 lu�
minosity period was increased from �� � ��� � �� � �� to ���� � ��� � ���� � ��� with

�Inside the H� collaboration is this e�ect usually refereed as single diode event �SDE�� re�ecting the
fact that only one of four readout photo�diodes was a�ected�
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respect to �		� luminosity period� Therefore at least partial suppression of the BEMC
nuclear counter e�ect at the level L� trigger was mandatory for sub�triggers containing
BSET trigger elements� Special attention was required for the low Q� neutral current
DIS events sub�trigger� which was composed of the stand�alone BEMC trigger element
with a medium threshold CL� and the ToF veto� used by H� experiment as the standard
DIS trigger during the �rst three years of its operation� Since the selection of the BEMC
QED Compton event is based on the standard DIS trigger as well� as it will be discussed
in Sec� ������ this chapter is devoted to the study of the BEMC nuclear counter e�ect as
a source of the fake electron trigger signals�

The aim for �		 luminosity period was to reduce the fraction of BEMC SDE events
with both installing passive lead shielding and by their active hardware recognition already
at the L� trigger level at least for the most a�ected �inner� BEMC stacks�

Note� that the recognition of such a type of the events at the early stage of triggering
was possible only due to the BEMC readout redundancy� i�e� the scintillation light created
in the same physical channel �stack� is collected by more readout channels �photo�diodes��

	�� Study of BEMC Nuclear Counter E
ect

The presence of the BEMC SDE was immediately recognized during the �rst tests of the
BSET electronics in �		� using the cosmics ����� The fraction of such events for cosmic
was extremely high at the level of �� � ��% of the total BSET rate �approximately �Hz�
for the lowest energy stack thresholds �trigger element GE� at the level of � GeV��

In the HERA environment the three main sources of these spurious triggers are pos�
sible


� intensive mainly charged particle  ux originating from the proton induced back�
ground �beam�gas and beam�wall interaction��

� direct and scattered synchrotron radiation�

� due to the bending of the WLS quite small� but for the physics analysis most
important fraction of the rest shower particles originating from the interaction point�

The L trigger level rejects the BEMC SDE after the full reconstruction of the BEMC
energy depositions� Event was rejected only if no other sub�trigger besides the BSET
sub�triggers �i�e� sub�triggers '� � '��� was accepted� In order to monitor the L
performance generally � % of the rejected events are kept� The sample of the L rejected
events was reconstructed using the standard reconstruction program and stored on the
separated tapes�

For the study of the BEMC SDE �ve data samples in �		� luminosity data taking
were selected� Tab� �� de�nes the run periods and presents the number of BEMC SDE
events collecting during them�
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Data Run period Number of Comments
sample from to events

� ����� ����� ���
� ���	� ����� ����� Up to run ����� no �eld
� ���� �� ���� Collimator C� opened
 ���� ��	� ���
� ����� ��� ��� Vertex shifted

Tab� ��
 Selected run periods�

The composition of the accepted sub�triggers for the SDE events in the above indicated
periods� see Fig� ���a veri�es the presence of only BSET sub�triggers� whereas the compo�
sition of the raw sub�trigger� in Fig� ���b besides the proper prede�ned down�scaling for
all sub�triggers indicates the substantial fraction of events with the ToF �'	�� 	�� ��� �
����� central and partly also forward trackers �'��� ��� �	� �� ���� �� � ���� and
some fraction of the LAr �'��� ���� monitoring sub�triggers�
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b�

Fig� ��
 Accepted �a� and raw �b� sub�trigger compositions�

The �rst information concerning the timing of the BEMC SDE at the level of HERA
bunch crossings is as it is depicted in bunch number distributions� see Fig� ���

During the �		� luminosity period the standard bunch con�guration used to be
 ��
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Fig� ��
 Bunch number distribution of the BEMC single diode events for all �a�� only
colliding �b�� p�pilot �c�� e�pilot �d� and empty �e� bunches�

�� �  colliding� � � � e�pilot and � � � p�pilot bunches� These plots indicate the �lled
bunches �i�e� direct synchrotron radiation and the passage of the charged particles from
the p�induced background� are the main sources of the BEMC SDE� but the non�negligible
amount of the BSET triggers inside the empty bunches indicates also the presence of the
very late particles with respect to beam particles�

The fraction of events triggered by BSET trigger elements inside the empty bunches
suggests the trivial suppression of the BEMC SDE rates at the CTL to allow to the BSET
trigger elements to trigger only during the �lled bunches� On the other hand taking into
account increase of the number of �lled bunches for the �		 luminosity period this option
brought only marginal e�ect�

More detailed information on the timing of the BEMC SDE provides the discrimi�
nated NIM standard� output pulses of the individual ToF pads put into the FADC system
of the drift chamber readout ���� available in the reconstruction program �TOFT bank��

�Nuclear Instrumentation Module� conforming to the mechanical and electrical standards outlined
in AEC Report No� TID���	
� �����
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The zero of the timing distribution is adjusted to the genuine ep events in the back�
ward region �DIS sample selection ���� ����� The interaction window �IA� stretches from
about �� ns to ��� ns and the background window �BG� is roughly ��� ns to �� ns� The
timing precision is expected to be at the level of � or � ns ����� The time distributions
of the BEMC SDE in the ToF pads surrounding the beam pipe during the two run peri�
ods represented by data sample � and � �see Tab� ��� are shown in the Fig� �� and ��
respectively�
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Fig� ��
 The time distributions of the BEMC SDE in the ToF pads surrounding the beam
pipe for data sample �� Note� that data sample � corresponds to the beginning of the
luminosity period�

The striking di�erence of the time distributions for the ToF wall pads ' � and ' �
is absence of the BG peak in the ToF wall ' � �further from BEMC� which is of course
the consequence of the ToF veto logics requiring the presence of the signals in the BG
windows in both walls in order to veto the events� One more trivial additional suppression
of the BEMC SDE could be achieved requiring the veto to be constructed only of the ToF
wall pads closer to the BEMC �ToF ��� but the very non�trivial and potentially dangerous
e�ect of the spurious early or late particles �see the distribution of the BEMC SDE inside
the empty bunches Fig� ��� and partly also the cosmics overlayed with physics events
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Fig� �
 The time distributions of the BEMC SDE in the ToF pads surrounding the beam
pipe for data sample � Notice that data sample  corresponds to the second half of the
luminosity period�

prohibit such a simple rate suppression�

The comparison of Fig� �� and � shows quite substantial di�erence of the population
inside the IA and BG windows� This di�erences clearly indicated that at the beginning
of the luminosity period the p�induced background dominated whereas for the the second
half of the luminosity period the e�induced background �e�g� direct synchrotron radiation�
was dominating�

The distribution of the BEMC SDE in the BEMC stacks� shown in Fig� ���a� maps
the beam pipe�BEMC�stack distances� Interesting feature observed already during the
analysis of the �rst BEMC data of the �		� luminosity period is the top bottom asymmetry
of the event population at the level of � % for the BEMC SDE� Even in order to exclude
the possible e�ect of slightly di�erent BSET trigger thresholds for the di�erent BEMC
regions the o��line reconstructed stack energy was required to be greater then � GeV the
asymmetry was still at the level of � %� An explanation of this e�ect was a few mm
� mm� shift of the BEMC position vertically down �i�e� in �y direction�� The precise
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Fig� ��
 Distribution of the BEMC hottest stack number for single diode events� for the
run periods when the inner triangular stacks were not �a�� and were �c� included in the
trigger and for empty bunches �b��

determination came from the analysis of the QED Compton events in the BEMC� ��� ���
���� mm shift is needed to center the QED Compton events utilizing the BEMC shower
center of gravity �s�c�g�� �����

During the runs with the shifted vertex �data sample �� with the trigger setup re�
stricted to the BSET sub�triggers we opened the inner triangles of the trigger� i�e� the
high stack thresholds ���� were lowered essentially from the in�nity �DAC counts ���� to
the same level as for all other stacks �� DAC counts corresponding approximately to ���
GeV�� In this way the cluster was allowed to be initiated also by the energy depositions
in side stacks� Unexpected e�ect was only very low increase of the SDE in the inner
triangles� which demonstrates Fig� ���c�

The di�erence of the geometrical layout of the triangular and quadratic stacks results
in the di�erent optical properties� The light attenuation was for triangular stacks lower
by factor of ��� ���� with respect to the neighboring quadratic ones� On the other side
the signal amplitude due to SDE events is independent on the optical properties only by
the physical properties of the photo�diodes �depletion layer�� This results e�ectively in
suppression of the SDE in triangular stacks by approximately the same factor ����
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The stack distribution of the BEMC SDE for the empty bunches� see Fig� ���b again
exhibits the beam pipe pattern as it is in the case of colliding bunches� The detailed timing
distributions of the BEMC SDE inside the empty bunches for the beam pipe surrounding
ToF pads are in the Fig� ��� The missing population of the BG window indicates the
correlated activity inside both ToF walls�
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Fig� ��
 The time distributions of the empty bunches in the ToF pads surrounding the
beam pipe�

In order to quantitatively illustrate the e�ect of the BEMC SDE on the BSET sub�
trigger rate typical runs from the data samples � to � �see Tab� ��� were arbitrarily
selected�

The dead time corrected L� rates of the individual BSET sub�triggers �st '�� '���
are in Tab� ��� Note the changing meaning and pre�scale factors of some BSET sub�
triggers especially at the beginning of the luminosity period�

The L� rates presented in Tab� �� are for the BSET sub�triggers suppressed at the L
trigger level on the basis of the algorithm in the Appendix A� The rejections of the BEMC
SDE triggers for the individual BSET sub�triggers in the selected runs are summarized
in Tab� ��
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Run data Ie Ip Luminosity Dead time Comments
number sample �mA� �mA� �mb��s��� �%�

����� � ���� ���� ��� ���� BPC partly o�
����	 � ���� ���	 � �� No magnetic �eld
��� � ��� 	�� ��� ��� Collimator C� opened
����  ��� 	�� � ���� �
����� � ���� ��� ��� ��� Vertex shifted

open triangular stacks

Tab� ��
 Selected runs from the indicated run periods� being de�ned in ���

Sub�trigger Run number
number ����� ����	 ��� ���� �����

� ��� ���� ��� �� ���
� ���� ���� ����
� ���� ����� ����
� ����� ���� �����
 ����� ���� ����
� ��� ��� ���� ��	
� ���� ����� ���� ����
� ����� ���� ��� ��	� ��	
� ���� ���� ���
	 ���� ����� ����� �����
�� ���� ����� ����� ����� ����
�� ��� ���� ����� ����
�� ���� ��� ����

Tab� ��
 Dead time corrected L� rates in Hz of the BSET sub�triggers�
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Sub�trigger Run number
number ����� ����	 ��� ���� �����

� �� �� �� �� �	
� �� �� �	
� � � ��
� � � ��
 � � ��
� � �� �� ��
� �� �� �� ��
� �	 �� �	 � ��
� �� � ��
	 � �� �� ��
�� � �� �� �� ��
�� � �� �� ��
�� �	 �	

Tab� �
 L rejection factors in % of the individual BSET sub�triggers due to the BEMC
SDE cut�

It is quite obvious that the BEMC SDE sub�triggers are dominant part of all BSET
sub�triggers� especially of the BEMC stand�alone sub�trigger element �i�e� sub�trigger
' ��� The proper monitoring and o��line check of the rejected events is of the great
importance for the analysis of the BEMC�BSET physics data�

Distribution of the BEMC s�c�g�� shown in Fig� ���a� clearly identi�es the locations of
the photo�diodes at the end of the long wave length shifters� On the other hand �BEMC
front face� no such distribution of the reconstructed points in the BPC is observed� see
Fig� ���b�

Because of shielding of the photo�diodes by the BEMC itself for the particles from
the interaction point� just a random space matching of the BEMC s�c�g� with the BPC
reconstructed points in the IA window was observed� The same is also true for the SDE
triggers in the BG window of the ToF wall � pads mainly due to the large inclination
of the tracks originating from the ion getter pump region below the ToF walls� This is
illustrated in the Fig� ���c� From the events of the selected run period of the Table ��
�� % of all events have at least one BPC reconstructed point� This fraction is slightly
larger �increase at the level of � %� in the BG window with respect to the IA window�
Even very moderate space matching requirement of the BEMC s�c�g� and the BPC point
at the level of the stack dimensions �approx� �� cm�� will cut �� % of the SDE triggers
with the associated BPC point� The total suppression factor of the BEMC SDE triggers
up to  can be expected using the BPC information�

The stack energy spectrum of the BEMC SDE in the Fig� ���a demonstrates an
equivalent energy scale of the SDE is in the range of the scattered electron energies and
therefore its potentially danger�

The hottest stack energy spectrum of the leading cluster for the BEMC SDE triggers is
equivalent to the one channel energy spectrum scaled down by the number of correspond�
ing channels �WLS� in stack �in most cases � and smeared by the noise contributions
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Fig� ��
 BEMC s� c� g� distribution �a�� BPC reconstructed point distribution �b�� and
the distribution of distance between the BEMC s� c� g� and the closest BPC reconstructed
point �c� are shown�

of the other channels �WLS� of the same stack� This is demonstrated on the Fig� ���c�
where the single diode spectrum after the suppression of the pedestal is drawn� These
energy spectra have two energy components �low and high�� High energy component is
predominantly due to the p�induced background as it is shown on the Fig� ���b�

In order to understand the in uence and the equivalent energy scale of the ��radia�
tion on the BEMC photo�diodes we used the Co�	 radioactive source �two cascade ��lines
with energy ����� and ����� MeV� with activity of ��� MBq to irradiate the spare small
trapezoid stack connected to the position of the BEMC stack ' 	�� Beside the missing
high energy tail component the one channel spectrum of the radioactive source �Fig� ���d�
match quite reasonable the shape of the spectrum of the BEMC SDE triggers �Fig� ��c�
beside approximately four times increased energy scale of the SDE triggers�
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Fig� ��
 The hottest stack energy spectrum of the BEMC SDE �a�� TDC timing informa�
tion for the hottest stack with energy above � GeV �b�� the one channel SDE spectrum
after the suppression of the pedestal �c�� the one channel spectrum of the radioactive
source �d��

	�� L� Trigger Suppression of BEMCNuclear Counter

E
ect

Taking into account the beam dominated pro�le of the SDE triggers we installed the beam
pipe lead shielding� covering the region between the BEMC and the shutters of the ToF �
wall ���� cm��

On the top of the improved passive lead shielding� which suppressed fraction of the
direct and scattered synchrotron radiation the active recognition of such type of SDE
events at the L� trigger level was designed and installed� For the design of the electronics
the � constrains were taken into account


Having in mind that the �		 luminosity period was the last one for the BEMC�BSET
system� the electronics was required to be ready within the limited time period of the �		�
winter shutdown� The following compromise between the highest possible suppression of
the SDE triggers at the L� trigger level and the available time constrain was found
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�� to equip only the two innermost BEMC �rings� �i�e� stacks �� � ��� � � �� ��
� ��� �� � ��� containing the mostly a�ected stacks with active recognition of the
SDE triggers�

�� to use only the intermediate granularity� i�e� the sum of the two channels �� WLS�
instead of the full available granularity� �each single channel� for the recognition of
the SDE�

Two inner BEMC �rings� represent �� stacks�� which are just � % of the total number
of BEMC stacks� Based on the Fig� ���a the suppression factor up to ��� can be reached�
i�e� �� % of the BEMC SDE are contained in these stacks� The relative suppression factor
is slightly higher in the case of the open inner triangular stacks for the total triggering�
see Fig� ���c�

The characteristic feature of the BEMC SDE� is the high energy deposit just in one
channel and essentially the noise in the others of the same stack� Therefore for identi��
cation of the SDE it was su�cient to use the intermediate granularity of stacks� i�e� to
compare the two channel sums� This decreased the number of necessary trigger channels
by factor ��

This is illustrated on the series of the two channel sum correlation plots in Fig� �	�a�d
for the hottest stack in the leading BEMC cluster� Fig� �	�a is based on the L re�
jected SDE sample �see Tab ���� whereas Fig� �	�b�d are for the part of the DIS sam�
ple ���� ����

Fig� �	�a shows the presence of the non�SDE stacks in the L SDE reject sample based
on the o��line SDE identi�cation algorithm� which is searching for the hottest stack in
the leading BEMC cluster� The presence of these non�SDE stacks slightly smears also
the space distribution of the BEMC s�c�g� in the Fig� ���a� In contrary� the L  agging
algorithm �see Appendix B� is trying to identify the SDE trigger only on the basis of the
BEMC leading stack� Comparing these discrepancies we concluded the necessity of the
L BEMC SDE  agging routine update for the �		 luminosity period in the following
way


All BEMC stacks should be checked to determine the SDE feature� but instead of the
immediate setting of the rejection  ag the energy of all SDE identi�ed channels �WLS�
were set to zero and the event was rejected only if the leading BEMC energy cluster �if
any� after such �rescaling� procedure was below the activated trigger threshold �i�e� CL��
CL� or CL���

In the two channel sum correlations of the DIS sample� shown in Fig� �	�b�d� we can
clearly identify the admixture of the SDE triggers� which were not rejected on the level
L trigger due to the presence of other sub�trigger elements and passed to the DIS events
sample selection satisfying all selection criteria� such as presence of vertex� corresponding
BPC spatial hit to the BEMC cluster� etc�

Comparing the � possible combinations of the two channel sums for the DIS sample
�Fig� �	�b�c� the correlation of the sums of the channels '��'� and '��' forming the
left�right �or top�bottom� trigger channel correlation for the quadratic stacks was found

�In case of inner triangular stack are included the two inner BEMC rings� represents �� stacks�
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Fig� �	
 The correlations of the sums of di�erent two channels drawn for the hottest
stack of the BEMC leading cluster� The L rejected SDE �a� and DIS sample �b�d� were
used�

to have the topology most di�erent from the two channel sum correlation of the L SDE
rejected sample �Fig� �	�a�� which is completely insensitive to the permutations of the
channels entering the two channel sums�

The con�guration of the WLS �channels� for the innermost triangles does not cor�
respond to the left�right grouping WLS for the quadratic stacks� In order to check the
possible smearing e�ects due to the innermost triangles the plots for the innermost tri�
angles Fig� ����a�d corresponding to the Fig� �	�a�d were made� For the DIS sample
again the combinations of the two channels entering the sums same as for the quadratic
stacks� i�e� ' � � ' � and ' � � ' were identi�ed to di�er most signi�cantly from
the topology of the L SDE rejected sample� In order to keep the  exibility for the inner
triangular stacks the jumpers allowing the regrouping of the channels entering the two
channels sums were installed�

The block scheme of the electronics and the SDE trigger suppression logics is in
Fig� ����
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Fig� ���
 The correlations of the sums of di�erent two channels drawn for the hottest tri�
angular stack of the BEMC leading cluster� The L rejected SDE �a� and DIS events sam�
ple �b�d�� were used�

The analog sums �SUM� of the � photo�diodes are shaped �SHAPER� and put into the
comparators �COMP�� with manually adjustable thresholds LT� for the analog sum of the
photo�diodes '� and ' � and LT� for the analog sum of the photo�diodes '� and '� The
purpose of the thresholds LT� and LT� is to suppress safely the noise in the two channel
sums� The shaped signals of the two channel sums are split in order to create the additional
sum of four channels which is subsequently compared to the high stack threshold HT and
to the comparators with low two channel thresholds �LT�� LT��� The purpose of the HT
is to provide the additional tool for the separation of the L rejected �Fig� �	�a� and the
DIS sample �Fig� �	�b� topologies�

The resulting SDE veto signal for particular stack is set if the following condition is
ful�lled


HT�On and �LT��O� or LT��O��

The t	 was determined on the basis of the additional summing �SUM� and subsequent
di�erentiation �DIFF�� of the split( two channel sum signals and is synchronized �SYNC��
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Fig� ���
 Block scheme of the single diode event trigger electronics for single stack�

with the result of the digital pattern logics together with the HERA clock �HClock�� The
�nal SDE veto for event �Trigg�out� was built as the logical OR of all involved stack
and put into the BEMC Timing Module ����� where the adjustable delay was installed to
ensure the simultaneous output of the SDE veto trigger element with all other BSET bits
to the CTL�

The fraction of events with more then one BSET high threshold in the nominal time
slice for the sample of L rejected events �Table ��� is  %� The hardware design of
the BSET did not provide the possibility to identify the leading cluster and due to the
restriction of the active recognition to the two inner BEMC �rings� it was obvious to limit
the application of the SDE veto only for the events with exactly one BSET high stack
threshold ���� GeV�� In order to provide this information to L� level trigger counting of
the number of high thresholds was introduced� The �nal veto applied for the particular
BSET sub�triggers was then the coincidence of the two BSET trigger elements EQ� �exactly
one high threshold found� and SDE�

The adjustment strategy for the low thresholds LT� and LT� closely followed the re�
gions depicted on Fig� �	�a trying to suppress the maximum of the L SDE rejected
sample taking into account the necessity not to reject the DIS events of Fig� �	�b� The
non�trivial threshold adjustment procedure was made in a few iterations� For the noise
threshold LT� and LT� the scope was used to set the �rst approximation and afterwards
the procedure was repeated using the calibration system� The �nal adjustment and the
check was made on the basis of the o��line analysis of the cosmics and HERA background
activity triggered by BSET� where the SDE veto trigger element was monitored�

The complete electronics was installed in the four independent boxes �for each CDU
module containing four stacks one SDE module� and plugged in between the BEMC
CDU output and BEMC analog box input� The �ne adjustable delay �� bunch crossing
range� was used for the HERA clock in order to compensate the di�erent paths of the
BSET trigger signals and SDE veto�
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	�� Conclusion

The sensitivity of the BEMC photo�diode readout to the the passage of charged particles
or photons through the photo�diode depletion layer causes another type of background�
known as nuclear counter e�ect� or �single diode events� ��� which signi�cantly increased
the rate of the BEMC trigger� The three main sources of the these spurious triggers were
identi�ed as


�� beam�gas and beam�wall interactions�

�� direct and scattered synchrotron radiation�

�� leaking shower particles originating from the the interaction point�

Since the p�induced background� beam�wall and beam�gas collisions were e�ectively
vetoed by the ToF system� the following action were taken to suppress the increase of the
trigger rates mainly due to synchrotron radiation


�� The accelerator synchrotron radiation was reduced by lead shielding of the beam
pipe in the BEMC region�

�� During the shutdown �		��	 the sixteen inner most BEMC stacks were equipped
by the L� trigger veto logic� To identify an SDE the comparison of energy deposition
in the individual photo�diodes after noise suppression with a su�ciently high energy
threshold was used�

�� The L trigger level of the H� trigger system was used for suppressing the triggers
due to the nuclear counter e�ect especially in the stacks not equipped with veto
logic�

The correlation between the SDE trigger rate and electron �a� and proton �b� beam
currents �scaling of the SDE veto trigger rates with the beam currents� are shown in
Fig� ���� Whilst there is no dependence of the trigger rate on the proton current there
is a clear correlation between trigger rate and the electron beam current�

The e�ect of BEMC SDE L� trigger is presented in the distribution of sub�trigger '
� rate suppression� This �gure proves the � % decrease of the trigger rate applying the
SDE veto �sub�trigger ' ��� to the BSET stand�alone CL� trigger element �sub�trigger '
��� shown in Fig� ����
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Fig� ���
 The correlation between the SDE trigger rate and electron �a� and proton �b�
beam currents �scaling of the SDE veto trigger rates with the beam currents� are shown�
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 The distribution of sub�trigger ' � rate suppression demonstrates the �%
increase of the trigger rate applying the SDE veto �sub�trigger ' ��� to the BSET stan�
dalone CL� trigger element �sub�trigger ' ���





Chapter �

QED Compton Event Selection

This chapter contains the experimental techniques used to select the QED Compton event
samples in both �		 and �		� data taking� In order to follow the various con�gurations
of HERA machine and H� experiment the di�erent classi�cation routines and selection
procedures were employed� The corresponding sets of appropriate detector and kinema�
tical cuts to isolate the clean QED Compton event samples were imposed� The trigger
elements used in collecting the data samples were studied�

��� ���	 Data Sample

The data used in the BEMC QED Compton event sample analysis were collected during
the run period in �		 ������ � run number � 	��	�� with electrons of energy Ee �
����� GeV colliding with protons of energy Ep � ��� GeV� resulting in a total center of
mass energy of

p
s � ��� GeV � HERA operated with e�p collision in �		�� �		� and the

start of �		� and ep collision for the major part of �		 and for the whole �		���

The majority of events was produced with the IP centered around zero in z� called
the �nominal vertex� data sample� The IP was also shifted in the forward direction to
an average position of z � ��� cm which permits measurement of the scattered electron
up to 
e � ������� This sample is referred to as the �shifted vertex� data sample to
distinguish it from the data with a nominal event vertex�

To reduce the systematic error of the here presented analysis a strict data selection
was performed based on the behavior of the main detector components� From the detector
status de�nition point of view only the data taken during the periods when the CJC��
FTD� LAr� BEMC� ToF� LS �see the corresponding Sec� ������ ������ ������ ���� and ������
components were according the SC system �see Sec� ������ information fully operational
are considered�

During the low and stable accelerator background condition the four innermost trian�
gular stacks of BEMC were included in the trigger� These data will be referred as the
�open triangle� data sample in contrary with the data triggered without those four in�
nermost BEMC elements further referred as �close triangle� data sample� Data samples
de�nitions corresponding to the di�erent HERA and H� con�guration are surveyed in
Tab� ����

�Further�on the incident and scattered lepton will be referred to as an electron��
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Data Run range HERA z�vertex BEMC
sample �rst last mode position triangular stacks

�� ����� ����� e� nominal closed
�� ��	�� ����� e nominal closed
�� ����� �	�� e nominal closed
�a �	�� �		�� e nominal open
�b 	���� 	��	 e nominal open
�� �		�	 	���� e shifted open

Tab� ���
 �		 data samples de�nitions corresponding to di�erent HERA and H� con�g�
urations�

��� BEMC QED Compton Event Sample

The analysis presented here is based upon a sample of QED Compton events� which are
characterized by an electron and a photon coplanarly scattered� As it was described
in Sec� � the cross section of the quasi�real QED Compton events is a strongly rising
function of the polar angles of the scattered particles� Therefore the majority of the
whole sample have both outgoing particles scattered to the backward part of the H�
detector� which was covered by the BEMC ���� In order to minimalize the systematics
for the luminosity measurement and improve understanding of the BEMC only the sample
of QED Compton events with both scattered particles measured in the BEMC� so called
BEMC QED Compton events were used�

The BEMC QED Compton candidate was identi�ed by searching for two most en�
ergetic electromagnetic clusters with the back�to�back topology in the BEMC� The elec�
tromagnetic clusters penetrate less deeply into the calorimeter and tend to exhibit less
lateral dispersion than the hadronic clusters� Thus� using a cut on the cluster radius�
calculated as the energy weighted radial distance of the calorimetric cells from the cluster
center�of�gravity� allows to distinguish between these two� The calorimetric signal could
be associated at most by three reconstructed central tracks pointing to the BEMC clusters
and�or a few spatial points in the BPC grouped within a small distance in r � � plane
from the clusters center�of�gravity and without any other detected activity� The number
of reconstructed tracks and spatial points depends on the acceptances and e�ciencies
of the central tracker and BPC and the probability of the ��conversion into ee��pair
whereas penetrating the dead material in front of the active areas of the tracking devices�

The possible background processes are DIS�� photo�production interactions� vector
meson production and the collisions of the beam particles with either the beam�pipe
material� so�called �beam�wall� interactions� or the residual gas particle� �beam�gas� and
synchrotron radiation�

����� BEMC QED Compton Event Trigger

The selection of BEMC QED Compton events was based on the low�Q� neutral cur�
rent DIS event sub�trigger ����� which was composed of the BSET CL� cluster trig�

�Only DIS events with the speci�ed event topology were considered� see Sec� ��������
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ger element �BSET CL�� in coincidence with BSET single diode events veto trigger ele�
ment �BSET SDV� and ToF veto� so�called s� sub�trigger�


s� 
 BSET CL� �� BSET SDV �� )ToF BG �� �FToF IA  )FToF BG� �����

The trigger element combination BSET CL� �� BSET SDV triggered the most energetic
electromagnetic cluster in BEMC� simultaneously vetoing the SDE and thus lowering
the rate of the whole sub�trigger� The combination of veto trigger elements �ToF BG ��

�FToF IA  �FToF BG� rejected the majority of the beam�gas and beam�wall interactions
using the time information provided by ToF and FToF systems�

������� Trigger E�ciencies

In order to evaluate the trigger e�ciency and to study the in uence of excluding the
BEMC four innermost triangular stacks from the BSET trigger on its e�ciency the events
triggered by other trigger elements than BSET �e�g� z�vertex trigger� ToF� were selected�
At least one reconstructed BPC spatial hit was required to ensure some energy deposit
in BEMC� The two data samples for both the �open triangle� data sample ��	 �
run number � �		��� and �closed triangle� data sample ��	��� � run number � �	���
were studied�

Here one should keep in mind that the BSET trigger was not a truly inclusive electron
trigger since in the case when more trigger clusters were found� the resulting trigger cluster
energy was the total energy sum of all such clusters ����� Hence� the trigger e�ciency
had to be estimated from the two dimensional distribution for the leading cluster and the
total cluster energy� For cluster energies above �� GeV the one dimensional dependence
on the leading cluster energy turned out to be a good approximation �����

The BSET CL� trigger e�ciency as a function of the BEMC leading cluster is shown
in Fig� ����a� The cluster energy dependence shows a characteristic feature of a good
trigger� i�e� the narrow transition region� steep e�ciency rise� and full e�ciency on the
plateau above the threshold� The �t by modi�ed ��parameter Fermi�Dirac distribution
function� yields the threshold value of ��		��� GeV� and shows that the BSET CL� is ���%
e�cient above the �� GeV� Requiring the BEMC leading cluster energy higher than ��
GeV the e�ciency distribution in the BPC plane for the innermost region was drawn� see
Fig� ����b� It proves the full e�ciency in the BEMC triangular stacks region� The same
distribution drawn for the closed triangular data� see Fig� ����a� indicates ine�ciencies
caused due to exclusion of the triangular stacks from the trigger� To get rid of them the
energy restriction �Ecl� � �� GeV� was accompanied with a following �ducial cut
 The
hottest stack of the leading BEMC cluster was not allowed to be one of the triangular

�For the logical operations among di�erent trigger elements the C language operators are used�
�Modi�ed ��parameter Fermi�Dirac distribution function �����

��Ei� �
p�

� � exp p��Ei

p�

	

where p� is the threshold value� de�ned as the energy at which trigger e�ciency reaches ���� p�� is the
width of the transition region� so�called threshold width� at ��p� the e�ciency reaches 
�� and ���
respectively� and p� is the maximal reached e�ciency�
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Fig� ���
 The BSET cluster trigger CL� e�ciencies for leading cluster energies �a� �tted
with Fermi�Dirac function and requiring the BEMC leading cluster energy higher than
�� GeV in the BPC plane for the innermost region for run period with �open� triangular
stacks �b�� The inner sensitive radius of BPC is sketched by dashed and dotted line�
whilst the dotted lines show the innermost BEMC stack structure�

stacks� i�e� the stack with the stack number � �� �� �� in the BEMC numbering
scheme� see Sec� ������ Imposing this cut on the �closed triangular� data samples� the
e�ciency distribution shown in Fig� ����b was improved�

The BSET trigger �i�e�BSET CL� �� BSET SDV� e�ciency for the leading cluster in
BEMC �Ecl� � �� GeV� was 		��	���% and ���	��%� for �open� and �closed triangle�
data sample� respectively�

The BToF and FToF trigger e�ciencies were evaluated using the data triggered by
monitor triggers� i�e� sub�triggers with one or more conditions missing �here the BToF and
FToF trigger elements� with the pre�set down�scaling� used for measurement of e�ciencies
and monitoring of the sub�trigger elements that they made redundant� The sample of
events with an electron candidate �leading cluster energy in BEMC more than �� GeV�
cluster radius less than � cm� z coordinate of the reconstructed vertex from the interval ��
cm � z � 	� cm� the distance between the shower center�of�gravity of the BEMC cluster
and the nearest spatial BPC point less than � cm� in BEMC was selected and the BToF
and FToF trigger elements were tested� The study showed that the BToF and FToF had
the e�ciency of 		�� 	 ���% and 		�� 	 ���% respectively� which gave in total the �nal
e�ciency of 		�� 	 ���%�

On the L of H� trigger system further non�ep beam�wall and beam�pipe background�
as well as single diode events suppression was performed�

����� L� Classi�cation and POT�MPOT Selection

We used the sample of QED Compton event candidates identi�ed by the event L� classi�
�cation algorithm� The QED Compton event sample �QEDCOM� together with the initial
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Fig� ���
 The BSET cluster trigger CL� e�ciencies for leading cluster energies requiring
the BEMC leading cluster energy higher than �� GeV in the BPC plane for the innermost
region for run periods with the �closed� triangular stacks� Ine�ciencies caused due to
exclusion of the triangular stacks from the trigger �a�� The e�ect of imposing a �ducial
cut which required that the hottest stack of the leading BEMC cluster was not one of
the triangular stacks �b�� The inner sensitive radius of BPC is sketched by dashed and
dotted line� whilst the dotted lines show the innermost BEMC stack structure�

and �nal state radiative event samples were grouped in the class of radiative physics
candidates �F�pack class ����

The BEMC QED Compton selection part of the L� classi�cation routine EQEDC de�
manded


�� The existence of at least two BEMC clusters�

�� �rst three most energetic BEMC clusters energies


�a� Ecl� � � GeV

�b� Ecl� �  GeV

�c� Ecl� � � GeV

�� the total visible energy Evis � Ecl� � Ecl�
 �� GeV � Evis � �� GeV�

� the acoplanarity of the �rst two most energetic BEMC cluster
 �����j�cl���cl�j �
���

�� the number of all reconstructed CJC tracks which have


�a� Number of CJC hits great or equal to ���

�b� a distance of closest approach� DCA� from the nominal r � � interaction posi�
tion� i�e� the absolute value of vertex corrected DCA less then � cm�
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�c� a distance in z from the nominal interaction point of the point where the DCA
is de�ned� jzDCA � z	j � �� cm�

�d� radius at which track starts less than �� cm�

less or equal ��

�� the absolute value of z coordinate of the vertex
 jzj � ��� cm�

During the classi�cation and selection step of the analysis the dead material in front of
the BEMC and BEMC crack correction values were not used �i�e� the BCLR bank instead
of BCFR bank information was explored� to allow the re�processing starting from physics
output tapes �POT� level after further re�nements of the reconstruction and correction
routines� In order to allow faster access for analysis and more  exible data handling in
the re�processing procedure a sample containing only the events classi�ed only as QED
Compton events candidates was stored on cartridges� called mini�pots �MPOT!s��

����� Background Rejection

In order to reject as far as remaining background and consequently get a clean sample of
BEMC QED Compton events additional selection criteria had to be imposed�

Better identi�cation of �nal electron and photon in BEMC was based on the fact
that the electromagnetic clusters tend to exhibit less lateral dispersion than the hadronic
clusters� Events were required to have lateral spread of cluster� which was energy weighted
cluster radius� less than � cm� see Fig� ����

Despite of knowing that the �nal state of QED Compton events consist of one charged
and one neutral particle the restriction on the distance between the shower center�of�
gravity of the BEMC cluster and the nearest spatial BPC point was imposed� This was
limited due to the reduced geometrical acceptance of BPC in the beam pipe region� its
ine�ciency and dead material in front of BPC�BEMC system� Thus events without any
reconstructed BPC spatial point and events with more than one were observed� Events
which had one or more BPC spatial points were required that the distance between the
shower center�of�gravity of the BEMC cluster and the nearest BPC spatial point was less
than � cm� see Fig� ���

Further background rejection was possible demanding that each existing central track
which had


�� Number of CJC hits great or equal to ���

�� a distance of closest approach� DCA� from the nominal r � � interaction position�
i�e� the absolute value of vertex corrected DCA less then � cm�

�� a distance in z from the nominal interaction point of the point where the DCA is
de�ned� jzDCA � z	j � ��� cm�

� radius at which track starts less than �� cm�
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Fig� ���
 Distributions of cluster radii� Rcl� and Rcl�� for data from the �nal selection
of QED Compton samples without the cut on cluster radii� The data are compared to
the predictions of the COMPTON Monte Carlo normalized according to the corresponding
luminosity� The vertical arrows show the cut position�

pointed to the shower center�of�gravity of the BEMC cluster in the intervals of polar and
azimuthal angles of ���� see Fig� ���� This signi�cantly reduced the remaining beam�wall
and beam�gas background mainly for �close triangular� data sample because during the
run periods with �open� triangular stacks the scattered particles were detected up to

 � ������ which was above the upper limit of the central tracker acceptance�

Whilst the last mentioned beam�wall and beam�gas background rejection was based
on the spatial information the ToF requirement pro�tted from the ToF time information�
Because of the limited geometrical acceptance the right ToF ep�collision timing �tToF �
�� ns� for both �rst and second most energetic cluster was required only for events from
�closed triangle� data samples�

Allowing electronic noise of the level of three times the average noise of the BEMC
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Fig� ��
 Distributions of distances between the shower center�of�gravity of the BEMC
cluster and the nearest spatial BPC point� dBPCcl�

and dBPCcl�
� for data from the �nal selection

of QED Compton samples without the cut on these distances� The data are compared to
the predictions of the COMPTON Monte Carlo normalized according to the corresponding
luminosity� The vertical arrows show the cut position�

cluster the total energy in the BEMC was limited to be contained in the two cluster
identi�ed as the QED Compton candidate�

Further o��line rejection of single diode events� was based on the BEMC redundancy
as it was described in Sec� ���

All kind of background processes which showed any activity in the forward scattering
region of H� detector was suppressed demanding


�� no forward track containing a planar segment�
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Fig� ���
 Distributions of NCJC�NCJC
cl � where NCJC is the number of good central tracks

�for de�nition of a good central track see the text� and NCJC
cl is the number of good central

tracks pointing to the shower center�of�gravity of the BEMC cluster in the intervals of
polar and azimuthal angles of ���� for data from the �nal selection of QED Compton event
samples without the cut on the number of good central tracks� Distribution of energy
in BEMC outside of the �rst two clusters Eout �

P
i Ecli � �Ecl� � Ecl��� for data from

the �nal selection of QED Compton event sample without the cut on Eout� The data
are compared to the predictions of the COMPTONMonte Carlo normalized according to the
corresponding luminosity� The vertical arrows show the cut position�

�� the total LAr energy in forward region de�ned by the conus covering �� area from
the nominal interaction point had to be less than certain limit� The higher value
of � GeV was chosen in order not to be a�ected by electronic noise�

Finally� the selection was �nished imposing the tighten acoplanarity restriction� �����
j�cl� � �cl�j � ���� see Fig� ����
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Fig� ���
 Distributions of number of forward tracks containing a planar segment� Nfwd�
and acoplanarity� j"�j� for data from the �nal selection of QED Compton event sam�
ples without the cut on the Nfwd and j"�j� respectively� Whilst the j"�j distribution� is
compared to the prediction from COMPTON Monte Carlo normalized according to the cor�
responding luminosity� the comparison of Nfwd distribution between the data and Monte
Carlo prediction was not performed due to the feature of the COMPTON generator which
does not generate any forward activity� The vertical arrows show the cut position�

����
 Final BEMC QED Compton Event Selection

The �nal QED Compton event sample used for luminosity measurement was obtained by
requiring


� Only good and medium runs �according the H� ep�classi�cation��

� well de�ned H� detector status �requiring the HV bit of all relevant components to
be on��
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� the sub�trigger s� requirement�

� the energy requirements on the �rst three most energetic clusters in BEMC �BCLR
bank� were Ecl� � � GeV� Ecl� �  GeV� Ecl� � � GeV� respectively� and the cut on
the sum of the energy of the �rst two BEMC clusters was �� GeV � Ecl� �Ecl� �
�� GeV�

� the right ToF ep�collision timing for both �rst and second most energetic cluster �i�e�
tTof � ��ns��

� the total LAr energy in forward region de�ned by the conus covering �� area from
the nominal interaction point had to be less than � GeV�

� the sum of all BEMC cluster energies minus energy of both leading and second most
energetic cluster had to be less than ���� GeV� which is approximately three times
the average noise�

� no single diode events�

� acoplanarity restriction� ���� � j�cl� � �cl�j � �����

� the lateral spread of the cluster had to be less than � cm in radius �cluster radius��

� no forward track containing a planar segment was demanded�

� each good central track had to point to the shower center�of�gravity of the BEMC
cluster in the intervals of polar and azimuthal angles of ����

� in the case there was a reconstructed BPC point� its coordinates had to match the
shower center�of�gravity of the BEMC cluster to within � cm in radius�

� for the data samples corresponding to the run ranges when the four innermost
triangular stacks in BEMC were not included into the trigger �periods �� �� �� it was
required


� The right ToF ep�collision timing for both �rst and second most energetic
cluster �i�e� tTof � ��ns��

� in order to cut out innermost regions where the BSET cluster trigger CL� is
not ��� % e�cient the leading cluster energy in BEMC had to be greater than
�� GeV and the hottest stack of the leading cluster had to be outside of the
BEMC triangular stack region�

The distributions of energy of two most energetic clusters� Ecl�� Ecl�� the polar an�
gles of their shower center�of�gravity� 
cl�� 
cl�� the visible energy� Evis � Ecl� � Ecl�� the
acoplanarity� j"�j� the absolute value of the total transverse momentum j�ptj of the outgo�
ing electron�photon system the �nal QED Compton event samples are shown compared to
COMPTONMonte Carlo predictions in Fig� ���� ���� ��	� ����� respectively� The Monte Carlo
simulations describe data very well for the �closed triangle� data samples which are the
most signi�cant� The distributions for �open triangle� data samples �i�e� samples � ��
su�er due to the more complex � di�cult optics in the triangular stacks compared to the
rectangular ones� Di�erent mirror e�ects resulted not only in a higher absolute signal of
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factor ��� compared to the rectangular stacks� which was corrected in the reconstruction�
but in addition in di�culties in the determination of the shower center�of�gravity� There�
fore the most in uenced is the distribution of the polar angle 
cl� �and consequentially j�ptj
of the outgoing electron�photon system�� Since the second most energetic cluster was not
concentrated in the innermost BEMC region �where the triangular stacks were located�
the distribution of the polar angle 
cl� is better described by the Monte Carlo simulation
compared to the 
cl� distribution�
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Fig� ���
 Distributions of the cluster energies� Ecl� and Ecl�� for data from the �nal QED
Compton samples� The data are compared to the predictions of the COMPTONMonte Carlo
normalized according to the corresponding luminosity�

��� ���� Data Sample

The analysis of the SPACAL QED Compton event sample is based on the data collected
in �		�� with electron of energy Ee � ���� GeV colliding with protons of energy Ep �
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Fig� ���
 Distributions of the polar angles� 
cl� and 
cl�� for data from the �nal QED
Compton samples� The data are compared to the predictions of the COMPTON Monte
Carlo normalized according to the corresponding luminosity�
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Fig� ��	
 Distributions of visible energy� Evis� and acoplanarity� j"�j� for data from the
�nal QED Compton samples� The data are compared to the predictions of the COMPTON
Monte Carlo normalized according to the corresponding luminosity�
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Fig� ����
 Distributions of the absolute value of the total transverse momentum� j�ptj� of
the outgoing electron�photon system for data from the �nal QED Compton samples� The
data are compared to the predictions of the COMPTON Monte Carlo normalized according
to the corresponding luminosity�
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��� GeV�

As in previous years of data taking the interaction vertex was not always centered in its
nominal position� The IP was shifted in the forward direction to an average position of z �
��� cm which together with the higher geometrical acceptance of a new electromagnetic
calorimeter permits measurement of the scattered electron up to 
e � �������

To insure a well�de�ned status of the detector components only the data taken during
the periods when the CJC�� FTD� LAr� SPACAL� LS �see Sec� ������ ������ ���� and ������
components were according the SC system �see Sec� ������ information fully operational
are considered�

The Tab� ��� presents the data samples de�nitions corresponding to di�erent HERA
and H� con�gurations�

Data Run range z�vertex
sample �rst last position

��a ���	�� ��	� nominal
��b ��		� ����� nominal
��a ��	�� ��	��� shifted
��b ��	��� ��		�� shifted

Tab� ���
 �		� Data samples de�nitions corresponding to di�erent HERA and H� con��
guration�

��	 SPACAL QED Compton Event Sample

From the same reasons as in the �		 data the ongoing analysis was based upon a sample
of QED Compton events with both scattered particles measured in the electromagnetic
part of SPACAL� so called SPACAL QED Compton events�

From the point of view of event topology� identi�cation and possible background pro�
cesses the SPACAL QED Compton events were the same nature as BEMC QED Compton
events� see Sec� ���� On the other hand the experimental techniques used in measuring
the SPACAL QED Compton events could pro�t from features provided by the new com�
ponents in the upgraded H� detector� in terms of better energy and space resolution�
enlarged geometrical acceptance closer to the beam�pipe� reconstructed BDC track infor�
mation �not only a single BPC spatial point� fully covering the electromagnetic part of
SPACAL�

Despite the larger geometrical acceptance of the SPACAL compared to the BEMC
and the higher instantaneous luminosity in �		� with respect to the one reached during
the �		 data taking a signi�cantly higher amount of detected QED Compton events was
not stored mainly due to following reasons


� The broadly upgraded H� detector required a considerable amount of time invested
in understanding of newly installed detectors and systems� Therefore the reasonable
data were accumulated only during the short time period� i�e� autumn �		� ����	��
� run number � �������
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� The �		� on�line selection of the SPACAL QED Compton events was based on the
low�Q� NC DIS sub�trigger� see Sec� ����� which was down�scaled by a large pre�
scale factors� especially during the di�cult background conditions� In order not to
bias the on�going analysis the events with large weight �� �� were excluded� This
a�ected at most the majority of the data sample �b� which will not be considered
in the further analysis� where the absoulute number of events is relevant�

��
�� SPACAL QED Compton Event Trigger

The on�line selection of �		� SPACAL QED Compton events was based on the low�Q�

neutral current DIS event sub�trigger� which was composed of the SPACAL IET trigger
element SPCLe IET�� in coincidence with ToF veto trigger elements�

The trigger element SPCLe IET�� triggered the most energetic electromagnetic clus�
ter in electromagnetic part of SPACAL detector� whilst the combination of the veto
trigger elements �FToF IA  �FToF BG� �� PLUG VETO in coincidence with �BToF BG

�� �VETO inner BG �� �VETO Outer BG by means of time information from FToF� Plug
ToF� BToF and VETO systems rejected any non�ep background�

In the �		� shifted vertex running period there was a misprint in the L trigger
steering �le which a�ected the sub�trigger s� treatment for runs ��	����������� As a
consequence a low�j�ptj track �j�ptj � ��� MeV � was required for sub�trigger s� and a single
event was rejected if no other sub�trigger survived the L farm trigger algorithm ����
The possibility to use events triggered by a sub�trigger not su�ering from this misprint
error was investigated� As a suitable candidate the sub�trigger s�� which was based on
the trigger element SPCLe IET��� was chosen� Its trigger e�ciency curve� see Fig� �����
unfortunately did not show a desired characteristic features such as the narrow transition
region� steep e�ciency rise� and full e�ciency on the plateau above the threshold of �
	 � �� GeV� Therefore the sub�trigger s� was not considered in further analysis�
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Fig� ����
 The SPCLe IET�� cluster trigger e�ciencies for leading cluster energies �a� for
�nominal vertex� and �b� for �shifted vertex� data sample�
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������� SPACAL IET Trigger Element E�ciencies

In order to evaluate the SPACAL trigger element SPCLe IET�� e�ciency the events trig�
gered by its monitor sub�trigger were selected�

Since the trigger rate had to be lower to the reasonable level already on the L� trigger
the di�erent threshold values in the inner and outer region in SPACAL were used� The
inner� covered by the central card� SPACAL region was de�ned by the square x� y 
h���� �i � h���� �icm�� see Fig� �����

Region covered by IET>1,2

Region covered by the Central Card

8 cm

Cluster Bits

LIET Cards limits

X

Y

Fig� ����
 The transversal view of the electromagnetic section of SPACAL with cluster
bits positions and LIET regions� The borders of inner and outer regions are shown�

The SPCLe IET�� trigger e�ciency as a function of the SPACAL leading cluster energy
is shown for both inner and outer SPACAL region for �nominal vertex� data sample in
Fig� �����a�b and for �shifted vertex� data sample in Fig� �����c�d�

The �t by modi�ed ��parameter Fermi�Dirac distribution function� see Sec� ��������
yields for �nominal vertex� ��shifted vertex�� data the threshold values of 	��	 ��� GeV
�	� 	 ��� GeV� for inner region and ��� 	 ��� GeV ���� 	 ��� GeV� for outer region�
Comparing the trigger e�ciency curves one can see that the SPCLe IET�� trigger starts
to be fully e�cient above the value of cluster energy of �� GeV for inner and outer region�
The IET trigger e�ciencies for the SPACAL leading cluster energy �Ecl� � �� GeV� in
the inner and outer region calculated for the �nominal� and �shifted� vertex data are
summarized in Tab� ����
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Fig� ����
 The SPCLe IET�� cluster trigger e�ciencies as a functions of the SPACAL
leading cluster energies �tted with Fermi�Dirac function for �a� c� inner and �b� d� outer
region of SPACAL and for �a� b� �nominal vertex� and for �c� d� �shifted vertex� data
sample�

data SPCLe IET�� e�ciencies �%�
sample inner SPACAL region outer SPACAL region

�� ��� 	 ��� ��� 	 ��
�� 		�� 	 ��� 		��	 ���

Tab� ���
 The IET trigger e�ciencies for the leading cluster energies Ecl � �� GeV in
inner and outer SPACAL region�

Since the SPACAL trigger element was combined with the di�erent scintillating veto
and timing trigger elements their corresponding ine�ciencies were calculated in order to
obtain the e�ciency of the sub�trigger s�� The BToF� FToF� PToF and Veto wall trigger
element ine�ciencies were evaluated using the data triggered by corresponding monitor
triggers� The obtained ine�ciencies are summarized in Tab� ���
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data run range trigger elements ine�ciencies �%�
sample �rst last FToF BToF� PToF Veto wall

��a ���	�� ��	� �� 	 ��� ��	 ��� � ���
��b ��		� ����� ��� 	 ��� ���	 ��� � ���
�� ��	�� ��		�� ��� 	 ��� ��		 �� � ���

Tab� ��
 Scintillating veto trigger elements ine�ciencies�

��
�� L� Classi�cation and DST Selection

In the �		� data taking the events were selected for data summary tapes �DST� according
to the L� event classi�cation algorithm� By means of it the QED Compton event sam�
ple �QEDCOM� together with the initial and �nal state radiative event samples was grouped
in the class of radiative physics candidates �F�pack class ����

The �		� SPACAL QED Compton events were classi�ed using two event classi�cation
routines� i�e� EQEDC and SQCFLA� The single event was accept as a candidate if it was
classi�ed by at least one of the two  agging routines�

The SPACAL QED Compton selection part of the EQEDC routine demanded


�� The existence of at least two electromagnetic SPACAL clusters�

�� �rst two most energetic SPACAL clusters energies


�a� Ecl� � � GeV�

�b� Ecl� �  GeV�

�� the total visible energy Evis � Ecl� � Ecl�
 �� GeV � Evis � �� GeV�

� the acoplanarity of the �rst two most energetic SPACAL cluster
 �����j�cl���cl�j �
���

�� the number of all reconstructed CJC tracks which have


�a� Number of CJC hits great or equal to ���

�b� a distance of closest approach� DCA� from the nominal r � � interaction posi�
tion� i�e� the absolute value of vertex corrected DCA less then � cm�

�c� a distance in z from the nominal interaction point of the point where the DCA
is de�ned� jzDCA � z	j � �� cm�

�d� radius at which track starts less than �� cm�

less or equal ��

�� the value of z coordinate of the vertex
 ���� cm � z � ��� cm�

�� a logical summation of the result of energy calibration and luminosity measurement
oriented selection branches ���
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�a� the energy calibration oriented part� which rejected all events which had more
than two clusters with the energy of � GeV�

�b� the luminosity measurement oriented part� in which the events which might
have been rejected due to presence of a third cluster �or more clusters� produced
by clusterizing electronic noise were treated in the following way
 Four elec�
tromagnetic clusters having more than � GeV in the SPACAL were accepted�
and tested whether all two�by�two combinations of them pass the described
above cuts on the energies and the acoplanarity� certainly without requiring
the limit on the energy of the third cluster� In order to suppress any back�
ground processes with hadronic activity the lateral spread of cluster� cluster
radius� was demanded to be less than � cm� The huge background contribu�
tion of DIS events was suppressed imposing a cut on an QED Compton event
estimator

 �� � ���

Since at the beginning of the commissioning of the new detectors the energy scale of
the SPACAL detector was understood with a lower precision another classi�cation routine
SQCFLA with less demanding limits on the cluster energies was used� The SPACAL QED
Compton event  agging routine SQCFLA demanded


�� The existence of at least two electromagnetic SPACAL clusters�

�� �rst two most energetic SPACAL clusters energies


�a� Ecl� � � GeV

�b� Ecl� � � GeV

�� the total visible energy Evis � Ecl� � Ecl�
 �� GeV � Evis � �� GeV�

� the acoplanarity of the �rst two most energetic SPACAL cluster
 �����j�cl���cl�j �
���

��
�� Background Rejection

In order to reject as far as remaining background the similar procedure as for BEMC
QED Compton events selection was used�

Since the L� classi�cation was based upon the logical sum of two routines� which one
had too descriptive energy cuts the energy requirements on the �rst two most energetic

�The QED Compton estimator was based upon the energy�angular constraints �����


� �

�
ESCLR
cl�

� Ecl����	 ���

���
p
Ecl����	 ���

��

�
�
ESCLR
cl�

�Ecl����	 ���

���
p
Ecl����	 ���

��

where�

Ecl��cl�	���	 ��� �
�Ee sin ����	

sin �� � sin �� � sin ��� � ���

is the energy of the �rst �second� cluster calculated using the polar angles of the two clusters� see Sec� ����
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cluster in electromagnetic SPACAL were tighten to be Ecl� � � GeV� Ecl� �  GeV�
respectively� and the cut on the sum of the energy of the �rst two electromagnetic SPACAL
clusters was required to be �� GeV � Ecl� � Ecl� � �� GeV�

Better identi�cation of �nal electron and photon� in SPACAL was based on the fact
that the electromagnetic clusters tend to exhibit less lateral dispersion than the hadronic
clusters� Events were required to have lateral spread of cluster� i�e� cluster radius� less
than ��� cm� see Fig� ����
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Fig� ���
 Distributions of cluster radii� Rcl� and Rcl�� for data from the �nal selection of
QED Compton event samples without the cut on the cluster radii� The data are compared
to the predictions of the COMPTONMonte Carlo normalized according to the corresponding
luminosity� The vertical arrows show the cut position�

The total energy in the SPACAL was limited to be contained in the two most ener�
getic clusters identi�ed as the QED Compton event candidate respecting the following

�i� Energy deposit in each of the veto layers was treated in the reconstruction procedure
as a separate cluster� �ii� energy deposit in each of the veto layers could be a�ected by
the energy leakage from the neighboring cells� �iii� since no �ducial cut on the shower
center�of�gravity of the SPACAL cluster was applied� energy deposit in each of the veto
layers could be either due to the events undershooting the SPACAL or upstream proton
introduced background� Fig� ���� shows the correlation between the energy in SPACAL
outside of �rst two clusters� Eout �

P
iEcli � �Ecl� � Ecl��� and the energy deposited in

four veto layers Eveto �
P�

i��E
i
veto� The horizontal arrows show the position of the cut

on Eout which had to be less then ��� GeV�

All kind of background processes which showed any activity in the forward scattering
region of H� detector was suppressed demanding no forward track containing a planar
segment� see Fig� �����
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Finally� the selection was �nished imposing the tighten acoplanarity restriction� �����
j�cl� � �cl�j � ���� see Fig� �����

��
�
 Final SPACAL QED Compton Event Selection

The �nal QED Compton event sample used for luminosity measurement was obtained by
requiring


� Only good and medium runs �according the H� ep�classi�cation��

� well de�ned H� detector status �requiring the HV bit of all relevant components to
be on��

� sub�trigger s� requirement�

� the energy requirements on the �rst two most energetic cluster in SPACAL �SCLR
bank� were Ecl� � � GeV� Ecl� �  GeV� respectively� and the sum of them had to
be �� GeV � Ecl� � Ecl� � �� GeV�

� acoplanarity restriction� ���� � j�cl� � �cl�j � �	���
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Fig� ����
 Distributions of number of forward tracks containing a planar segment Nfwd

and j"�j for data from the �nal selection of QED Compton event samples without the
cut on the Nfwd and j"�j� respectively� Whilst the j"�j distribution� is compared to the
prediction from COMPTON Monte Carlo normalized according to the corresponding lumi�
nosity� the comparison of Nfwd distribution between the data and Monte Carlo prediction
was not performed due to the feature of the COMPTON generator which does not generate
any forward activity� The vertical arrows show the cut position�

� sum of all cluster energies in electromagnetic SPACAL minus energy of the �rst two
most energetic ones had to be less then ��� GeV�

� the lateral spread of the cluster had to be less than ��� cm in radius �cluster radius��

� no forward track containing a planar segment was demanded�

The distributions of energy of two most energetic clusters� Ecl� and Ecl�� the polar
angles of their shower center�of�gravity� 
cl� and 
cl�� the visible energy� Evis � Ecl� �
Ecl�� the acoplanarity� j"�j� the absolute value of the total transverse momentum j�ptj
of the outgoing electron�photon system the �nal SPACAL QED Compton event samples
are shown compared to COMPTON Monte Carlo predictions in Fig� ����� ����� ���	� �����
respectively�

��� Summary

The experimental techniques used to select the BEMC and SPACAL QED Compton
event samples in both �		 and �		� data taking were described� Compared to ��� a new
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Fig� ����
 Distributions of �rst two most energetic cluster energies� Ecl� and Ecl�� for
data from the �nal selection of QED Compton event samples� The data are compared to
the predictions of the COMPTON Monte Carlo normalized according to the corresponding
luminosity�

selection procedure was designed in order to higher the e�ciency of detecting BEMC and
SPACAL QED Compton events� In both �		 and �		� several samples of QED Compton
events have been analyzed following the various con�gurations of HERA machine and
H� experiment�

The identi�cation of a QED Compton candidate� which is based upon searching for
two most energetic electromagnetic clusters with the back�to�back topology in the BEMC
in �		 and SPACAL in �		� has been described� The QED Compton events were trig�
gered by an energy cluster with energy well above the trigger threshold in the BEMC in
�		 �SPACAL in �		�� which was not vetoed by the timing requirements� The trigger
e�ciencies for BEMC �SPACAL� and various combination of ToF trigger elements which
has been determined from the data� have been presented�

The L� classi�cation routine EQEDC in �		 and the �		� classi�cation based on two
di�erent algorithms� i�e� EQEDC and SQCFLA routines� have been discussed� In order to
reject the remaining background and consequently to obtain the clean samples of BEMC
and SPACAL QED Compton events in �		 and �		� respectively� additional selection
criteria were to be imposed� The positions of the analysis cuts in the corresponding
distributions have been presented�

Finally� the various distributions of basic kinematical variables for data are compared
to the predictions of the COMPTONMonte Carlo� From the here presented plots it has been
concluded that the Monte Carlo distributions are in a good agreement with data within
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Fig� ����
 Distributions of the polar angles of the �rst two most energetic clusters� 
cl�
and 
cl�� for data from the �nal selection of QED Compton event samples� The data are
compared to the predictions of the COMPTON Monte Carlo normalized according to the
corresponding luminosity�

statistical errors� The reasons and consequences of the occasional discrepancies have been
discussed�
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data from the �nal selection of QED Compton event samples� The data are compared to
the predictions of the COMPTON Monte Carlo normalized according to the corresponding
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Chapter 	

Experimental Results

This chapter is concerned with the analyses of the QED Compton event data samples
collected during the �		 and �		� data taking� Due to the reasons discussed before�
see Sec� ���� and ���� only the QED Compton event samples detected by means of
the backward electromagnetic calorimeters �i�e� BEMC� SPACAL� and classi�ed by the
already described selection procedures were studied�

The QED Compton events as events with very simple �nal state� i�e� two coplanar
electromagnetic particles scattered into the backward region with the well de�ned relations
between the corresponding measured clusters energies and their polar angles� see Sec� ����
provide a very useful experimental tools for understanding some of the basic characteristics
of the electromagnetic calorimeters� Therefore the �rst part of this chapter is devoted
to the methodological studies to improve the understanding of backward electromagnetic
calorimeters in terms of absolute energy scale� response linearity� relative position to the
beam� the misalignment of both BPC�BEMC and BDC�SPACAL system� respectively�
Here� the BPC e�ciency measurement� the evaluation of the probability of ��conversion
and consequently the estimation of the amount of the dead material in front of the BPC�
BEMC and BDC�SPACAL system are presented as well�

Since the cross section of the QED Compton events is well calculable in frame of QED�
see Chapter �� an independent of the H� luminosity system measurement �cross�check� of
the luminosity could be introduced� The luminosity measurement using the samples of
QED Compton is the subject of the second part of this chapter�

�� Study of BEMC QED Compton Event Sample

Since the cross�section of the QED Compton event is rather small� �approximately two
orders of magnitude smaller compared to the DIS processes�� the number of events which
passed the whole selection procedure is consequently small� Usually� energy calibration of
the new calorimeter is based on the test beam studies� The procedure of moving the body
of the detector and its electronics from the laboratory environment and its installation
in the experimental apparatus such as the H� detector is not a simple task� In addition
the placement of the BEMC in the H� environment� see Sec� ���� was such that a consi�
derable amount of the dead material was in front of it� Therefore additional calibration
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methods were employed to improve our knowledge of its characteristics� Those methods
could be based on the di�erent physical processes such as the DIS � kinematical peak
method ���� ���� double angle method ��� ���� detection of cosmics ��	�� �	�mesons �����
scalar vector mesons ���� ��� or the QED Compton events ���� This kind of calibration
approaches is provided by a su�cient amount of the data per �unit� of the calibrated
detector limited either by a hardware segment �stack� cell� or a bin in a pre�de�ned
grid �e�g� binning in the r�� or xy�plane of the front face of the calorimeter�� The amount
of the �		 QED Compton data did not allow neither a segmentation neither a �ner
division of the front face of detector into some larger parts according to the shower center�
of�gravity or the corresponding tracking information� Hence only the global characteristics
could be calculated� Consequently� the QED Compton method was presently only suitable
for cross�checking the results obtained from other method like kinematical peak or double
angle method�

Although the QED Compton method was limited by the smaller amount of data there
were some crucial advantages compared to another calibration methods


� In comparison with the kinematical peak method ���� ��� the QED Compton method
is independent of the Monte Carlo simulations� hence it is suitable for the absolute
energy calibration�

� Comparing to the double angle method ��� ��� which is successfully used for cali�
bration of the energy spectrum in the kinematical peak region �Ecl � �� GeV� it
provides the information about the detector in �the middle range� of the energy
spectrum of the electron scattered into the backward region �Ecl � �� �� GeV�� To
complete these two mentioned above methods in terms of lower cluster energies for
SPACAL calorimeter one of the methods based on cosmics ��	�� halo muons �����
�	�mesons ���� ���� and scalar vector mesons ���� ��� is to be used in contrary to
BEMC calorimeter where only the QED Compton events were employable� That
was provided by negligible noise of the SPACAL read�out which was based on photo�
multipliers� see Sec� �����

� The QED Compton method provided the only possibility to measure the response
linearity of the BEMC detector in the H� environment�

As it was mentioned before due to the limited amount of statistics only global cha�
racteristics were possible to be given� Therefore the procedure of calculation and con�
sequently the over�all characteristics �results of the analyses� should not be in uenced
by the di�erence of the understanding between the well understood parts of detector
and more di�cult ones� which were either understood less precise or the corrections have
larger errors� e�g� the inner region of the BEMC detector equipped with triangular stacks�
see Sec� ������ In order to get rid of them the �ducial cut was imposed and for di�erent
calibration studies only the data samples with �closed triangle� �data samples �� �� ��
were only used�

In order to suppress the radiative QED Compton events and to limit the contribution of
the inelastic channel of the QED Compton process following additional cuts were imposed
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� To make the kinematic relations �more valid� in the sense of the assumption Q� �
� GeV� it was� according to Eq� ������� required


jEe � Ecl� ��� cos 
cl��� Ecl� ��� cos 
cl��j
�Ee

� ��� �����

where Ee is the electron beam energy� Ecl�� Ecl� and 
cl�� 
cl� are the cluster energies
and the corresponding polar angles of the �rst two BEMC clusters with the highest
energies� respectively�

� To limit the contribution of the inelastic channel of the QED Compton process as
it was suggested in ���� additional cut on the transversal momentum of the �e� ��
system was imposed and the coplanarity cut was tighten


j�ptj � ��� GeV and ���� � j�cl� � �cl�j � �� �����

where j�ptj is the transversal momentum of the �e� �� system� and �cl�� �cl� are the
azimuthal angles of the �rst two most energetic BEMC cluster� respectively�

����� BEMC Absolute Energy Scale

In order to study the absolute energy scale of the BEMC detector the relation� Eq� �������
was employed in the following way


E�
cl� �cl���
cl�� 
cl�� �

�Ee sin 
cl� �cl��
sin 
cl� � sin 
cl� � sin�
cl� � 
cl��

� �����

where Ecl�� Ecl� and 
cl�� 
cl� are the cluster energies and the corresponding polar angles
of the �rst two BEMC clusters with the highest energies� respectively� The calibration
factor � could be introduced as


Ecli � �EH�
cli
� i � �� � ����

where Ecli � E
H�
cli
� i � �� �� are the calibrated and measured energies of the �rst and second

clusters� respectively� The measured energies EH�
cli
� i � �� � are the ones after the dead

material and crack corrections �i�e� stored in BCFR bank in reconstruction procedure��
The value of calibration factor � is found by minimizing the distribution of ��i � i � �� �


�� Each measured cluster energy and its corresponding calculated energy provide the
possibility of the calibration of the calorimeter for each cluster separately and thus
double the statistics� The minimized ����distribution is then de�ned as


��� �
NX
j��

�X
i��



"Ej

i

	jcli

��

� �����

where N is the number of events� "Ej
i is given by

"Ej
i � Ej

cli
�
cl�� 
cl��� Ej

cli
� �����

with Ej
cli
�
cl�� 
cl��� i � �� � determined by Eq� ������ For the estimation of the

dispersion 	jcli the two following approaches were used
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�a� According to ���


"Ej
iq

Ej
i

�
	jcliq
Ej
i

� R	 � �����

	jcli � R	

q
Ej
i � �����

whereR	 is the experimental dispersion of the "E�
p
E distribution determined

by a Gaussian �t� see Fig� ����a�

�b� The energy resolution of the BEMC calorimeter could be described by the
resolution function ���� which will be discussed in more details further


	

E
�

���	���

E

 ��������p

E

 �������� �E in GeV� � ���	�

This can be used for the estimation of the error in the following way


	jcli � ���	 � ����
q
Ej
cli
� ����Ej

cli
� i � �� � �Ej

cli
in GeV� � ������

�� Since the value of "E� and consequently the calibration procedure� is sensitive to
the error of energy and polar angle measurements yet another method could be used�
The value of the calibration factor � is found by minimizing the ����distribution


��� �
NX
j��



"Ej

� �"Ej
�

*	j

��

� ������

where for the dispersion *	j the following estimation can be used


�a� According to ���


*	j � R�

p
Ecl� � Ecl� � ������

where R� is the experimental dispersion of the �E��E�p
E����E����

distribution deter�

mined by a Gaussian �t� see Fig� ����b�

�b� or similarly to Eq� ������ using the resolution function �the factor
p
� stands

for the incoherence sum of noise of the two clusters�


*	j �
p
� ���	 � ����

q
Ej
cl�

� Ej
cl�

� ���� �Ej
cli
� Ej

cl�
� �Ej

cli
in GeV� �������

In this way four di�erent ��s were constructed and compared� see Fig� ���� All four
obtained calibration factors� see Tab� ���� showed that the BEMC absolute energy scale
was well understood �beyond ���%��

Although the errors of the calibration factors are the same comparing the four di�erent
���distributions the di�erence of their shapes indicated


�� The ����method� Eq� ������� of extracting the global calibration factor � is more
precise than ����method� Eq� ������ because
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Fig� ���
 The Gaussian �ts for extracting the 	!s�

�a� The ����method� Eq� ������� uses only the half of the statistics of the ����method�
Eq� ������

�b� the shape of the ����distributions� Eq� ������� is narrower compared to the ����
distributions� Eq� ������ Notice the di�erence between the shapes of the curves
for the two estimations of the dispersion separately� i�e� compare ���a to ���a
and ���b to �

�
�b� as shown in Fig� ����a and in Fig� ����b� respectively�

�� The estimations of the dispersion based on the resolution function� i�e� Eq� ������
and Eq� ������ are more precise because the minimumvalues of these ���distributions
which use them� i�e� ���a and ���b� is closer to � then those which use the estimations
of the dispersion extracted from the Gaussian �t of the experimental distributions�
This indicates that the errors of obtained calibration factors are better understood�

�� error estimation calibration factor

���a Eq� ����� �min
�a � ��		� 	 �����

���b Eq� ������ �min
�b � ��		� 	 �����

���a Eq� ������ �min
�a � ����� 	 �����

���b Eq� ������ �min
�b � ����� 	 �����

Tab� ���
 The obtained calibration factors�
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Fig� ���
 The ��� and ��� distributions as functions of the calibration factors for �a� the
errors estimated according to Eq� ������ Eq������� and �b� using the Eq� ������� Eq� �������
The minima are �min

�a � ��		� 	 ������ �min
�a � ����� 	 ������ �min

�b � ��		� 	 ����� and
�min
�b � �����	����� respectively� The full line stands for the ���� Eq� ����� and the dashed

line for ���� Eq� ������� Note the di�erence between the shapes which is narrow and the
value of �� in the minimum� which is lower for the ����method compared to ����method�

����� BEMC Energy Resolution

The energy resolution of the BEMC was measured using the test beams of di�erent
energies �from � to �� GeV� at CERN and DESY �from � to � GeV� ���� The resolution
function has three following terms
 The photo�diode readout and pre�ampli�er noise leads
to the constant noise term� which was measured to be 	� MeV� Sampling  uctuations are
proportional to

p
E� A term proportional to E characterized the contribution of the

leakage due to the limited depth of the stacks� These tree terms provided the following
resolution function


	

E
�

���	����

E

 ��������p

E

 �������� �E in GeV� � �����

In the H� environment it is possible to extract the information about the energy
resolution indirectly from the high energy side of the kinematical peak� which is dominated
by calorimeter resolution� The test beam!s resolution function Eq� ����� was adopted
for the BEMC calorimeter in the H� environment taking into account the fact that the
electron energy is reconstructed from the most energetic stack and its neighbors� so�called
leading cluster� Therefore the noise term is increased by factor

p
	 � � with respect to a

single stack� This together with the additional change of the shaping time constant lead
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to the below indicated noise contribution� The sampling structure stayed unchanged�
Therefore the sampling term was �xed to ��� MeV���� The stack�to�stack variations
although minimized by the individual stack calibration detoriated the resolution together
with the inhomogeneities of the energy response especially near the borders of the stacks�
These factors increased the constant term� An adjustment based upon the Monte Carlo
simulated electron response provided a value of ��� %� The BEMC resolution function is
then given by


	

E
�

���	���

E

 ��������p

E

 �������� �E in GeV� � ������

By means of the QED Compton event sample an attempt to measure directly the
energy resolution of the BEMC detector in the H� environment was done� A Gaussian �t
of the di�erence between the calculated and measured cluster energies in selected energy
bins reveals the mean position and the experimental dispersion 	� The distribution of
	�Ecl for selected cluster energy bins was obtained for both the data and Monte Carlo
samples� see Fig� ���� The vertical error bars indicate the errors of the mean position of
these �ts whereas horizontal ones are the energy bin widths�
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Fig� ���
 The energy resolution of the BEMC cluster energy determined with QED Comp�
ton events as a function of the cluster energy� for data and COMPTON Monte Carlo� The
dotted line stands for the resolution function Eq� �������

The presented distribution for data was �t with the two parameter formula


	

Ecl
�

���	

Ecl
�

P�p
Ecl

� P� �Ecl in GeV� � ������

which was obtained from the Eq� ������ by �xing the term proportional to E �noise term��
The obtained values of the parameters P� and P� are presented in Fig� ���� Despite there
are huge statistical errors and more statistics would allow smaller bins it was the �rst direct
measurement of the energy resolution in situ detector� It provided a comparable result
although only a small part of the energy interval compared to the test beam measurement
was used� To complete it a possible solution would be to use other calibration methods
e�g� double angle method� �	�method�
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����� Response Linearity of BEMC Detector

The QED Compton events were used to verify the response linearity of the BEMC in the
H� detector� On the basis of the cluster position the expected energies can be calculated
using the relation Eq� ������ A Gaussian �t of the di�erence between calculated and
measured cluster energies in six selected energy bins reveals the mean position shown in
Fig� ��� The vertical error bars indicate the errors of the mean position �ts whereas hor�
izontal ones are the energy bin widths� This data con�rmed the linearity of the BEMC
electromagnetic scale to within �% in the range from approximately � to �� GeV �re�
stricted by energy requirements applied to a non�leading cluster��
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Fig� ��
 The linearity of the BEMC determined with QED Compton events as a function
of the cluster energy� for data and COMPTON Monte Carlo�

����
 Relative Position of BEMC versus Beam

From the point of view of the measurement of the polar angle 
� calculated from the
coordinates of the shower center�of�gravity and the coordinates of the interaction vertex
it was of great importance to control the relative position of of the BEMC detector to
the beam� The absolute x and y coordinates of the electromagnetic clusters �given by the
shower center�of�gravity� measured in the H� coordinate system by means of the BEMC
could be spoilt by


�� The misplacement of the BEMC during the setting up the whole H� detector�

�� di�erent x and y position of the beam during the di�erent running periods or lumi�
nosity �lls�

In the here performed determination of the relative position of the BEMC versus the
beam the following assumptions were made


�� For events without the reconstructed z�vertex position the position ��� �� �� cm was
assumed�
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�� no beam tilt correction was applied�

�� only the misplacement of the BEMC versus the beam in xy�plane was considered
�i�e� no rotations were taken into account��

Substituting the measured values of the polar angles of the two clusters in Eq� �����
with the following calculated values



cli � arctan


s
�xcli � x	�� � �ycli � y	��

�zcli � zvtx��

�
� ������

where xcli � ycli � zcli are the coordinates of the shower center of gravity of the i�th BEMC
cluster and zvtx is the z coordinate of the vertex� the cluster energies could be calculated
and the following two�dimensional ����distribution could be constructed


��� �
NX
j��

�X
i��



"Ej

i

	jcli

�
� ������

N is the number of events� For 	jcli � i � �� � the resolution function Eq� ������ was used�

and "Ej
i was de�ned


"Ej
i � Ej

cli
�
cl�� 
cl��� Ej

cli
� ����	�

In the case of well placed xy�plane of the BEMC detector the minimum of the ��� is to
be �x	� y	� � ��� �� cm� The distribution of the ��� is shown in Fig� ���� The coordinates
and consequently the correction values of the relative position of the BEMC with respect
to the beam are given by the minimum� which is �x	� y	� � �����	����� ����	����� mm�
The above calculated corrections on the x and y coordinates are


xbeam�cor� � xcl � ��� � ybeam�cor� � ycl � ���� �length in mm� � ������

where xbeam�cor�� ybeam�cor� and xcl� ycl are the corrected and the measured coordinates of
the shower center�of�gravity of the BEMC cluster� Note� that the calculated corrections
are of the very reasonable size�

����� Relative Position of BEMC versus BPC

In analogy with the previous Section the relative position of the BEMC with respect
to BPC was studied� It might have been changed during the setting up the whole H�
detector� although the BPC chamber was �xed to the surface of the BEMC�

In order to evaluate the relative shift of the two detectors in the xy�plane of the
following ��
�distribution was constructed


��
 �

NclBPCX
i��

�
�xcl � x	 � xBPC�

� � �ycl � y	 � yBPC�
�

i
� ������
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Fig� ���
 The ��� distributions as a function of the �x	� y	� for determination of the relative
position of the BEMC versus the beam�

where NclBPC is number of clusters which have the associated reconstructed BPC hit� xBPC
and yBPC are the x and y coordinates of the reconstructed BPC hit closest to the shower
center�of�gravity of the corresponding BEMC cluster�

The ��
�distribution for the QED Compton event sample is shown in Fig� ���� The
coordinates and consequently the correction values of the relative position of the BEMC
versus the BPC are given by the position of its minimum� which was found to be �x	� y	� �
�����	���������		����� mm� The above calculated corrections on the x and y coordinates
are


xcor� � xcl � ���� ycor� � ycl � ���	 �length in mm� � ������

where xcor�� ycor� and xcl� ycl are the corrected and the measured coordinates of the re�
constructed spatial hit in BPC� Note� that the calculated corrections are of the very
reasonable size�

����� BPC E�ciency Measurement� Evaluation of Probability
of �	Conversion and Estimation of Dead Material in front
of BPC	BEMC System

The BEMC QED Compton event sample as a sample of events which �nal state consists
only of two particles� i�e� one charged �electron� and one neutral �photon�� were used
for the BPC e�ciency measurement� evaluation of the probability of ��conversion and
consequently the estimation of the amount of the dead material in front of the BPC�
BEMC system� The all three methods were based on the assumptions that electron as
charged particle should be always detected as an electromagnetic cluster with correspond�
ing reconstructed track information� in contrary to the photon which was expected as an
electromagnetic cluster without any tracking information�

The ine�ciency of the BPC could cause that there were QED Compton events without
any BPC information and on the other hand the ��conversion in the dead material in
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Fig� ���
 The ��
 distributions as a function of the �x	� y	� for determination of the relative
position of the BEMC versus the BPC�

front of BPC�BEMC system could result in a detected QED Compton event with two
corresponding BPC points�

According to ��� calculating N	� the number of events without any reconstructed
spatial BPC point associated with the corresponding BEMC cluster� N� �the number
of events with only one reconstructed spatial BPC point associated with corresponding
BEMC cluster and N�� the number of events in which both BEMC clusters had corre�
sponding reconstructed spatial BPC hit the total number of events N was divided into
the three groups� while


N � N	 �N� �N� � ������

If BPC is the e�ciency of the BPC� and �c is the probability that the ��conversion is
detected� then


N	 � ���� BPC� �� � �c��N � �����

N� � ���� BPC��c � ��� �c� BPC�N � ������

N� � BPC �cN � ������

And using last three relations together with Eq� ������ the BPC e�ciency� BPC� and the
probability that the ��conversion is detected� �c� is then given by


BPC �
N� � �N� �

p
N�
� � N	N�

�N
� ������

�c �
N� � �N� �

p
N�
� � N	N�

�N
� ������

Since �c represents the probability that at least electron or positron �one of these two
particles� from the ��conversion is detected� we can write


�c � �c 
�
BPC � ��c BPC ��� BPC� � BPC �� � BPC� �c � ����	�
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where �c is the probability of the ��conversion in front of BPC�BEMC system and is given
by


�c �
�c

BPC ��� BPC�
� ������

The statistical errors of the measurement of the BPC e�ciency� BPC� and the probability
of the ��conversion� �c� are

"BPC �

r
BPC ��� BPC�

N
� ������

"�c �

r
�c �� � �c�

N
� ������

Using the described above method the global BPC e�ciency for the each given run pe�
riod was calculated� and the probability of ��conversion in front of BPC�BEMC system
was evaluated� In the further step using the obtained values of �c the dead material in
front of the BPC�BEMC was estimated applying the relation between the number of pho�
tons which convert into ee��pair Ne
e� and the number of the photons N� penetrating
through the material of the thickness x� which is according to ����


Ne
e� � N�

�
� � exp

�
��

	

x

X	

��
� ������

where from the thickness of the dead material x


x � �	

�
X	 ln��� �c� � �����

The BPC e�ciency measurement� the probability of ��conversion and the estimation
of the amount of the dead material in front of the BPC�BEMC system as a function of
the run number is presented in Fig� ���� ��� and ��	� respectively�
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 The BPC e�ciency as a function of run number during the �		 data taking�
The di�erent run periods are indicated with the dotted lines�

As it is shown in Fig� ��� the BPC was stable during the whole �		 data taking� and
its e�ciency was very high� i�e� � 	�% and even in some periods reaching the full ���%
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e�ciency� The probability of the ��conversion in the dead material in front of the BPC�
BEMC system was approximately �%� and the amount of the dead material was about
��	X	� see Fig� ��� and ��	� A slightly higher amount of the dead material �even the
estimation su�ers from limited amount of accumulated statistics� was seen for the �shifted
vertex� data �data sample ��� due to the greater scattering angle compared to the �nominal
vertex� data �data samples � to ��

In order to study the e�ciency of the BPC� the probability of ��conversion and the
amount of dead material in front of the BPC�BEMC system the whole xy�cross section
of the BPC was divided two times into the four regions in �� see Fig� �����a and �����b�
Such a strategy was used as a compromise between an attempt of localizing of possible
regions of ine�ciencies and the inhomogeneities of dead material and the amount of stored
QED Compton events� A single event belongs to a de�ned region if one cluster has cor�
responding azimuthal angle in the �rst interval and the second cluster has corresponding
azimuthal angle in the second interval in � �marked with the same number� in order to
follow the coplanar shape of the events� The de�nitions of the intervals are summarized
in Tab� ����
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Fig� ����
 Schematic view of the devision in xy�plane�

Using the described above method the e�ciency of the BPC� the probability of ��
conversion and the amount of dead material in front of the BPC�BEMC system was
calculated separately for each BPC region for both data and Monte Carlo data samples�
see Fig� ����� ���� and �����

The BPC e�ciency� shown in Fig� ����� is underestimated but homogeneous in � in
Monte Carlo� in contrary to data� where there is an indication for a regions with lower and
full BPC e�ciencies� The probability of the ��conversion and consequently the estimation
of the amount of the dead material in front of the BPC�BEMC system is signi�cantly
underestimated in Monte Carlo compared to data� see Fig� ����� ����� For both the data
and Monte Carlo the distributions are rather homogeneous in ��
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region intervals of azimuthal angles
�i �j

I ��� �� ����� ����

II ��� 	�� ����� ����

III 	��� ���� ����� ����

IV ����� ���� ����� ����

V ��� ����� ������� �����
������� ���� ����� ������

VI ������ ����� ������� �����

VII ������ ������ ������ �	����

VIII ������������ �	����� ������

Tab� ���
 The de�nitions of the intervals of the azimuthal angles in the xy�plane of the
BPC�
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�� Study of SPACAL QED Compton Event Sample

As it was mentioned before during the winter shutdown �		�	� the H� collaboration
upgraded the backward scattering region� The interest and importance of the methodo�
logical studies of the newly installed sub�detectors was great� The various experimental
methods based on the sample of the QED Compton events provided useful information
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and thus helped �rst experiencing the new apparatus� These studies are the subject of
this section� Since the methods used are in principle the same as used for BEMC only
di�erences are discussed and presented�

Here it should be stressed that the here presented analysis were limited by the amount
of accumulated QED Compton events due to the reasons discussed in Sec� ����

In order to suppress the radiative QED Compton events and to limit the contribution
of the inelastic channel of the QED Compton events additional cuts as in the BEMC
analysis were imposed� Eq� ����� and ������

����� SPACAL Absolute Energy Scale

In analogy to the BEMC QED Compton event analysis� the study of the absolute energy
scale of the SPACAL detector� was based on the relation Eq� ������ The calibration
factor � was introduced as


Ecli � �EH�
cli
� i � �� � ������

where Ecli � E
H�
cli
� i � �� �� are the calibrated and measured energies of the �rst and second

clusters� respectively� Since there were not any overall dead material corrections available
in the reconstructure procedure the measured energies� EH�

cli
� i � �� �� are the ones without

the dead material corrections �i�e� SCLR bank in reconstruction procedure�� but corrected
using the dead material correction for the inner part of the detector ���� ��� on the
analysis level� The value of calibration factor � is found by minimizing the distribution
of ��i � i � �� �� Eq� ����� and ������� while


� The experimental dispersions R	� R� of the "E�
p
E and �E��E�p

E����E����
distribution

were determined by a Gaussian �t� see Fig� ����a and ����b� respectively�

� Instead of Eq� ������ and ������ the modi�ed estimations of the dispersion 	 using
the SPACAL resolution function ��	�


	

E
�

����� 	 �����p
E


 ���� 	 ����� �E in GeV� � ������
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were introduced in the following way


	jcli � ����
q
Ej
cli
� ����Ej

cli
� i � �� � � �Ej

cli
in GeV� ������

and

*	j �
p
� ����

q
Ej
cl�

� Ej
cl�

� ���� �Ej
cli
� Ej

cl�
� �Ej

cli
in GeV� � ������
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 The Gaussian �ts for extracting the 	!s�

In this way four di�erent ��s were constructed and compared� see Fig� ���� All four
obtained calibration factors� see Tab� ���� showed that the SPACAL absolute energy scale
was undercalibrated by ���%�

�� error estimation calibration factor

���a Eq� ����� �min
�a � ����� 	 �����

���b Eq� ������ �min
�b � ���� 	 �����

���a Eq� ������ �min
�a � ����� 	 �����

���b Eq� ������ �min
�b � ����� 	 �����

Tab� ���
 The obtained calibration factors�

����� SPACAL Energy Resolution

The energy resolution of the SPACAL was measured using the test beams of di�erent
energies �from � to �� GeV� at CERN and DESY �from � to � GeV� ��	�� Both the
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Fig� ����
 The ��� and ��� distributions as functions of the calibration factors for �a� the
errors estimated according to Eq� ������ Eq������� and �b� using the Eq� ������� Eq� �������
The minima are �min

�a � ����� 	 ������ �min
�a � ����� 	 ������ �min

�b � ���� 	 ����� and
�min
�b � �����	����� respectively� The full line stands for the ���� Eq� ����� and the dashed

line for ���� Eq� ������� Note the di�erence between the shapes which is narrow and the
value of �� in the minimum� which is lower for the ����method compared to ����method�

CERN and DESY measurements were combined and the normalized resolution 	�E was
plotted versus ��

p
E and analyzed using the resolution function


	

E
�

ap
E

 b

E

 c �E in GeV�� ����	�

The result of the �t showed that the noise term is negligible and that the �nal resolution
can be parameterized by

	

E
�

����� 	 �����p
E


 ����	 ����� �E in GeV�� �����

By means of the QED Compton event sample an attempt to measure directly the energy
resolution the SPACAL detector in H� environment was done� A Gaussian �t of the
di�erence between calculated and measured cluster energies in the selected energy bins
reveals the mean position and the experimental dispersion 	� The distribution of 	�Ecl

for selected cluster energy bins was obtained for both the data and Monte Carlo samples�
see Fig� ���� The vertical error bars indicate the errors of the mean position of these �ts
whereas horizontal ones are the energy bin widths�

In analogy with the test beam analysis which used the resolution function� Eq� ����	��
the presented distribution for data was �t� see Fig� ����� with the following two parameter
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formula


	

Ecl
�

P�p
Ecl

� P� �Ecl in GeV� � �����

Note� the di�erence between the resolution function used in the �t of the BEMC energy
resolution function� Eq� ������ and the one for the SPACAL energy resolution function�
Eq� ������ In the former the noise term was �xed to the value ���	 GeV compared to the
later one� where thank to the photo�multiplier read�out the noise term is negligible�

Despite the fact that the higher statistics compare to the BEMC analysis provide the
possibility to use smaller bin size �� GeV� there are large statistical errors  uctuation�
Although that it was the �rst direct measurement of the energy resolution in situ SPACAL
detector� As in the BEMC case it provided a comparable result and the statement that
only a small part of the energy interval compared to the test beam measurement was used
is still valid� To complete it possible solution would be to use other calibration method
e�g� double angle method� �	�method� The later one could now pro�t from the negligible
photo�multiplier noise�

����� Response Linearity of SPACAL Detector

The QED Compton events were used to verify the response linearity of the SPACAL in
the H� detector� A Gaussian �t of the di�erence between calculated and measured cluster
energies in twelve selected energy bins reveals the mean position shown in Fig� ����� The
vertical error bars indicate the errors of the mean position �ts and the systematic error
of the polar angle reconstruction whereas horizontal ones are the energy bin widths� This
data con�rms


�� For both data and Monte Carlo there was the shift of the absolute energy scale by
approximately �% to the lower values of the cluster energies�
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�� the response linearity of the SPACAL electromagnetic scale to within �% in the
range from approximately �� to �� GeV �restricted by energy requirements applied
to a non�leading cluster��

�� and shows the non�linearity on the level of �% of the SPACAL detector in the range
of lower cluster energies �� �� GeV��
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 The linearity of the SPACAL determined with QED Compton events as a
function of the cluster energy� for data and COMPTON Monte Carlo�

����
 Relative Position of SPACAL versus Beam

Using the same method as in the BEMC analysis� see Sec� ����� with only a small mod�
i�cation �i�e� the expression for 	jcli � Eq� ������ in the ����distribution� Eq� ������� was
substituted with the relevant one for SPACAL� Eq� ������� the relative position of the
SPACAL to the beam was determined�

The distribution of the ��� is shown in Fig� ����� The coordinates and consequently
the correction values of the relative position of the SPACAL with respect to the beam are
given by the minimum� which is �x	� y	� � �����	����� ����	����� mm� Thus� corrections
on the x and y coordinates are


xbeam�cor� � xcl � ���� � ybeam�cor� � ycl � ���� �length in mm� � �����

where xbeam�cor�� ybeam�cor� and xcl� ycl are the corrected and the measured coordinates of
the shower center�of�gravity of the SPACAL cluster� Note� that the calculated corrections
are of the very reasonable size�

����� Relative Position of SPACAL versus BDC

In analogy with the determination of the the relative position of the BEMC with respect
to BPC� see Sec� ������ the relative position of the SPACAL versus BDC was studied� It
might have been changed during the setting up the whole H� detector� In order to evaluate
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 The �� distributions as a function of the x	� y	 for determination of the relative
position of the SPACAL versus the beam�

the relative shift of the two detectors in the xy�plane the ��
�distribution� Eq� ������� was
used where NclBPC was substituted with NclBDC which is the number of clusters which have
the associated reconstructed BDC track� Similarly� the x and y coordinates of the recon�
structed BPC point closest to the shower center�of�gravity of the corresponding BEMC
cluster xBPC and yBPC were exchanged by the x and y coordinates of the reconstructed
BDC track closest to the shower center�of�gravity of the corresponding SPACAL cluster�

In this way modi�ed ��
�distribution for the �		� QED Compton event sample is
shown in Fig� ���	� The coordinates and consequently the correction values of the relative
position of the SPACAL versus the BDC are given by the position of its minimum� which
was found to be �x	� y	� � �����	 ���� � ����	 ����� mm� Thus� the corrections on the x
and y coordinates are


xcor� � xcl � ���� � ycor� � ycl � ���� � �length in mm� � �����

where xcor�� ycor� and xcl� ycl are the corrected and the measured coordinates of the shower
center�of�gravity of the SPACAL cluster� Note� that the calculated corrections are of the
very reasonable size�

����� BDC E�ciency Measurement� Evaluation of Probability
of �	Conversion and Estimation of Dead Material in front
of BDC	SPACAL System

In this section using the methods described in Sec� ����� the global BDC e�ciency was
calculated� the probability of ��conversion and the amount of the dead material in front
of the BDC�SPACAL system was estimated� The results are shown in Fig� ����� ����
and ���� as a functions of the run number�

As it is shown in Fig� ���� the BDC was stable during the whole �		� data taking�
and its e�ciency was very high� i�e� � 	�% �in some periods reaching the ���%�� The
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probability of the ��conversion in the dead material in front of the BDC�SPACAL sys�
tem was approximately ��%� for �nominal vertex� data �data samples �� compared to
slightly higher value ��% for the �shifted vertex� data �data samples ��� see Fig� ���� The
amount of the dead material� shown in Fig� ��	� was about ��	�X	� and ����X	 for �nom�
inal vertex� data �data samples �� and �shifted vertex� data samples �data samples ���
respectively� These increases could be explained by a slightly higher amount of the dead
material �even the estimation su�ers from limited amount of accumulated statistics� which
was observed for the �shifted vertex� data �data samples ��� due to the greater scattering
angle compared to the �nominal vertex� data �data samples ���

Since the amount of stored selected data sample was not larger enough compared to
the ones used in BPC�BEMC analysis the same strategy of localizing the possible regions
of ine�ciencies and the inhomogeneities of dead material in front of the BDC�SPACAL
system was used� The e�ciency of the BDC� the probability of ��conversion and the
amount of dead material in front of the BDC�SPACAL system was calculated separately
for each BDC region� de�ned in Tab� ��� and Fig� ����� for both data and Monte Carlo
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data samples� see Fig� ����� ��� and ����� respectively�
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The BDC e�ciency� shown in Fig� ����� is rather well described by Monte Carlo in
all regions except regions I and VII� The BDC e�ciency is homogeneous in � in Monte
Carlo� in contrary to data� where there is an indication for a regions with lower �in the
problematic regions I and VII� and higher BDC e�ciencies� The probability of the ��
conversion and consequently the estimation of the amount of the dead material in front
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of the BDC�SPACAL system is signi�cantly underestimated in Monte Carlo compared to
data� see Fig� ��� and ����� For Monte Carlo the distributions are rather homogeneous in
�� which is in strong contradiction with distribution for data where there is a signi�cantly
higher probability of the ��conversion and consequentially higher amount of dead material
in front of the BDC�SPACAL system in the regions III and VIII� The later result agrees
with the result of the analysis of the xy�distribution of collected charge by BDC ����� It
shows the higher amount of the dead material in front of the BDC in the ��region III and
VIII�
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�� Luminosity Measurement Using QED Compton

Method

The �rst part of this section is concerned with description of the di�erent methods used
for luminosity measurement in the H� experiment� The dominant contributions to the
systematic error of the each method are summarized� In the second part the samples
of the QED Compton events are analyzed in order to provide the measurements of the
integrated luminosity for di�erent run periods in �		 and �		� data taking�

����� H� Luminosity Measurement

In order to perform both the direct on�line luminosity monitoring and the o��line lumino�
sity measurement a process with a well calculable cross section and the clear experimental
signature has to be chosen� Suitable processes at HERA experiments are elastic brems�
strahlung process and QED Compton process�

The elastic bremsstrahlung process� see Sec� ������ consists in the collinear radiation
of a photon by the electron in the electromagnetic �eld of a proton� The scattered elec�
tron as well as the proton remain in the beam pipe and escape detection in the central
detector� However� depending on its energy� the electron may be detected in the elec�
tron tagger� The radiated photon is detected in the photon detector� As it was shown
in ����� events containing an elastic bremsstrahlung process accidentally overlapped with
an independently triggered event can be used to measure the integrated luminosity�

The QED Compton process� see Sec� ������ can be seen as a Q� � � GeV � interaction
involving a large four�momentum transfered Compton process �e�� � e��� Therefore the
�nal state only consists of a coplanar �e � �� system� both observable in the central H�
detector�

������� �e� �� Coincidence and Hard � Rate Methods

The �e � �� coincidence method� which is insensitive to the observed rate dependent
variations of the gain factors in the luminosity detectors� provides the on�line luminosity
monitoring in the H� experiment� The � rate method� based on the hard � sample selected
according to the speci�c criteria gives the most accurate o��line value for the integrated
luminosity after precise �nal calibration of the photon detector of the luminosity system�
In the both case the average luminosity is calculated from the following relation


L �
Ndata�"t��Nbgr�"t�

	accBH"t
� ����

where Ndata�"t� is the number of events satisfying the selection criteria for the given
method collected in the time interval "t and the Nbgr�"t� is the number of background
events originating from the interactions of electrons with the residual gas in the beam
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pipe� This number is measured using the non�colliding pilot bunches according to the
following formula


Nbgr�"t� �
Iall
Ipilot

Npilot�"t� � �����

where Npilot is the number of accepted bremsstrahlung events originating from the pilot
bunches� Ipilot is the current of these bunches and Iall is the total electron current� The
acceptance corrected value of the cross section for bremsstrahlung events 	accBH is calculated
using the Bethe�Heitler formula ����� The Eq� ����� is based on the assumption that the
pilot and colliding electron bunches are equivalent in terms of the background rate per
unit of current� This assumption was checked and veri�ed with an accuracy of better
than �% �����

The major contributions to the systematic error of the absolute luminosity measure�
ment in the �e� �� coincidence method are
 �i� acceptance determination which mainly
a�ects the on�line monitoring where only the electron beam tilt is measured� in contrary to
the o��line measurement when the actual acceptance of the electron tagger is determined
from the data� �ii� background subtraction� �iii� trigger e�ciency and purity� which could
be minimized for both the on�line and o��line errors by requiring that the minimal energies
are well above the thresholds for both the electron tagger and the photon detector�

The value of the systematic error of the luminosity measurement using the hard � rate
depends on
 �i� the absolute energy calibration and resolution of the photon detector�
�ii� its trigger e�ciency� �iii� background subtraction and e�ect of multiple photons�
The latest e�ect is taken into account although the probability of having more than one
photon �E�

� � ��� GeV� in the same bunch crossing� which can in uence the shape of the
reconstructed photon energy spectrum is small�

������� Random Coincidence Method

In order to measure the integrated luminosity using events containing an elastic brems�
strahlung process accidentally overlapped with an independently triggered event the sam�
ple of the random events is to be selected according the following criteria ����


�� Photon energy E
�

� � � GeV �

�� an reconstructed electromagnetic cluster in the backward electromagnetic calorime�
ter with E

�

e � �� GeV�

Such energy requirements reject all radiative DIS events with a photon emitted in the
acceptance region of the photon detector� We determine �rst the average conditional
probability PDIS�B that a bremsstrahlung event satisfying requirement � happen to occur
in the same bunch crossing as a DIS event satisfying requirement �� This probability is
given by PDIS�B � N����N�� where N��� is the number of random coincidences satisfying
both criteria � and �� and N� is the number of events ful�lling the condition �� If the
luminosity were constant over a given running period then PDIS�B would be equal to the
probability PBC�B� of registering a bremsstrahlung event in any randomly chosen bunch
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crossing� In reality the instantaneous luminosity varies with each electron and proton
�ll of the HERA storage rings and is unevenly distributed over the colliding bunches�
Therefore� PBC�B � �����PDIS�B � where � is an average correction for the time variation
of the instantaneous luminosity� This correction was determined using the time variation
of the �e � �� coincidence rate and was found to be �� 	 ��% ����� This correction is
insensitive to both the absolute calibration of the luminosity system and the selection
criteria for bremsstrahlung events�

Having determined PBC�B we calculate the total number of bremsstrahlung events
ful�lling requirement � as
 NBC�B�"t� � PBC�B � Nbunch�"t�� where Nbunch�"t� is the
integrated number of bunch crossings over the time interval "t� The corresponding lumi�
nosity is then calculated using the formula


L �
NBC�B�"t��Nbgr�"t�

	accBH"t
� �����

The resulting integrated luminosity is independent of the e�ciency of the photon detector
trigger� Thus� the systematic errors for this method come from the same sources as for the
hard � method except that there is no error due to uncertainties in the trigger e�ciency
but an additional �% error due to �� This results in the total systematic error of ���%
and the measurement error that is dominated by the statistical precision�

������� QED Compton Method

In order to determine the integrated luminosity LQEDC from the measured sample of the
QED Compton events we used the following formula


LQEDC �
NQEDC �Nbg

NMC

�

sel
LMC � �����

where NQEDC is the number of selected QED Compton events� Nbg is the number of back�
ground events remaining in the selected sample �see below�� NMC is the number of Monte
Carlo simulated QED Compton events which were subjected to the same reconstruction
and analysis chain as the real data� sel is the e�ciency of the QED Compton event se�
lection and LMC is the integrated luminosity corresponding to the generated Monte Carlo
QED Compton event sample�

����� Determination of ���
 Total Integrated Luminosity

In the following the total integrated luminosity using the sample of the QED Compton
events recorded during �		 data taking is measured� The stability of the QED Compton
method during the whole data taking is checked� To determine the amount of the back�
ground events which remain in the selected samples a Monte Carlo study was performed�
The di�erent sources of uncertainties of here presented measurement has been studied in
order to estimate the total systematic error� Finally� the results are presented and their
comparison with the both H� luminosity system measurement and random coincidence
method is shown�
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������� Stability of QED Compton Method

In order to study the stability of the luminosity measurement using the sample of QED
Compton events each run period was divided into intervals with comparable values of
integrated luminosity� LH��LS� determined by luminosity system� The distribution of the
ratio of number of QED Compton events�NQEDC� to LH��LS calculated for each subinterval
as a function of run numbers is depicted in Fig� �����
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Fig� ����
 The stability of the ratio of number of QED Compton events�NQEDC� to integra�
ted luminosity determined by the luminosity system of H� detector� LH��LS� for di�erent
run period� The error bars stand only for statistical errors� The dotted lines de�ne the
intervals of run periods� The ratio NQEDC�LH��LS is higher in run periods with �open�
BEMC triangular stacks �period � due to enlarging the BEMC geometrical acceptance
closer to the beam pipe and hence to the higher value of polar angles of scattered parti�
cles� Similarly� running with open BEMC triangular stacks and with shifted z�position of
the nominal vertex to the forward direction �period �� increases the ratio NQEDC�LH��LS
even more�

It shows that the presented method is stable within the interval of statistical errors for
periods with closed �periods �� �� �� and opened BEMC triangles �period �� Including the
four innermost triangular stacks into the trigger increases acceptance of the BEMC closer
to the beam pipe and thus to the higher values of the polar angle of the scattered particles

e ���� As it was shown in Chapter �� the cross section of quasi�real QED Compton process
strongly increases with the 
e ���� Therefore the value of the ratio NQEDC�LH��LS is higher
in run periods with open BEMC triangular stacks �period � and with shifted z�position
of the nominal vertex �period ���

������� Remaining Background Contribution

In this section the possible background processes to the QED Compton event samples
from the ep interactions were studied� The following three processes with the given below
event topology were considered
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� photo�production events in which energy clusters from the hadronic �nal state mimic
the topology of a QED Compton event�

� di�ractive production of vector mesons �VM� processes �mostly dominated by the
elastic �	 production at low�Q� and high�Wh� where the scattered electron is de�
tected in the BEMC� and one of the produced pions escapes the central detector
along the beam pipe� but in which the second pion fakes a scattered photon� Al�
though this con�guration should result in the experimental signal composed of two
clusters and two corresponding tracks� i�e� one additional track to the experimental
signature of the QED Compton event� the clean identi�cation is not unambiguous
due to both the limited geometrical acceptance of the tracking detectors and the
rather large probability of the ��conversion in the dead material in the backward
scattering region� see Sec� ������

� deep inelastic scattering �DIS� characterized by very low�x and low�Q�� where the
scattered electron is correctly identi�ed as an energy cluster in BEMC� but in which
an energy from the hadronic �nal state fakes a scattered photon�

In order to evaluate the possible contributions of listed above background processes to
the selected samples of QED Compton events the Monte Carlo samples generated by
PHOJET ���	�� RAYVDM ���� and DJANGO �	��� respectively� were used� For the events gen�
erated with the appropriate models the detector response was simulated in detail ����
using a program based on GEANT ������ Consequently� the simulated Monte Carlo events
were subjected to the same reconstruction and analysis chain as the real data and tested
whether they satisfy all selection criteria� All these fake events which survived all steps of
just described procedure were considered as remaining contribution of given background
processes� According to the corresponding values of integrated luminosity the fractions
of such events� in the selected sample of the QED Compton events were evaluated� see
Tab� ���

Process Background contribution

photo�production ���	 ��� %
VM production ���	 ��� %
DIS� negligible

Tab� ��
 The obtained Monte Carlo estimates of background processes to the QED
Compton event sample from the ep interactions�

������� Estimation of Systematic Errors

For the luminosity determination via the QED Compton method there are four main
groups of the sources of the systematic errors


� Systematic e�ects of the apparatus� mainly the backward electromagnetic calorime�
ter� Its energy and space resolution� the cluster radius determination� and its elec�
tronic noise are the crucial issues in minimizing the systematics�

�Note� that only DIS events with in the text speci�ed event topology were considered�
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� The uncertainty of the control on the inelastic QED Compton contribution� which
was estimated from the observed tail of the acoplanarity distribution to be of ��%�

� According to ���� the theoretical uncertainties in the Monte Carlo� related to the
uncertainty in the elastic proton form factor�

� The uncertainty of the estimation of di�erent background processes contribution�

The obtained estimates of di�erent sources of systematic errors together with the total
value of systematic error of the QED Compton method are presented in the Tab� ��� for
both the �open� and �closed triangle� data samples� Comparing the �closed triangle�
and �open triangle� data samples one can see that the total systematic error for open
triangular data is a little bit higher mainly because of the worse cluster radius determina�
tion in the inner triangular stacks� The smaller contribution of the BPC hit position cut
to the total systematic error is due to the reduced geometrical acceptance in the beam
pipe region� i�e� that it does not cover all the active surface of the BEMC�

Source Variation syst� error syst� error
closed tr��%� open tr� �%�

BEMC energy scale 	 �% ��� ���
BEMC cluster radius 	 � mm ��� ���
BEMC noise cut 	 ��� MeV ��� ���
acoplanarity restriction 	���� ��� ���
distance to closest BPC hit 	 � mm ��	 ���
tToF 	 � ns ��� not used
LAr energy deposition 	 ��� MeV �� ��

inelastic QED Compton �� ��
MC uncertainties ��� ���
photo�production ��� ���
VM production ��� ���
DIS negligible negligible

Total systematic error �� ���

Tab� ���
 The obtained estimates of systematic errors for di�erent sources�

������� Comparison with H� Luminosity System Measurement

In this section the results of the integrated luminositymeasurement using the QED Comp�
ton method are presented and compared with results obtained by both the H� luminosity
system �H��LS� measurement� which refers to the hard � rate method� and random coin�
cidence method�

The �nal results of here presented analysis of integrated luminosity measurement using
the QED Compton samples in �		 are shown in Fig� �����a and �����b for the �closed
triangle� and �open triangle� data samples� respectively�

In addition� the results of the H��LS method and the random coincidence method are
presented� Since the H��LS method provides values with the smallest errors compared to
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the two other methods� the ratios of results of those two to the ones determined by H��LS
were calculated� see Fig� �����c and �����d� Before comparing the obtained results� note
the two following remarks
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Fig� ����
 The comparison of obtained results of integrated luminosities using di�erent
methods for a given run periods during the �		 data taking� Whilst the dotted lines
de�ne the intervals of run periods� the integer numbers indicate the di�erent data samples�
see Tab� ��� in Chapter ��

�� Both the random coincidence and the H��LS methods do not include the data ac�
quisition dead time compared to the QED Compton method� In order to compare
the values of integrated luminosities delivered in the interaction region of the central
detector of the H� experiment the dead time value has been introduced� for each
run� in the two dead time independent methods�

�� All here presented methods of luminosity measurement include the contribution of
satellite bunches�� No such corrections have been introduced neither on the ana�
lyzed samples of QED Compton events� nor on values determined using the random
coincidence and the H��LS method used for comparison�
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Comparing the results obtained using the QED Compton method we can conclude�
that


�� the values of integrated luminosity measured by the QED Compton method are in
agreement within one sigma statistical error with other values measured by means
of the other two methods� and thus con�rm the H� luminosity measurement�

�� the total error of the values of integrated luminosity determined by the QED Comp�
ton method are larger compared to the for H� LS measurement� but comparable
�even slightly smaller� with the ones obtained by the random coincidence method�

�� in order to lower both the statistical and the systematic error of the integrated
luminosity measurement using the QED Compton method


� the amount of accumulated QED Compton events has to be enlarged� which
could be achieved by increasing the total amount of delivered luminosity by
HERA machine in the H� scattering region and�or by increasing the geometri�
cal acceptance of the electromagnetic calorimeter covering the backward scat�
tering region�

� the improvement of the measurement of the scattered electron and photon
in the H� backward scattering region in terms of improved measurement of
the cluster parameters and the more precise determination of the azimuthal
angles of the scattered electron and photon for coplanarity determination will
be required�

The latest was planned and achieved during the �		�	� winter shutdown when the
H� collaboration has upgraded the backward scattering region of the H� experiment� The
integrated luminosity measurement using QED Compton events detected by means of the
newly installed detectors in the �		� data taking is the subject of the next section�

����� Determination of ���� Total Integrated Luminosity

As it was mentioned before during the �		�	� winter shutdown the H� collaboration has
upgraded the H� detector with a new backward calorimeter of the spaghetti �SPACAL�
lead��ber design and the new backward tracking detector �BDC�� see Sec� ��� The in�
creased geometrical acceptance of the BDC�SPACAL system in the upgraded H� detector
provides the possibility to to detect scattered electrons and photons at large values of the
polar angles �
e ��� � ���� in the �		� �shifted vertex� data samples��

The total integrated luminosity using the samples of the QED Compton events recor�
ded during the last few weeks of the �		� data taking is measured� Similarly to the �		
analysis �rst the stability of the QED Compton method is shown� then the background
processes to the QED Compton process from the ep interaction are studied and the
systematic errors are estimated� Finally� the results are presented and their comparison
with the H� luminosity system measurement is shown�

�The parasitic satellite bunches are formed during the bunch length compression when a small fraction
of proton current escapes from main bunches ��	��
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������� Stability of QED Compton Method

In order to study the stability of the luminosity measurement using the sample of QED
Compton events each run period was divided into intervals with comparable values of
integrated luminosity� LH��LS� determined by luminosity system� The distribution of the
ratio of number of QED Compton events�NQEDC� to LH��LS calculated for each subinterval
as a function of run numbers is depicted in Fig� �����
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Fig� ����
 The stability of the ratio of number of QED Compton events NQEDC to integra�
ted luminosity determined by the luminosity system of H� detector LH��LS for di�erent
run period� The error bars stand only for statistical errors� The dotted lines de�ne the
intervals of run periods� The ratio NQEDC�LH��LS is higher in run periods with shifted z�
position of the nominal vertex to the forward direction �periods �a� �b�� Due to the
wrong sub�trigger s� treatment at the L trigger level for runs ��	���������� �periods
�b� approximately �� % of events were lost�

It shows that the presented method is stable within the interval of statistical errors for
both �nominal vertex� �periods �a� and �shifted vertex� data samples �period �a�� As it
was shown in Chapter �� the cross section of quasi�real QED Compton process strongly
increases with the 
e ���� Therefore the value of the ratio NQEDC�LH��LS is higher in run
periods with shifted z�position of the nominal vertex �period �a�� Note that� due to the
wrong sub�trigger � treatment in the L trigger level ��� for runs ��	���������� �periods
�b� approximately �� % of events were lost� The data sample corresponding to this run
range were thus excluded from the further analysis�

������� Remaining Background Contribution

In the �		� data analysis the possible background processes to the QED Compton event
samples from the ep interactions were studied� The following three processes with the
given below event topology were considered
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� photo�production events in which energy clusters from the hadronic �nal state mimic
the topology of a QED Compton event�

� di�ractive production of vector mesons �VM� processes �mostly dominated by the
elastic �	 production at low�Q� and high�Wh� where the scattered electron is de�
tected in the SPACAL� and one of the produced pions escapes the central detector
along the beam pipe� but in which the second pion fakes a scattered photon� Al�
though this con�guration should result in the experimental signal composed of two
clusters and two corresponding tracks� i�e� one additional track to the experimental
signature of the QED Compton event� the clean identi�cation is not unambiguous
due to both the limited geometrical acceptance of the tracking detectors and the
rather large probability of the ��conversion in the dead material in the backward
scattering region� see Sec� ������

� deep inelastic scattering �DIS� characterized by very low�x and low�Q�� where the
scattered electron is correctly identi�ed as an energy cluster in BEMC� but in which
an energy from the hadronic �nal state fakes a scattered photon�

In order to evaluate the possible contributions of listed above background processes to
the selected samples of QED Compton events the Monte Carlo samples generated by
PHOJET ���	�� RAYVDM ���� and DJANGO �	��� respectively� were used� Compared to the �		
analysis here the contribution of elastic dissociative �	 and � production was investigated
separately� For the events generated with the appropriate models the same algorithm as
in �		 analysis� see Sec� �������� was employed� The determined fractions of background
events are presented in Tab� ����

Process Background contribution

photo�production ���	 ��� %
elastic � ���	 ��� %

VM production dissociative � ���	 ��� %
� el�� disoc� negligible

DIS� negligible

Tab� ���
 The obtained Monte Carlo estimates of background processes to the QED
Compton event sample from the ep interactions�

Comparing the obtained estimates for the �		 and �		� data analysis one can con�
clude that� the background contribution is signi�cantly smaller in �		�� This was achieved
mainly by means of higher value of the lower limit imposed on the visible energy and a
tighten acoplanarity restriction� which was provided by the improved measurements of
the cluster parameters of newly installed detectors in the H� backward scattering region�

������� Estimation of Systematic Errors

For the luminosity determination via the QED Compton method there are four main
groups of the sources of the systematic errors


�Note� that only DIS events with in the text speci�ed event topology were considered�
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� Systematic e�ects of the apparatus� mainly the backward electromagnetic calorime�
ter� Its energy and space resolution� the cluster radius determination� and its elec�
tronic noise are the crucial issues in minimizing the systematics�

� The uncertainty of the control on the inelastic QED Compton contribution� which
was estimated from the observed tail of the acoplanarity distribution to be of ���%�

� According to ���� the theoretical uncertainties in the Monte Carlo� related to the
uncertainty in the elastic proton form factor�

� The uncertainty of the estimation of di�erent background processes contribution�

The obtained estimates of di�erent sources of systematic errors together with the total
value of systematic error of the QED Compton method are presented in the Tab� ��� for
both the �nominal vertex� and �shifted vertex� data samples�

Source Variation systematic error
�nominal vertex� �shifted vertex�

SPACAL energy scale 	 ���% ��� ���
SPACAL cluster radius 	 � mm ��	 ��
SPACAL veto�noise cut 	 �� MeV ��� ���
acoplanarity restriction 	�� ��� ���

inelastic QED Compton ��� ���
MC uncertainties ��� ���
photo�production ��� ���
VM production �� ��
DIS negligible negligible

Total systematic error � ��

Tab� ���
 The obtained estimates of systematic errors for di�erent sources�

������� Comparison with H� Luminosity System Measurement

In this section the results of the integrated luminositymeasurement using the QED Comp�
ton method are presented and compared with results obtained by the H� luminosity sys�
tem �H��LS� measurement� which refers to the hard � rate method�

The �nal results of here presented analysis of integrated luminosity measurement using
the QED Compton samples in �		� are shown in Fig� ���	�a and ���	�b for �nominal
vertex� and �shifted vertex� data samples� respectively� In addition� the results of the
H��LS method are presented� The ratio of results obtained using the QED Compton
method to the ones determined by H��LS were calculated� see Fig� ���	�c and ���	�d�
Before comparing the obtained results we repeat the analogical two remarks concerning
the introduction of the dead time value in the H��LS method and the absence of the
satellite bunches correction in both here discussed method of luminosity measurement�

Comparing the results obtained using the QED Compton method we can conclude�
that
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Fig� ���	
 The comparison of obtained results of integrated luminosities using di�erent
methods for a given run periods during the �		� data taking� Whilst the dotted lines
de�ne the intervals of run periods� the integer numbers indicate the di�erent data samples�
see Tab� ��� in Chapter ��
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�� the values of integrated luminosity measured using the QED Compton method are
in agreement within one sigma statistical error with values measured by means of
H��LS method� and thus con�rm the H� luminosity measurement�

�� the total error of the values of integrated luminosity determined by the QED Comp�
ton method are larger compared to that of the H��LS measurement�

�� in order to lower both the statistical and the systematic error of the integrated
luminosity measurement using the QED Compton method


� the amount of accumulated QED Compton events has to be enlarged� which
could be achieved by increasing the total amount of delivered luminosity by
HERA machine in the H� scattering region and�or by improved triggering
e�g� such as using the higher level of H� trigger system� A solution of special
dedicated trigger based on topological requirements of the SPACAL trigger
element was tested at the end of �		� data taking and result in the running
a so�called QED Compton L� topological trigger machine ���� ��� In order
to further increase the e�ciency of the whole QED Compton event trigger
chain and additionally to decrease the amount of recorded background events
a special level L trigger QED Compton �nder was installed �����

� the further improvement of the measurement of the scattered electron and
photon in the H� backward scattering region in terms of improved measure�
ment of the cluster parameters and the precise determination of the azimuthal
angles of the scattered electron and photon for coplanarity determination is
required� This could be achieved by using the newly installed backward silicon
tracker �����



Chapter 


Measurement of Proton Structure

Function F��x� Q
�� at HERA

The luminosity measurement as well as the understanding of the backward electromag�
netic calorimeter in terms of absolute energy scale� response linearity or its misalignment
are crucial in number of measurements of H� experiment� Thats�why this chapter is de�
voted to a review of the measurement of the proton structure function F��x� Q�� as an
example of analysis where the results of here presented studies of QED Compton event
samples enter one of the prime task of the H� experiment at the HERA ep�collider � the
investigation of the quark and gluon substructure of the proton� The two separate analy�
ses� performed by the H� collaboration ���� 	�� �	�� based on the inclusive deep�inelastic
data collected in the �		 and the �		� are presented�

The former one with an integrated luminosity of ��� pb�� covers the range in squared
four�momentum transfer Q�� Bjorken�x and inelasticity y corresponding to ��� � Q� �
���� GeV�� � � ���
 � x � ���� and roughly y � ����� To reach lower Q� values
and correspondingly lower x values� special samples were analyzed of events with shifted
interaction vertex� and of events with tagged initial state photon radiation� In the �		
the incident electron energy Ee was ���� GeV and the proton energy Ep was ��� GeV
leading to a total center of mass energy of the collision of

p
s � ��� GeV�

The later one with an integrated luminosity of �� nb�� were taken with the upgraded
detector components� described in Sec� ���� which compared with the detector used up to
the end of �		� has resulted in an increased acceptance of electrons scattered through
small angles �large 
e�� in improved granularity and in improved resolution� When taken
together with the hadronic energy measurement these features have greatly facilitated
the recognition and removal of background when selecting DIS events� and have extended
the available kinematic range of the measurement� The data used for this analysis result
from a short data taking period where the ep collision vertex was shifted by �� cm in
the proton�beam direction with respect to the nominal vertex position to increase the
acceptance for the electrons scattered through small angles� As a result the data have an
acceptance in Q� down to Q� � ��� GeV�� The �		� data taken with the same incident
electron and proton energy as used in �		 date taking covers the the kinematic range
corresponding to ���� � Q� � ��� GeV�� x � � � ���� and ���� � y � �����
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This chapter is organized as follows� After a short introduction to the kinematics of
inclusive ep scattering in Sec� ���� the Monte Carlo simulation are described in Sec� ����
Next the di�erent �		 and �		� data samples and the event selection including the
background rejection are discussed in Sec� ��� for the di�erent data samples used� Sec� ��
describes the F� analyses and the results are discussed with the respect to the results
obtained in the here presented analyses of the QED Compton events in Sec� ����

��� Kinematics

The structure function F��x�Q�� is derived from the inclusive electron�proton scattering
cross section� It depends on the squared four�momentum transfer Q� and the scaling
variable x� These variables are related to the inelasticity parameter y and to the total
squared center of mass energy of the collision s since Q� � xys with s � EeEp� where
Ee and Ep are the energy of incoming electron and proton� respectively� A salient feature
of the HERA collider experiments is the possibility of measuring not only the scattered
electron but also the complete hadronic �nal state� apart from losses near the beam
pipe� This means that the kinematic variables x� y and Q� can be determined with
complementarymethods which are sensitive to di�erent systematic e�ects� These methods
were exploited and detailed already in ���� which describes the analysis of the �		� data�
An appropriate combination of the results ensures maximum coverage of the available
kinematic range with reasonable systematic errors� In addition the application of di�erent
methods is an important cross check of the results�

The methods used in the analysis of the �		 data are the so�called �E� �electron�
method using only the information of the scattered electron and the so�called ��� method
��� calculating the kinematics based on both the scattered electron and the hadronic �nal
state measurements ����� The E method� which is independent of the hadronic �nal state�
apart from the requirement that the interaction vertex is reconstructed using the �nal
state hadrons� has at large y the best resolution in x and Q� but needs sizeable radiative
corrections� At low y the E method is not applied due to the degradation of the ye
�index e ye indicates that the inelasticity parameter y was calculated using the E method�
resolution as ��y� The � method� which has small radiative corrections� relies mostly on
the hadronic measurement which has still an acceptable resolution at low y values and
can be used from very low to large y values� The E and � results were compared in order
to control the calculation of the systematic errors� The basic formulae for Q� and y for
the E method are


ye � �� E �
e

Ee
sin�


e
�
� Q�

e � E�
eEe cos

� 
e
�
��

E
��
e sin� 
e
� � ye

�����

where E�
e and 
e are the energy and polar angle of the scattered electron� The polar angle


e is de�ned with respect to the proton beam or z direction� termed �forward� region�
The formulae for the � method are

y� �
�

�� E�
e��� cos 
e�

� Q�
� �

E
��
e sin� 
e
� � y�

�����
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with

� �
X
h

�Eh � pz�h� � �����

Here Eh and pz�h are the energy and longitudinal momentum component of a particle h�
the summation is over all hadronic �nal state particles and the masses are neglected� The
denominator of y� is equal to �Ee but measured with all secondary particles� Thus

y� �
yh

� � yh � ye
����

with the standard de�nition

yh �
�

�Ee
� �����

The variable x is calculated as x � Q��ys�

��� Monte Carlo Simulation

In the �		 data analysis more than one million Monte Carlo DIS events were generated
using the DJANGO �	� program� Whilst the �		 Monte Carlo event statistics correspond
to an integrated luminosity of approximately �� pb��� the �		� Monte Carlo DIS events
corresponding to twice the luminosity of the data�

The DJANGO program is based on HERACLES �	�� for the electroweak interaction and
on the LEPTO program �	�� to simulate the hadronic �nal state� HERACLES includes �rst
order radiative corrections� the simulation of real bremsstrahlung photons and the lon�
gitudinal structure function� The acceptance corrections were performed using the GRV
parametrization ����� which describes rather well the HERA F� results based on the �		�
data� LEPTO uses the colour dipole model �CDM� as implemented in ARIADNE �	�� which
is in good agreement with data on the energy  ow and other characteristics of the ��
nal state as measured by H� �	�� and ZEUS �		�� Alternatively� �rst order QCD matrix
elements with additional parton showers can be used for the �nal state QCD radiation�
Hadronization is performed using string fragmentation ������ This model does not contain
events with large rapidity gaps ������ interpreted as di�ractive events� Such events can
be generated with the Monte Carlo programs RAPGAP ����� and DIFFVM ������ The latter
generates the di�ractive exclusive channels ep � ep�	 and ep � ep�� In the present
analysis these channels to a large extent escape selection� Dedicated measurements of
vector meson production cross sections have been made at HERA ���� ����� and are used
to normalize the Monte Carlo prediction� The program RAPGAP generates events with a
continuous mass spectrum of di�ractive �nal states and the yield has been normalized to
the rate of events with a large rapidity gap observed in the data� For the determination
of systematic errors connected with the topology of the hadronic �nal state� the HERWIG
model ��	� was used� In the �		� the acceptance corrections were performed using in turn
the GRV ����� and MRSD�� ����� parton distributions for the initial structure functions
in the Monte Carlo calculations� An iterative procedure was used to re�weight the input
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structure functions of the Monte Carlo programs with the measured F� values in this
analysis� as described in Sec� ��

Photo�production background was simulated using the PHOJET ���	�� PYTHIA ����
and RAYVDM ���� generators for �p interactions� With these models large samples of
photo�production events were generated which contained all classes of events �elastic�
soft hadronic collisions� hard scattering processes and heavy  avor production��

For the events generated with the models described above the detector response was
simulated in detail ���� using a program based on GEANT ������ The simulatedMonte Carlo
events were subjected to the same reconstruction and analysis chain as the real data�

��� Data Samples and Event Selection

���� Selection of Deep	Inelastic Scattering Events in ���


Several data samples have been analyzed in order to cover maximally the kinematic plane�
The distribution of the events is shown in Fig� ����

The majority of the events are produced with the interaction vertex centered around
zero in z� called the �nominal vertex� sample �shown as regions C and D in Fig� �����
Throughout this paper� the low �high� Q� sample refers to events in which the scattered
electron has been detected in the BEMC �LAr calorimeter�� To reduce the systematic
errors of the F� measurement� a strict data selection was performed based on the behavior
of the main detector components� This behavior was required to be optimal for the low
Q� analysis of the nominal vertex sample which allows the highest precision to be reached�
The remaining integrated luminosity for the low Q� sample is ��� pb��� the one for the
high Q� sample is ��� pb��� The number of accepted events per unit luminosity was
checked to be constant within statistical errors during the data taking period�

In order to study the behavior of F� at small Q� several means were used to extend
the acceptance to this kinematic region using special event samples� For DIS events at
very low Q� the electron is scattered through a large angle 
e� For 
e values greater than
���	 and the interaction vertex at its nominal position at z � �� cm the electron hits
the inner edge of the BEMC calorimeter or remains undetected near the beam pipe� The
acceptance extension in the backward region was realized as follows


� During good accelerator background conditions� the innermost parts of the backward
electromagnetic calorimeter �BEMC� around the beam pipe were included in the
trigger for part of the time� Since these detector elements are of triangular shape�
these data will be referred to as the �open triangle� data sample� An integrated
luminosity of ���� pb�� was accumulated� The kinematic region covered by this
sample is shown as region �B� in Fig� ����

� As in �		� ����� the interaction point was shifted in the forward direction to an
average position of z � ��� cm which permits measurements up to 
e � �����o�
This sample of �� nb�� of data is referred to as the �shifted vertex� data sample
to distinguish it from the data with a nominal event vertex� It covers region �A� in
Fig� ����
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x

Q� �GeV��

H� �

�

�A� �B� �C�

�D�

Fig� ���
 Distribution of the event sample in the �x�Q�� plane� The  visible regions �A�
B� C� D� correspond to A� events recorded during a period in which the interaction region
was shifted with respect to the nominal position allowing access to larger 
e� B� events
from the nominal vertex position taken in a period in which the innermost BEMC stacks
of triangular shape were included in the trigger ��opened triangles�� see text� or C� not
included� D� high Q� events with the scattered electron detected in the LAr calorimeter�

� The lowQ� region was also accessed by analyzing events from the so�called early pro�
ton satellite bunch colliding with an electron bunch at z � ��� cm� The kinematic
region covered by this sample is similar to that of the shifted vertex data sample�
The �satellite� data sample amounts to � �% of the total data corresponding to a
total �luminosity� of �� nb�� selected over the whole run period�

� Finally� a sample of deep�inelastic radiative events was extracted with a hard photon
emitted collinear with the incident electron� These events have a reduced incident
electron beam energy which allows access to very low Q� values with the present
detector set�up� Since only about �% of the DIS events are tagged as radiative
events� the nominal vertex sample had to be used for this study� Subsequently the
tagged radiative events are referred to as �the radiative event sample� and the bulk
of the data are sometimes called �non�radiative� in contrast�

The low Q� DIS events in the backward region were triggered by an energy cluster in
the BEMC �E�

e �  GeV� which was not vetoed by the ToF� The high Q� events were
triggered by requiring an electromagnetic energy cluster in the LAr calorimeter �E�

e � �
GeV�� A trigger of lower energy threshold �E�

e � � GeV� also accepted the event if there
was simultaneously a tracking trigger� In the region of the �nal F� data presented below
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the trigger e�ciency� which has been determined from the data� is about ��% for E�
e � �

GeV� and becomes larger than 		% for E�
e � �� GeV�

Deep�inelastic scattering events in H� are identi�ed by the detection of the scattered
electron in the BEMC or LAr calorimeter and the presence of a reconstructed interac�
tion vertex� The electron identi�cation cuts� �ducial volume and vertex requirement are
detailed in Tab� ����

These selection criteria follow closely those of the �		� data analysis ����� For the
low Q� nominal vertex sample �Q� � ��� GeV�� an additional cut rBPC � � cm is
applied� where rBPC is the radial distance of the electron hit in the BPC to the beam axis�
This cut prevents the electron from entering the transition region between the BEMC and
the LAr calorimeter where the energy corrections are large and depend strongly on the
impact point� For the same reason� the high Q� events �Q� � ��� GeV�� are accepted only
if the electron cluster is fully contained in the LAr calorimeter� Despite these conditions�
the measurement could also be performed for intermediate Q� �Q� � ��� GeV�� due to
the 	�� cm spread of the event vertex position around its nominal position�

The scattered electron is identi�ed with the electromagnetic cluster of maximum en�
ergy which satis�es the estimator cuts of Tab ���� The electron identi�cation e�ciency�
determined from Monte Carlo simulation studies� is better than 	�% except at Q� � ���
GeV� where it falls to 	% at the lowest x values�

low Q� 
shifted vtx� low Q� 
nominal vtx� high Q�

E� � method E� � method E method � method


e�
o � ��� � ��� � ��� � ���

E�
e�GeV � �� � �� � �� � ��

zvertex�cm ��	 �� �	 �� �	 �� �	 ��
electron iden� � � � cm � � � cm � � ��% � � ��%
electron iden� � � � cm � � � cm � � �% 
 � �� mrad

Tab� ���
 Summary of event selection criteria for the shifted and the nominal vertex
�vtx� data at low and high Q�� The approximate event numbers are ������ ������ and
	��� events respectively� For the open triangle data sample the 
e cut is ���� For
the electron identi�cation several estimators were used
 �
 electron cluster radius� �

smallest distance from the closest hit in the BPC to the centroid of the electron cluster�
�
 fraction of the electron energy deposited in the  most energetic cells of the cluster� �

fraction of the electron energy deposited in the �rst � radiation lengths of the calorimeter�


 angle between the line connecting the vertex to the centroid of the electron cluster
and the associated track�

At low Q� the main sources of non�ep background are due to proton beam interactions
with residual gas and beam line elements upstream of the H� detector� At high Q� the
main background is due to cosmic ray events and muons traveling o� axis parallel to the
proton beam� An e�cient reduction of these background contributions is provided by the
minimum energy and the vertex requirements discussed above� The number of residual
beam�induced background events was estimated from non�colliding bunch studies� and
the number of cosmic events from scanning� Both together represent less than �% of the
number of selected events in any �x�Q�� bin�
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The only signi�cant background to DIS from ep interactions is due to photo�production
events where the scattered electron escapes the detector along the beam pipe but in which
an energy cluster from the hadronic �nal state fakes a scattered electron� About ��% of
these events are identi�ed as photo�production background if the scattered electron is
found in the electron tagger� Photo�production events were simulated to estimate this
background� The photo�production background was subtracted statistically bin by bin�
Only �� bins� out of a total of �	� �x�Q�� bins� have a contamination larger than �%�
This contamination never exceeds ��% in any bin�

���� Selection of Deep	Inelastic Radiative Events in ���


A sample of deep�inelastic events with an energetic photon �E� �  GeV� emitted collinear
with the incident electron was selected� These radiative events can be interpreted as deep�
inelastic scattering events with a reduced ��true�� incident energy Et � Ee�E� which can
be reconstructed due to the additional detection of the radiated photon in the small angle
photon detector of the luminosity system� When using the E method� the Q�

t obtained
by replacing in Eq� ����� the nominal beam energy by the reduced energy Et� Note that
Q�
� and y� are unchanged by the Ee � Et transformation while x� is a�ected�

A �rst experimental study of this process at HERA has been published ���� ��� by
the H� collaboration using �		� data� which where however too limited in statistics for a
quantitative study of the proton structure� The larger integrated luminosity of the �		
data permits a signi�cant F� measurement for Q� values down to ���GeV��

A summary of the selection criteria of the �nal sample of about ���� events is given
in Tab� ��� ����� The event selection for radiative events is similar to the one for low Q�

non�radiative events� apart from the additional requirement of a detected photon with at
least  GeV in the small angle photon detector of the luminosity system� The minimum
scattered electron energy is lowered to � GeV�

The selected sample contains both radiative DIS events and pile�up events due to
overlaps of DIS and �p events with Bethe�Heitler �BH� events in a time window of 	� ns�
The pile�up events are partly removed from the sample by requiring the energy in the
electron tagger� Eetag� to be less than � GeV� but the majority of them remains� The
background can be controlled through the redundancy of the true electron beam energy
measurement Et� For radiative DIS events we expect measurements of the quantity

" � �E� � Ee�ye � yh���E� �����

to be concentrated around zero while for pile�up DIS events a concentration around one is
expected� Here ye and yh are calculated according to Eq� ����� and ������ The distribution
of " is shown in Fig� ��� for a sample of events with a� Eetag � � GeV �dominantly ep
collisions with BH overlap events� and b� Eetag � � GeV� The data are compared with
Monte Carlo simulation� The pile�up sample in Fig� ���a shows a clear peak for " � ��
and is well described by the sum of simulated DIS and �p distributions with overlap of
BH events� Fig� ���b shows a peak for " � � from residual pile�up events for which the
electron from the BH event was not detected� and a peak around " � � from genuine
radiative events� Radiative events are selected in this analysis by requiring " � ����
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Fig� ���
 Radiative events
 experimental and Monte Carlo distributions of " �eq� �� with
a� the energy detected in the electron tagger �Eetag� bigger than � GeV� b� with Eetag �
� GeV and c� distribution of the photon energy detected in the photon tagger� The
analysis cut in b� indicates the region of " � ��� excluded from the analysis� The full
solid line in b� and c� represents the sum of all three contributions in the Monte Carlo

DIS initial state radiation events �ISR MC�� DIS events with a BH overlap �DIS � BH�
and photo�production events with a BH overlap ��p � BH��

The background of pile�up events as estimated by the Monte Carlo simulation studies
is subtracted statistically� The remaining background from overlap �p and DIS events
estimated from Monte Carlo studies amounts to �%� with at most ��% in an x�Q� bin�
In Fig� ���c the photon energy spectrum as measured in the photon detector is shown for
the selected sample and compared with simulated signal and background distributions�
There is a good agreement between data and Monte Carlo simulation�

low Q� �radiative events�
E� � method


e�
o � ��

E�
e�GeV � �

zvertex�cm �	 ��
electron iden� � � � cm
electron iden� � �  cm
E��GeV � 
Eetag�GeV � �

" � ���

Tab� ���
 Summary of event selection criteria for the radiative event sample� For the elec�
tron identi�cation two estimators were used
 �
 electron cluster radius and �
 smallest
distance from the closest track to the centroid of the electron cluster� The variable " is
de�ned in Eq� ������
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���� Selection of low	Q� DIS Events in ���� Data Sample

The data sample used for this analysis corresponds to an integrated luminosity of �� nb���
The trigger used requires that there be a local energy deposit �cluster� in the SPACAL
calorimeter with energy greater than about � GeV occurring in time with an ep bunch
crossing� The trigger e�ciency is about 		% for electrons with an energy above � GeV�
Losses of about �% occur due to the event timing requirements�

Deep�inelastic scattering events in the H� are identi�ed by the detection of the scat�
tered electron in the SPACAL or LAr calorimeter and the presence of a reconstructed
interaction vertex� The electron identi�cation cuts� selection requirements are detailed in
Tab� ����

low Q� �shifted vtx�
E� � method

electron iden� � � ��� cm

e�

o � ���
E �
e�GeV � �

zvertex�cm ���	 ��
electron iden� � � ��� cm
electron iden� � � �� ns
electron iden� � � � cm
electron iden� 
 � ��� cm
electron iden� � � ��� GeV
Eveto�GeV � �

��Eh � Pz� h� � � �� GeV

Tab� ���
 Summary of event selection criteria for the radiative event sample� For the
electron identi�cation several estimators were used
 �
 electron cluster radius and �

the most energetic cluster in the electromagnetic section of the SPACAL is an electron
candidate �see below� with a signal within a time window of �� ns total width around
the expected value for a genuine ep collision� �
 the required track segment in the BDC
matched to the cluster in the SPACAL along the radial distance� 

 the required track
segment in the BDC matched to the cluster in the SPACAL along the radial distance� �

the radial distance from the beam line to the point at which the track associated with the
cluster intersects the surface of the SPACAL �
 the energy measured behind the electron
cluster in the hadronic part of the SPACAL with the a radius of ���� cm of the projected
electromagnetic shower center�

The selection cuts were designed to have a high e�ciency for detecting DIS events�
For a large part of the kinematic region studied the total e�ciency is better than 	�%�

An e�cient reduction of the main non�ep backgrounds� see Sec� ������ is provided by the
minimum electron energy and the vertex requirements discussed above� The residual non�
ep background was estimated by visual inspection to be less than �% of the total number

�Only for the electron method ��Eh �Pz�h� is required to be larger than �� GeV� where Eh and Pz�h
are the energy and longitudinal momentum of a hadron� The sum is over all energy deposits measured
with the calorimeters�
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Fig� ���
 Experimental �points� and Monte Carlo �solid histograms� distributions of
��Ei � Pz�i� measured in the calorimeter for a� all DIS event candidates and b� DIS
event candidates with ye � ����� The Monte Carlo curves are the sum of DIS and photo�
production events and the photo�production events alone�

of events at the highest y� and negligible elsewhere� Similarly to the �		 treatment of
the background photo�production events� see Sec� ������ their amount was estimated from
studies using simulated events from the Monte Carlo program PHOJET� The prediction
for the remaining photo�production background was subtracted statistically bin by bin�
For each Q� value� only the lowest x bin has a contamination larger than �%� This
contamination never exceeds ��%�

The energy scale for electrons has been determined with events at low y� for which the
energy of the scattered electron is very close to the incident electron energy� The linearity
of the energy response was veri�ed with QED Compton events for the energy range used
in this analysis� The precision of the angular measurement from the BDC was estimated
using tracks in the central tracker extrapolated into the BDC region� Good agreement is
observed between data and Monte Carlo calculation which is re�weighted as described in
Sec� ��� and normalized to the luminosity�

Fig� ��� shows the distribution of ��Eh � Pz�h� for the full data sample and for the
sample with y � ����� The Monte Carlo calculation describes the data well� The en�
hancement observed around �� GeV in Fig� ���b results from events with one or more
photons colinearly emitted by the incident electron�

In all� the detector response is well understood� allowing a precise extraction of the
cross section and F��

��	 Structure Function Measurement

�
�� Structure Function and Cross Section Measurement

The measured ep cross section in the HERA kinematic range can be expressed in terms
of proton structure functions or cross sections for virtual photon�proton interactions as
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follows

d�	

dxdQ�
�

����

Q�x
�� � �y �

y�

� �R
�F��x�Q

��

� #�	T �x�Q
�� � �y�	L�x�Q

��� � #	eff��p�x� y�Q
���

�����

Here R � FL��F� � FL�� where FL is the longitudinal structure function� � is the �ne
structure constant� and 	L and 	T are the cross sections for transverse and longitudinally
polarized virtual photons� respectively� The  ux factor� #� and the ratio of the longitudinal
to the transverse  ux� � are taken to be

# �
��� � �y � y��

��Q�x
� �y� �

��� � y�

�� �y � y�
� �����

The quantity 	eff��p is the e�ective measured virtual photon�proton cross section for ep col�
lisions in our kinematic range� and can be determined from the data without assumptions
for R� The total virtual photon�proton cross section is de�ned� here as

	tot��p � 	T �x�Q
�� � 	L�x�Q

�� � ���

Q�
F��x�Q

��� ���	�

With this de�nition 	tot��p depends only on Q� and x �or W � and the results of di�erent
experiments may easily be compared�

The virtual photon�proton cross section is determined by converting the measured
number of events in a given bin into a bin averaged cross section using Monte Carlo
acceptance calculations�

Compared to the previous H� analysis ���� in the �		 the F� measurement has been
extended to lower and higher Q� �from �� � ���� GeV� to ��� � ���� GeV��� and to
lower and higher x �from ��� � ���� � x � ���� to � � ���
 � x � ������ The binning in x
was governed by the detector resolution and could be chosen to be rather �ne since the
electron and � methods were used in the optimum range at low and high x� respectively�
The x resolution is better than ��%� The Q� resolution is about �% and the number of
bins in Q� was adapted to statistics� All detector e�ciencies were determined from the
data utilizing the redundancy of the apparatus� Apart from very small extra corrections�
all e�ciencies were correctly reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulation� The bin averaged
cross section was corrected for higher order QED radiative contributions using the program
HECTOR ������ E�ects due to Z boson exchange at present values of Q� and y are smaller
than �% and were treated as part of the radiative corrections�

In the �		� the data are binned in a grid of Q� and x for the region Q� � ���� GeV�

as for previous H� analyses� and a grid of Q� and y for the region below ���� GeV��
which optimizes the access to the smallest possible �Q�� x� values� Bin widths are chosen
such that the number of events reconstructed in any given bin which originate from that
bin is larger than �% for the electron method and larger than ��% for the � method�
All detector e�ciencies are determined from the data utilizing the redundancy of the
apparatus� Apart from small extra corrections� all e�ciencies are correctly reproduced by

�The exact formula is �tot��p � ������Q����M�x��Q������x� �F��x	Q�� ����� ����� which is approx�

imately equal to ���
� in the HERA kinematic range� M is the proton mass�
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the Monte Carlo simulation� and therefore the Monte Carlo can safely be used to correct
for acceptance and e�ciency e�ects� The bin averaged cross section is corrected for
�rst order QED radiative contributions with the program HERACLES� The e�ective virtual
photon�proton cross section� 	eff��p � is �nally obtained by correcting the bin averaged cross
sections for each bin to the values at the given bin centers�

In the �		 analyses the structure function ratio R � F���xF� � � was calculated
using the QCD relation ���� with the NLO strong coupling constant ���� and the GRV
structure function parametrization� Note that a ��% error on R corresponds to about �%
uncertainty on F� at y � ��� for R of about ���� no extra e�ect of the R uncertainty on
F� was considered�

In �		� analysis the model of ����� is applied for the calculation of R� These values of
R are then used to determine the F� values� as well as to re�weight Monte Carlo events�
The model is based on the photon�gluon fusion process and has the proper limit for
Q� � � GeV�� where FL should vanish � Q�� The predictions of this model for the values
of R in our kinematic region vary from ��� at Q� � ���� GeV� to ��� at Q� � ��� GeV��
The predictions for R at higher Q� are in agreement with measurements from �xed target
experiments� It should be noted that this is a model and future measurements could
reveal quite di�erent R values� However� only the lowest x point at each Q� is a�ected
signi�cantly by the assumption made for R� If R is taken to be zero rather than the
values obtained using the above model� the variation in F� is � to ��% at the highest y
�smallest x� at a given Q�� and smaller elsewhere�

In the �		 there were di�erent data sets available which� for a given �Q�� x� interval�
did use di�erent parts of the detectors� Thus many cross checks could have been made in
kinematic regions of overlap for the two kinematic reconstruction methods and these gave
very satisfactory results� In this analysis the results were obtained from the radiative
F� analysis ���� � Q� � ��� GeV��� from the shifted vertex analysis ���� � Q� � ���
GeV��� from a combination of the shifted vertex and the satellite bunch analysis ���� �
Q� � ��� GeV��� from the open triangle analysis �Q�� ��� GeV�� and from the nominal
high statistics sample when the scattered electron is detected in the BEMC ��� � Q� �
��� GeV�� or in the LAr calorimeter ���� � Q� � ���� GeV���

In the �		� data analysis values of F� are derived using an iterative procedure� An
initial determination of the F� values uses a structure function parameterization in the
Monte Carlo simulation� see Sec� ��� and it assumes a value for R as given above� A new
structure function for the full range in Q� is then calculated following the prescription of
Badelek and Kwiecinski �BK� ����� where the structure function is assumed to be the
sum of two contributions
 a Vector Meson Dominance �VMD� model term F VMD

� and a
partonic term F part

� � The latter becomes dominant above Q� � � GeV�� In this analysis
the result of a QCD �t similar to that reported in ���� is used for the partonic term�
This �t was made to structure function data from H� ����� and in order to constrain the
high�x region� to NMC ��� and BCDMS ��� data� Parton density parameterizations were
de�ned at a starting scale Q�

	 � ���� GeV�� and data with Q� � � GeV� were �tted�
yielding values for F� denoted as FH�QCD

� in the following� The newly measured low Q�

data points and the measurements at Q� � � GeV� in the W range at HERA �	�� 	��
were �tted to the form

F��x�Q
�� � CVMF

VMD
� �x�Q�� �

Q�

Q� �Q�
VM

FH�QCD
� �x�Q� �Q�

VM��
������
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with x � �Q� � Q�
VM���W � � Q� � Q�

VM�� The �t parameters are the meson mass cut�
o� parameter Q�

VM and the normalization of the vector meson term CVM � The latter
parameter is not part of the BK model and was introduced to reproduce the real photo�
production data measured at HERA in a phenomenological way� Values of Q�

VM � ���
GeV� and CVM � ���� are obtained�� It was checked that no further iteration step was
needed� The Monte Carlo curves are re�weighted with these F� values �and the R values
discussed above��

�
�� Sources of Systematic Errors

A list of sources of systematic errors in the �		 F� determination is given below�

� The uncertainty in the electron energy scale which is �% in the BEMC� and �% in
the LAr calorimeter� Since the ye resolution varies as ��y with the energy resolution
even a �% error on �E�E can lead to ��% errors on F� at low y in the E method�

� The uncertainty in the hadronic energy scale
 the detailed study of yh�ye and of
pT�h�pT�e �pT is the momentum transverse to the beam axis� allowed the assignment
of a % error on the hadronic energy deposited in the LAr calorimeter� a ��% error
on the same quantity in the BEMC� and a �% error on the yh fraction carried by the
tracks� These errors take into account the intrinsic energy scale uncertainty of each
detector and the uncertainty of the sharing of the total hadronic �nal state energy
between these three sub�detectors� These numbers also include uncertainties due to
the treatment of the electronic noise in the LAr calorimeter and the BEMC�

� An uncertainty of up to � mrad for the electron polar angle which leads to an error
on F� of �% at low Q��

� Apart from the electron identi�cation� all e�ciencies were determined from the
data and compared with Monte Carlo simulation� The agreement between the
experimental and the simulated values for the individual e�ciencies was found to
be better than �%� An overall error of �% was assigned due to the imperfect
description of the various e�ciencies� A larger error was added to account for the
variation of the vertex reconstruction e�ciency at large x �up to �%� where jets
get closer to the beam pipe in the forward direction� and at small x or large 
 �up
to %� where H� had no further tracking device besides the BPC to monitor the
vertex e�ciency�

� Uncertainties in the hadronic corrections� the cross section extrapolation towards
Q� � � GeV� and higher order corrections� which give an error of up to �% in
the radiative correction� The accuracy was cross checked by comparing the HECTOR
calculation with the HERACLESMonte Carlo simulation results� The agreement to the
few percent level between the structure function results obtained with the electron
and the � methods is an additional cross check for the control of the radiative
corrections�

�Note that this procedure does not guarantee a consistent separation of F� into the FVMD
� and F part

�

contributions� as prescribed by the model�
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� The structure function dependence of the acceptance which was kept below �% by
performing a two step iterative analysis� The uncertainty in the simulation of the
hadronic �nal state re ects most prominently in the e�ciency for the requirement
of an interaction vertex from tracks� A comparison of the di�erent models �sect ���
for the hadronic �nal state was used to assign an additional �% systematic error
entering in all analyses at low x through the vertex e�ciency�

� Based on the control data sample of electron tagged �p events the uncertainty due
to photo�production background could be estimated to be smaller than ��% of the
correction applied� This is equivalent to at most a �% systematic error in the highest
y bins at lower Q� only�

� Statistical errors in the Monte Carlo acceptance and e�ciency calculations were
computed and added quadratically to the systematic error�

� For the analysis of radiative events an additional ���% uncertainty on the photon
energy measurement in the photon detector was considered and a �% systematic
error was added due to the uncertainty of the photon detector geometrical accep�
tance� An uncertainty on the trigger e�ciency of �% to 	% was included for the
lowest x points�

A list of sources of systematic errors in the �		� F� determination is given below�

� Uncertainty of the electron energy scale in the SPACAL� varying from �% at large
electron energies to �% at � GeV�

� A % scale error for the hadronic energy in the LAr calorimeter� the e�ect of which
is reduced due to the joint consideration of tracks and calorimeter cells for the �
analysis� A �% scale error was assigned to the energy of the hadronic �nal state
measured in the SPACAL�

� A potential shift of up to ��� mrad for the electron polar angle�

� For the electron identi�cation e�ciency the error was taken to be ��% of the fraction
of events lost by the cuts� as given by the DIS Monte Carlo�

� The following contributions to the systematic errors from the event selection were
included
 trigger and timing veto ���%� BDC e�ciency �%� vertex �nding e�ciency
�%� For the region y � ���� the systematic error on the vertex �nding e�ciency
was increased to �%�

� For the radiative corrections an error of �% is taken everywhere� except for the
highest y point of each Q� bin and for all points with Q� � ���� GeV�� where it is
increased to �% for the electron method� This error is due to uncertainties in the
hadronic corrections� in the cross section extrapolation towards Q� � � GeV�� in
the higher order corrections and the absence of soft photon exponentiation in the
HERACLESMonte Carlo� These e�ects were studied using the program HECTOR ������

� The uncertainty due to photo�production background was assumed to be ��% of
the correction applied� i�e� smaller than �%� This a�ects only the highest y bins at
low Q��
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� An additional error of �% was assigned to the measurements using the � method
to allow for the uncertainties in the hadronic �nal state simulation of the Monte
Carlo programs� This error was determined by comparing the results of di�erent
reconstruction methods for the hadronic �nal state� using the combined information
of calorimeter cells and tracks� or by using calorimeter cells only�

� The e�ect of reduced e�ciency for detecting di�ractive events� such as the exclu�
sive channel ep � ep�	� has been estimated using the Monte Carlo programs for
di�ractive processes discussed in Sec� ���� Cross section corrections of up to �% are
applied for the points at the highest y values� and half of the correction was added
to the systematic error� The e�ect is largest at the highest y values where the decay
products of the meson often escape detection in the CJC and FT� and hence no
event vertex is found�

� The overall normalization uncertainty is �% due to the uncertainty in the luminosity
determination�

These systematic uncertainties a�ect di�erently the F� measurements made with dif�
ferent methods� In both �		 and �		� analyses the comparison of the measurements
made with the electron and with the � method has shown that the agreement between
the two data sets is very good� For the �nal result the two measurements are combined �

using the electron method for higher and the � method lower values of y�

The complete results of both �		 and �		� structure function measurements are pub�
lished in ���� �	� in graphical and tabulated form� The e�ect of R is directly demonstrated
as well as the the statistical� systematic and total errors and the value of R used for the
F� calculation is presented� The measurements have a typical systematic error of ����%�
Comparing the �		� with the �		 H� analysis the F� measurement has been extended
to lower Q� �from ��� GeV� to ���� GeV��� and to lower x �from � � ���
 to � � ������

In Fig� �� the �		� F� data ��	� are compared with previous H� measurements �����
with the �xed target measurements of E��� ��� and NMC ���� and with the predictions of
models for F� at low x� In the region of overlap the results are in good agreement with
our previous measurements and the total error has been reduced by a factor of � to ��
The data also show a smooth continuation from the �xed target measurements towards
the low�x region at HERA� The rise of F� with decreasing x is still clearly prominent for
values of Q� � � GeV� but becomes less steep for smaller Q� values�

��� Discussion

���� Discussion of Results

A measurement has been presented of the proton structure function F��x�Q�� in deep�
inelastic electron�proton scattering at HERAwith data taken in the running period of �		

�In �

� the electron method is used except for the highest x point at Q� � ��� GeV�� For this point
the total error calculated with the � method is almost a factor of two better than that of the electron
method� and therefore the � method is used�
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Fig� ��
 Measurement of the proton structure function F��x�Q�� in the low Q� region
by H� �full points�� together with previously published results from H� �open circles��
E��� �open triangles�� NMC �open squares�� The Q� values are given in GeV�� Various
predictions for F� are compared with the data
 the model of Donnachie and Landsho�
�dashed line�� the model of Capella et al� �dotted line�small �� the model of Badelek
and Kwiecinski �dashed�dotted line�� the model of Gl+uck� Reya and Vogt �full line� and
the model of Adel et al� �dotted line�large�� Global normalization uncertainties are not
included�
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and �		�� The former pro�t on the integrated luminosity of ��� pb�� which represents a
tenfold increase in statistics compared to the F� analysis based on the �		� data of the H�
experiment� The structure function measurement includes data from di�erent detector
components and running con�gurations� Low Q� values are reached using data with the ep
interaction vertex shifted from the nominal position and with radiative events� The data
cover a kinematic range for Q� between ��� and ���� GeV� and x between ��� � ���
 and
����� The later are the �rst measurements made with the upgraded backward calorimeter
and drift chamber of the H� detector� The data cover the region of Q� between ���� GeV�

and ��� GeV� and with Bjorken�x values down to ������� The measurements presented are
obtained using two di�erent methods to reconstruct the inclusive scattering kinematics�
allowing both a powerful internal cross check of the data and the measurement in a large
kinematic region� A smooth transition is observed from the �xed target high�x data to
the HERA low�x data� The distinct rise of the structure function with decreasing x in the
low�x region� which is very prominent for Q� � � GeV�� diminishes at lower Q� values�
When taken together with the data from �xed target experiments� the rise observed for
the smallest Q� values approaches that expected in Regge and VMD interpretations�

The data have been compared with di�erent models which aim to describe the whole
Q� region� Several of these models predict the correct qualitative behavior observed in
the data but presently do not agree with the data throughout the full kinematic range�
The data access the transition region from DIS to photo�production and provide powerful
constraints on the development of further low�Q� phenomenology� Other fenomena such
as phenomenological analysis of the F�� comparison with the models at low Q�� double
asymptotic scaling� extraction of the gluon density as well as the more detail and complete
presentation of the results� are presented in the �����

���� R�ole of QED Compton Events Studies

Presently the systematic e�ects a�ecting the F� measurement are in the focus of the
analyses� since statistical uncertainties become insigni�cant� On the other side it was
shown throughout of here presented analysis that the QED Compton events provide an
useful experimental tool for enhancing the knowledge of the backward scattering region�
Therefore in this section the r�ole of the QED Compton events studies is discussed in more
details�

������� Energy Scale Studies

As it was shown in the above reviewed the F� analyses the following two methods are
used in order to reconstruct the kinematics of the deep inelastic electron proton scattering

The electron method using only the information of the scattered electron and so�called
��� method calculating the kinematics based on both the scattered electron and the
hadronic �nal state� Thus� the knowledge of scattered electron is crucial for the precise
reconstruction of kinematical variables and consequently reducing the systematic errors
of the F� measurement� In order to describe the kinematics of a scattered electron the
two parameters are to be determined� its energy and the corresponding polar angle� In
the kinematical regime characterized by the small values of �Q� �where Q� is the squared
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momentum transfered� the electron is scattered into the backward scattering region of H�
detector� As it was shown in the previous chapter the experimental techniques based on
the QED Compton events provide very useful tools to study this region�

In order to improve the measurement of the energy of the scattered electron the
QED Compton method provided


� The values of the overall calibration factors� which showed that e�g� the absolute
energy scale of BEMC in �		 was well understood� i�e� beyond ���% whilst in �		�
the absolute energy scale of SPACAL was undercalibrated by ���%�

� The only possible way of investigating the response linearity of the BEMC and
SPACAL detectors in the H� environment� These studies con�rmed in �		 the
linearity of the BEMC energy scale to within �% in the energy interval from � to
�� GeV� and in �		� the linearity of the SPACAL energy scale to within �% in the
energy interval from �� to �� GeV� In addition in �		� they indicated a non�linearity
on the level of �% and proved the undercalibration of the SPACAL energy scale by
���%�

� The �rst attempt to cross�check the energy resolution of the both BEMC and
SPACAL detectors in the H� environment� Despite the huge statistical errors it
was shown that for the future measurements there is a way of extracting the reso�
lution function of the in situ detector�

In the �		 ��		�� data taking the polar angle of the scattered electron was
determined by means of the central and backward tracking detectors using the spatial
coordinates of the interaction vertex and the reconstructed BPC point �BDC track� cor�
responding to the electromagnetic cluster in BEMC �SPACAL�� In this procedure the
relative position of the BPC�BEMC �BDC�SPACAL� versus the interaction vertex was
crucial� Thus the studies of the relative position of the BEMC �SPACAL� versus the beam
line and BPC �BDC� versus BEMC �SPACAL� using the samples of the QED Compton
events were of the great importance� Although they took into the account only the rela�
tive shift of the corresponding detectors versus the beam line in the xy�plane� which were
caused by a possible misplacement of the components during the setting up the whole H�
detector and the accelerator e�ects such as the various beam tilts in the di�erent lumino�
sity �lls� they provided the corrections of the relative position of the backward calorimeter
versus the beam line� see Eq� ������ and ����� and the corrections of the relative position
of tracking detector and the corresponding calorimeter� see Eq� ������ and ������

Although the BPC e�ciency measurement was based on the strong assumption that
the e�ciency of the backward trackers BPC �BDC� was homogeneous over the whole
r��plane it was showed that the e�ciency of the BPC �BDC� was high� i�e� � 	�%
�� 	�%� in �		 ��		�� data taking� The evaluation of the probability of ��conversion
and consequently� the estimation of dead material in front of BPC�BEMC �BDC�SPA�
CAL� system is based on the samples of the QED Compton events indicated an increase
of these parameters in the �		� with respect to the �		 data taking� It was caused by
installing the new components during the �		�	� winter shutdown� The comparison of
the results of these studies performed using the experimental data and the Monte Carlo
simulations are more important then the absolute results since they provide a test of
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the description of the experimental environment in the Monte Carlo programs� It was
shown that the amount of the dead material in front of the BPC�BEMC �BDC�SPACAL�
system was underestimated in the Monte Carlo simulations in both the �		 and �		��
In addition the inhomogeneous distribution of the dead material as a function of the
azimuthal angle� �� was observed in the �		� experimental data in contrary to the Monte
Carlo simulations�

Finally we would like to remind that all these methodological studies enhanced the
knowledge of the backward scattering region of in a period when the H� detector was
largely upgraded�

������� Luminosity Determination

An important global systematic e�ect on the structure function is the precision of the
luminosity measurement which e�g� resulted in the �		� F� measurement in overall nor�
malization uncertainty of �%�

At present four di�erent methods of luminosity measurement are employed in the H�
experiment� see Sec� ���� The most precise method of determining the luminosity from
the reaction ep� ep� is based on the measurement of the energy spectrum of hard pho�
tons� The main uncertainties of the measurement of the integrated luminosity e�g� for
the �		 �nominal vertex� data were
 the photon detector absolute energy scale ���	%��
the trigger e�ciency of the luminosity system ����%�� the precision of the electron gas
background subtraction ���%�� the photon�tagger acceptance ����%�� multiple photon
overlaps ���%�� the precision of integration resulting from the �� sec interval between con�
secutive luminosity measurements ����%� and the correction for satellite bunches ����%��
resulting in the total precision of the luminosity measurement of ���%� For the �		
�shifted vertex� data sample the luminosity uncertainty was ��	%�

As it was shown in Sec� �������� the main uncertainties of the measurement of the
integrated luminosity using QED Compton method for the �		 �nominal vertex� data
were
 the BEMC energy scale ����%�� cluster radius determination ����%�� its rather
large read�out noise ����%�� determination of the polar angle of the scattered electron
and photon ����%�� ToF timing ����%�� Although the knowledge of newly installed de�
tectors was not comparable with the former ones they already lower the systematic error
of the luminosity measurement� The main uncertainties of the measurement of the inte�
grated luminosity using QED Compton method for the �		� �nominal vertex� data were�
see Sec� �����
 the SPACAL energy scale ����%�� cluster radius determination ���	%��
SPACAL veto ����%�� determination of the polar angle of the scattered electron and pho�
ton ����%�� In addition the more precise determination of acoplanarity angle enabled
tightening of the coplanarity restriction and thus to lower the Monte Carlo uncertainties�

Here it has to be stressed that here obtained results of the determination of the
integrated luninosity using the QED Compton method� which were in agreement within
one sigma of statistical errors with the values provided by other methods� con�rmed
the H� luminosity measurement in the �		 and �		�� Despite the fact that both the
statistical and systematic errors of the values of integrated luminosity determined using
QED Compton method the improtance of this kind of measurement is resided in its
independence on the H� luminosity system�
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Conclusion

A measurement has been presented of the total integrated luminosity using the samples
of the QED Compton events recorded with the H� detector in �		 and �		�� The same
data samples were employed in order to study the backward scattering region of the H�
experiment in terms of the absolute energy scale and the response linearity of the electro�
magnetic calorimeters� their relative positions to the beam line and the misalignment of
the calorimeters and the corresponding tracking detectors� The BPC e�ciency measure�
ment� the evaluation of the probability of ��conversion and consequently the estimation of
the amount of the dead material in front of the BPC�BEMC and BDC�SPACAL system
have been performed as well�

A survey of the de�nitions of the three classes of the hard photon radiation from
the lepton line in the neutral current �NC� processes at HERA has been given� The
exact analytic expressions of the QED Compton event cross section have been presented�
The three separate contributions depending on the value of the invariant mass of the
hadronic system have been reviewed� The de�nitions of the kinematical relations� which
characterize the QED Compton events have been presented� The basic ideas and solutions
which have been chosen in COMPTON� a Monte Carlo generator for QED Compton events�
have been summarized together with the input values of the kinematical variables used in
the production of the Monte Carlo simulation data used in here presented analysis� The
various predictions of the distributions and correlations of the crucial kinematical variables
for a sample of the QED Compton events generated using the COMPTON generator have
been shown and discussed�

A brief description of the HERA accelerator and a review of the components of the H�
detector has been presented emphasizing the H� backward scattering region� which was
mainly relevant for the presented analysis�

The sensitivity of the BEMC photo�diode readout to the the passage of charged par�
ticles or photons through the depletion layer causes another type of background� known
as nuclear counter e�ect� or �single diode events�� The three main sources were identi�ed
being beam�gas and beam�wall interactions� direct and scattered synchrotron radiation�
leaking showers particles originating from the interaction point� Since the proton induced
background was e�ectively vetoed by the ToF system the further suppression of the fake
triggers was based upon the lead shielding of the beam pipe in the BEMC region� identi�
�cation of the SDE by the L� trigger veto logic installed in the sixteen innermost BEMC
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stacks� and their o��line  agging at the L trigger level of the H� trigger system� The
� % decrease of the trigger rate applying the SDE veto to the BSET stand�alone CL�

trigger element has been shown�

The experimental techniques used to select the QED Compton event samples in both
�		 and �		� data taking have been described� Compared to ��� a new selection proce�
dure has been designed in order to increase the e�ciency of detecting of the QED Compton
events� In both the �		 and �		� several samples of QED Compton events have been
analyzed following the various con�gurations of HERA machine and H� experiment�

The identi�cation of a QED Compton candidate� which was based upon searching
for two most energetic electromagnetic clusters with the back�to�back topology in the
BEMC in �		 and SPACAL in �		� has been described� The QED Compton events
were triggered by a signal of an electromagnetic cluster with energy well above the trigger
threshold which was not vetoed by the timing requirements� The trigger e�ciencies
for BEMC �SPACAL� trigger elements and various combination of ToF trigger elements
determined from the data have been presented�

The L� classi�cation routine EQEDC in �		 and the �		� event classi�cation based
on two di�erent algorithms i�e� EQEDC and SQCFLA routines have been discussed� In
order to reject as far as remaining background and consequently to obtain the clean
samples of BEMC and SPACAL QED Compton events in �		 and �		� respectively�
additional selection criteria had to be imposed� The positions of the analysis cuts in the
corresponding distributions have been presented�

The various distributions of basic kinematical variables for data have been compared
to the predictions of the COMPTON Monte Carlo� From here presented plots it has been
concluded that the Monte Carlo distributions are in a good agreement with data within
statistical errors� The reasons and consequences of the occasional discrepancies have been
discussed�

Taking into account the simple �nal state of the QED Compton event kinematics the
energy of the scattered electron and photon can be calculated from the two corresponding
scattered polar angles� This redundancy provide the possibility to use the samples of the
selected QED Compton events for calibration studies� For both BEMC and the SPACAL
detectors the absolute energy scale and the response linearity have been studied� An
attempt to determine the resolution of these two calorimeters in the H� environment has
been presented� It should be stressed that these calibration methods are Monte Carlo
independent�

The description of the di�erent methods used for luminosity measurement in the H�
experiment has been reviewed� The dominant contributions to the systematic error of the
each method have been summarized� The samples of the QED Compton events have been
analyzed in order to provide the measurements of the integrated luminosity for di�erent
run periods in �		 and �		� data taking� Comparing the results obtained using the
QED Compton method it has been concluded� that �i� the values of integrated luminosity
measured by means of the QED Compton method are in agreement within one sigma
statistical error with values measured by means of the H� luminosity system method and
random coincidence method and thus con�rm the luminosity measurement� �ii� the total
error of the values of integrated luminosity determined by the QED Compton method
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are larger compared to the for H� luminosity system measurement� but comparable �even
slightly smaller� with the ones obtained by the random coincidence method� �iii� the
further decrease of both the statistical and the systematic errors of the integrated lumi�
nosity measurement using the QED Compton method is possible either by enlarging the
amount of accumulated QED Compton events� which could be achieved by increasing
the total amount of delivered luminosity by HERA machine in the H� scattering region
and�or by increasing the geometrical acceptance of the electromagnetic calorimeter cov�
ering the backward scattering region� The later was achieved by newly installed detectors
in �		�	� winter shutdown� In addition more sophisticated triggering e�g� such as using
the components of the higher levels of H� trigger system� can signi�cantly change the
signal to background ratio� Additionally� the improvement of the measurement of the
scattered electron and photon in the H� backward scattering region in terms of improved
measurement of the cluster parameters and the more precise determination of the az�
imuthal angles of the scattered electron and photon for coplanarity determination can
signi�cantly decrease the systematic error�

A measurement of the proton structure function F� in �		 and �		� is reviewed in
more detail and the r�ole of QED Compton event analysis in such complex measurement
has been discussed� The systematic e�ects a�ecting the F� measurement are in the focus
of the analyses at H� experiment� since statistical uncertainties become insigni�cant� The
detailed calibration and technical studies using the QED Compton events presented here
were aimed to improve our knowledge of the apparatus and thus to back the F� analysis
and its results�

Finally� we would like to conclude that although this analysis has been primarily
limited by the relatively small statistics available in the �		 �due to small instantaneous
luminosity� and �		� �due to the trigger down�scaling and short period of data taking�� it
was demonstrated� that the study of QED Compton events provides useful experimental
tools for enhancing the knowledge of the backward scattering region of the H� detector
and in addition enables an independent cross�check of the luminosity measurement� We
believe� that future analyses of QED Compton events will bene�t from increased statistics
and thus will not only decrease the total errors of here presented results but will enable
us to study the detector components in more details and to measure the luminosity in the
signi�cantly smaller run ranges�





Appendix A

Derivation of Generalized Helicity

Formula for One�Photon�Exchange

Processes

Considering a diagram of the type shown in Fig� A�� one can write its di�erential cross
section in the form


bz �� � dz �� �

a c

q

�t

Fig� A��
 The diagram for the process a� c� b� d via one photon exchange�

d	 �
�

������s� m�� m���

�

t�
jMj� d�q

�����
� �A���

where s is the total energy squared in the center of mass frame� t is is the absolute value of
the virtual photon!s four�momentum squared� m� m� are the masses of the initial particles
a and c� respectively and the kinematical function � is de�ned by

� � x� � y� � z� � �xy � �yz � �zx � �A���

and

jMj� � I	
I
��	
 � �A���
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I	
 �
�

n

XZ
d#j	j

�

 � �A��

I
��	
 �

�

n�

�XZ
d#�j

�	j
��
 � �A���

where j	 �j�
� is electromagnetic current at the left�hand �or right�hand� vertex� n �n�� is
the number of initial polarization states at left�hand �right�hand� vertex�

P
�
P�� means

summing over all polarization states of initial and �nal particles at left�hand �right�hand�
vertex� the Lorentz invariant space factors d#� d#� are as follows


d# � ����� �����pa � pb � q� d#b �A���

d#� � ����� �����pc � pd � q� d#d �A���

where d#b and d#d is the Lorentz invariant space factor for the initial �system b� and the
�nal state �system d�� respectively�

Using

d�q �
�

�����s� m�� m���
dt dW � dW

�� d� � �A���

where W� W � are the invariant mass of the systems b and d� respectively� and � is the
virtual photon!s azimuthal angle� Integration over the azimuthal angle � leads to

d	

dt dW � dW ��
�

�

���
�

������s� m�� m���

�

t�
jMj� � �A�	�

Using the helicity treatment ���� the helicity structure of jMj� is established as
follows� First� the four�vectors of the vertex �pa� pb� q� ��pd� pc� q�� form the so called
�left�hand �right�hand� vertex plane� in four�space� Now a set of unit polarization four�
vector �jj� 	� �� ��� associated with the left�hand vertex and de�ned as follows in four�
space
 jj is parallel to q� 	 belongs to the �left�hand vertex plane� and is orthogonal to
jj� � is orthogonal to both planes �pa� pb� q�� and �pd� pc� q�� and �nally� � is orthogonal
to jj� 	 and �� In addition� the following circular combinations of them

� � ��� 	 i��p
�

�A����

yield another set of polarization four�vectors� �jj� 	� � ��� which satis�ed �mn � 	�mn�
The physical interpretation of these polarization vectors is that �	� � ��� are associated
respectively with helicity states� ����� �� of the virtual photon with respect to the left�
hand vertex plane� jj is eliminated by the request for gauge invariance� Analogicaly� for
the right�hand vertex� we introduce a set of linear polarization vectors ��jj� 

�
	� 

�
�� 

�
���

Notice� that directly from de�nition �jj � jj� and �� � �� Repeating the previous

algorithm we get another set ��jj� 
�
	� 

�
� 

�
���

�Helicity is here de�ned as the spin component in the vertex plane�



���

The two tetrads m and �m�� �m� m� � jj� �� �� �� could be superposed to each other
by means of a four�space rotation about the plane de�ned by �jj� ��� The corresponding
rotation matrix is de�ned by

m �
X
m�

Rm�m�m� �A����

and its expression is easily calculated or derivated from the Wigner rotation matrices�
extrapolating them from real to complex rotation angles


Rm�m� �

�
BBB�

� � � �
� �x

�
� yp

�
��x
�

� yp
�

x � yp
�

� ��x
�

yp
�

�x
�

�
CCCA � �A����

where x � cos 
� y � sin 
� 
 being the imaginary rotation angle�

Using the closure relation

g	
 �
X
m

�	m 


m �A����

combining with Eq� �A����� we get

j	j
��	 � j	g

	�j
��
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�
X
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jm#m�m�j
��
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de�ning

jm � j	
�	
m � j�m � j��

���
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and we obtain

jMj� �
X
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��
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de�ning

Im�n � I	
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Notice� that in Eq� �A��� and �A����� only the values of m� m�� n� n� � �� �� � are to
be considered� since jjj � j�jj � � by the gauge invariance�

jMj� �
X
m�m�

Im�m�Rm�m���I
��
m��m� �A��	�
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Using parity conservation �I � I��� I � � I ���� one get for the cross section Eq� �A�	�
the following expression ��	�


d	

dt dW � dW ��
�
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�

������s� m�� m���

�

t�

� �II ��� � cosh� �� � �II
�
		 � I		I

�
� sinh

� �� I		I
�
		 cosh

� �


�A����
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 �
t ��s� t� �� � �W � �m�� �W

�� �m
���

���� �W �� m�� �t������ �W ��� m��� �t��� � �A����

where

� � m� �m
�� �W � �W

�� � �A����

At the present stage the helicity method could be applied for our particular case of the
Compton scattering ep� e� �X


a � e � b � �e� �� � c � p � d � X � �A����

For more detial technical derivation see the �����



Appendix B

L� Routine to ag BEMC Nuclear

Counter E�ect

In order to suppreess the fake triggers due to the nuclear counter e�ect� so�called BEMC
single diode events �SDE�� analyzed in Chapter � at the L trigger level of the H�
trigger system a  agging routine was used� In this appendix its FORTRAN source code
is presented�

subroutine bccosm �iflag�

� stacks with only � wls � small triangles

dimension ismtri���

data ismtri � �� 
� ��� ��� 
�� 
�� ��� �
 �

save ismtri

� limit for the maximum relative contribution from � diode

parameter �ratlim � ���	�

�keep�bcs�

integer nhrow�nhcol�nhlen

parameter �nhrow � �� nhcol � �� nhlen���

integer nbosiw

parameter �nbosiw������

integer iw�nbosiw�

real rw�nbosiw�

common �bcs� iw

equivalence �rw����iw����

save �bcs�

�keep�bosmdl�

c ������bosmdl

logical begjob�endrun�begrun�revent�endjob�othdat

common�bosmdl�begjob�endrun�begrun�revent�endjob�othdat�

� lccrun�nccrun�nevent�

� iha�ibs�idb�idatel�lup�isn�jsn

save �bosmdl�
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c ������

�kend�

common �enbemc� ebemc�nclus�eclus�ratmax

�keep�stfunct�

� index of element before row number irow

indr�ind�irow��ind���iw�ind�����irow���

� index of l�th element of row number irow

indcr�ind�l�irow��indr�ind�irow� � l

� l�th integer element of the irow�th row of bank with index ind

ibtab�ind�l�irow��iw�indcr�ind�l�irow��

� l�th real element of the irow�th row of bank with index ind

rbtab�ind�l�irow��rw�indcr�ind�l�irow��

�kend�

� at first entry

if �begrun� then

call bhs�iha������������������

call stext�iha�������bemc���

call stext�iha����	��stack number for cosmic�diode flag���	��

call bhs�iha��	�����������	���

call stext�iha��	����bemc���

call stext�iha��	�	��stack energy for cosmic�diode flag���	��

endif

� event entry

if �revent� then

iflag � �

ratmax � ���

� link to the bemc diode and stack banks

inbe�r � nlink��BE�R����

inbenr � nlink��BENR����

inbngr � nlink��BNGR����

if �inbe�r�ne�� �and� inbenr�ne�� �and� inbngr�ne��� then

nrbe�r � iw�inbe�r���

nrbenr � iw�inbenr���

nrbngr � iw�inbngr���

� find the hottest bemc stack

estmax � ���

nstmax � �

irowmx � �

do �� irow � �� nrbe�r

esta � rbtab�inbe�r���irow�

if �esta �gt� estmax� then

estmax � esta

nstmax � ibtab�inbngr���irow�

irowmx � irow

endif

�� continue

� hottest stack found



���

if �irowmx �gt� �� then

� check if the stack is small triangle

fact � ���	

do �� i � �� �

if �nstmax �eq� ismtri�i�� fact � �������

�� continue

� determine the diode � stack energy ratio

ratmax � ���

do �� i � �� �

e � rbtab�inbenr�i�irowmx�

if �e �eq� ��� then

ratio � ��

else

ratio � �e � fact� � estmax

endif

if �ratio�gt�ratmax� ratmax � ratio

�� continue

� fill the histos for the positive decision

if �ratmax �gt� ratlim� then

iflag � �

call shs�iha������float�nstmax��

call shs�iha��	���estmax�

endif

endif

endif

endif

return

end
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